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1
Introduction

Wie viel Seiten hat ein unbeschriebenes Blatt?
Um wie viel Ecken muss man denken, damit das was man vorhat klappt?

Dort wo du wohnst – Clueso

1.1. Future goals for photovoltaics
As part of reaching the goals of the Paris agreement the European Union (EU) has guar-
anteed to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions into the atmosphere by at least
40% by 2030 and 80% by 2050 compared to 1990 levels [1]. One important step in the
planning towards this goal is the stepwise change to renewable energy sources for elec-
tricity production, with photovoltaics (PV) being one of the main technology options.
To reach the goal of 100% carbon-free electricity production the installed PV capacity in
the EU must grow from 117 GWp in 2019 to at least 630 GWp by 2025 and 1.94 TWp by
2050 [2]. The future electricity demand is an important factor and uncertainty in these
numbers. Figure 1.1 shows the actual and estimated installed PV power between 2010
and 2030 for different scenarios of the EUs long-term strategy on reducing GHG. If the
growth in electricity demand is just 10% above the expectations in the EU scenarios the
demand for installed PV power in 2030 would more than double to around 1.2 TWp [3].

One challenge encountered in the expansion of PV capacity is the demand for area
to install the solar panels on. It is important to develop strategies to increase PV capacity
while balancing the need for land for nature and agriculture, for avoiding conflicts be-
tween the demand of area and societal acceptance of growth of PV capacity. Great effort
is being made to find innovative ways of integrating PV into existing infrastructure as
buildings, urban environments, roads, in agriculture or on vehicles [4]. For example in
the Netherlands and Germany, 400 km2 and 2.800 km2 area of rooftops are potentially
usable for photovoltaics. Those areas have a capacity of 66 GWp and 500 GWp respec-
tively and can already provide for a big part of the required area for future PV installations
[5, 6]. A key aspect of integrating PV into buildings, roads and vehicles is the design as-
pect of photovoltaics. Specifically, the color appearance of PV is an important parameter

1
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Figure 1.1: Installed and predicted installed PV power capacity in the EU from 2010 to 2030 for different sce-
narios of the EU’s long-term strategies for 46% and 55% GHG reduction, as well as 55% GHG reduction with a
faster electricity growth than expected (figure taken from [3]). (Installed PV power in GWp ; Wp is the power
generated by a photovoltaic system under standardized illumination conditions.)

for designing building-integrated PV (BIPV). On the other hand a key goal in PV tech-
nology is increasing the efficiency of solar cells as that can reduce the cost per installed
power. Also, higher-efficiency solar panels require less land area. To bring an example
here, for the areas mentioned above for the Netherlands and Germany an increase in so-
lar panel efficiency from 17% to 20% would save a land area of 60 km2 in the Netherlands
(size of Maastricht) and 300 km2 in Germany (size of Munich). Therefore, increasing ef-
ficiency is one of the most followed research and development goals in PV. For Si solar
cells the current efficiency record, while writing this thesis, of 26.7% [7] is already pretty
close to the theoretical efficiency limit of 29.4% [8]. The technology of tandem solar cells
that combine different absorber materials in one cell is a highly attractive approach to
go well beyond the single-junction Si cell limit. In the past, tandem cell technologies
were mostly based in III-V semiconductors that are quite expensive and were used in
solar concentrator cells or for space applications [9]. In recent years perovskite solar
cells have created major breakthroughs in PV research, with single-junction efficiencies
now approaching those of Si solar cells. The most recent record at the time of writing
this thesis for perovskite/ silicon tandem solar cells is 29.52% [10] and perovskite/silicon
tandem cell efficiencies above 30% now appear well possible [11].
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1.2. What nanophotonics can do for PV
The challenges mentioned in the last section require further advanced control over the
management of light in the solar cells. Nanophotonic structures present an alternative
technology beyond the conventional optical designs in PV, offering a strongly enhanced
control over the harvesting of light [12, 13]. A key element in the application of nanopho-
tonics in photovoltaics is the use of resonantly scattering metallic or dielectric nanopar-
ticles with sizes in the order of the optical wavelength. Those particles can exhibit strong
plasmonic or Mie resonances that are tunable by size and can therefore offer strong con-
trol over the scattering of light. Initially, the benefits of including such particles in solar
cells were exploited by applying plasmonic particles for enhanced absorption in (thin
film) cells [12]. Next, the benefit of dielectric particles which exhibit lower optical losses
has been realized and was employed for light trapping and the creating of broadband
anti-reflection coatings [14–16]. More recently, the nanophotovoltaics field evolved to
the use of (periodic) arrangement of (non) resonant scatterers into metasurfaces. Those
ultrathin photonic structures tailor the profile of the scattered light field so that it is op-
timally coupled, trapped and guided in the solar cell. Such metasurfaces are ultrathin,
in the order of 100 nm, and light-weight, and can thus be easily integrated with existing
solar cell designs.

Figure 1.2: Schematics of possible functionalities of light scattering photonic structures and metasurfaces in
solar cells. (Figure taken from [17])

Photonic structures have many different application possibilities in conventional
single-junction cells, tandem cells, bifacial solar cells, luminescent solar concentrators
and down and up conversion layers. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, they can enhance light
trapping, control light emission, split the spectrum, support up and down conversion,
can be used to color photovoltaics, and enable adaption of photovoltaics to e.g. the
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daylight spectrum [17]. In the next two paragraphs, we will explain in more detail how
nanophotonic structures can be beneficial for two specific applications: colored photo-
voltaics, and high-efficiency tandem solar cells.

1.3. Dielectric nanoparticles for colored PV
As mentioned above BIPV can account for a big part of the required PV capacity, but their
aesthetics is a crucial factor to blend PV into building materials and rooftops. Creating
colorful PV will by definition introduce losses, as light has to be deliberately reflected or
emitted for creating the colorful appearance. Many different methods have been used
in the past to create colorful PV. We review some of them here and compare their advan-
tages and disadvantages in table 1.1.

We compare multilayer interference coatings, distributed Bragg reflectors, resonant
plasmonic structures as well as resonant dielectric nanoscatterers for the creation of col-
orful PV. Table 1.1 lists the most important factors that will be discussed in the following.

Table 1.1: Comparison of different technologies for coloration of solar cells. Positive features are marked in
green, neutral features in yellow, and negative features in orange.

The first aspect is the freedom in the choice of coloration to be able to fill the entire
color space, choosing between pure colors (single wavelength band, e.g. blue, green,
yellow, red) as well as being able to mix the colors (combine different wavelength bands
to create e.g. pink or white) is essential. This is possible for distributed Bragg reflectors
by combining several layers on top of each other as they are optically independent. In
the case of resonant dielectric particles the color mixing can by tailored in a single layer
by mixing nanoparticles of different size.

Next, the optical losses which directly impact the efficiency of the solar cell are an
important factor but are quite difficult to compare. All techniques can be tuned to lower
reflectance which will always result in lower color intensity. It is important to avoid any
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unnecessary absorption, meaning that techniques based on dielectric materials are pre-
ferred over using metallic particles which suffer from parasitic absorption. Another op-
tion to avoid optical losses is to reduce the reflectance of colorful light to only the angular
range that is of interest for an observer.

Another element to consider is the angular performance, describing if colors are sta-
ble under angled illumination and observation, and if the angular behavior can be de-
signed at will. The Bragg reflectors as well as the particle-based techniques show angular
stable coloration. None of the conventional techniques can control the angular behavior
of the colored light that, as mentioned, would help to reduce the optical losses, and can
add extra functionalities to the colored PV.

Furthermore, the quality of color depends mainly on how strong and clean a peak in
reflectance can be tuned. Bragg reflectors are known for their sharp reflectance peaks.
The color of multilayer coatings strongly depends on the number of layers and higher-
order reflectance peaks can affect the quality of the color. The scattering spectrum of
nanoparticles can be controlled to some extent to show distinct peaks.

Finally, to evaluate the fabrication procedure the cost and potential for large-scale
fabrication should be discussed. The fabrication of interference coatings and Bragg re-
flectors is based on multiple-layer evaporation in high vacuum which is expensive, but
is possible on a large-area industrial scale. For the dielectric particle based reflectors,
so far lab-scale substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL) printing was done that
may become industrially feasible for large-area fabrication for PV. Also, solution-based
processes using spray coating of nanoparticles might lead to a route of inexpensive fab-
rication. It should be mentioned that the comparison of all technologies here is rather
qualitatively because different papers use different figures of merit to describe the func-
tionality of the respective technology. In future, a common ground to estimate the per-
formance should be used in this field of research [28].

In summary, existing solutions to efficiently color PV still have some drawbacks .
First, there is no control over the angular range, that the light is reflected to. The arrange-
ment of dielectric nanoscatterers in metasurfaces can add this extra angle control to the
colored PV. This has the advantage that the module can be applied in a very specific way,
for example as rooftop PV with red light only scattering towards an observer on the street.
Second, another challenge is the fabrication of structures with high-quality colors in an
inexpensive, industry-compatible way. Coatings made of dielectric nanoparticles can
be imprinted on the solar panel module glass, using soft conformal imprint lithography
stamps in the lab, and have the potential to be fabricated with large-scale role-to-role
imprint technology. In the first part of this thesis we exploit the light scattering from
dielectric nanoparticles to create colorful photovoltaics and with tailored angular distri-
bution beyond what has been realized so far.

1.4. Light management in tandem cells
Tandem solar cells have the potential to reach efficiencies well above 30%. In the two-
terminal (2T) tandem geometry the two subcells are connected electrically and share the
same current, while in the four-terminal (4T) case the tandem is composed of two inde-
pendent cells with independent current collection circuits that are mechanically stacked
on top of each other. Both configurations have their advantages and disadvantages. For
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2T tandem cells the main advantage is the compact geometry that allows integration
into existing module technology. The main disadvantage is that the fabrication of the
cells can be quite challenging because the subcells have to be fabricated as a single stack,
where subsequent fabrication steps can negatively affect the earlier-deposited layers by
the use of high temperature, reactive solvents, or etching processes that introduce de-
fects. Also, the current matching condition in 2T cells sets a restriction on the design
and allows only combination of certain range of bandgaps for the top and bottom cells.
In contrast, for 4T cells current matching is not required, which relaxes the flexibility
and bandgap combination of top and bottom cells. In a 4T geometry the two subcells
can be fabricated and optimized independently. However, the main disadvantage is that
the two independent cells cannot be integrated in existing module technology and more
complex wiring circuitry is needed to harvest the current in a module composed of 4T
tandem cells.

In the following and overview is given of the different optical losses in 2T and 4T
perovskite/silicon tandem cells and how nanophotonic concepts can be used to reduce
them. Finally, we will give an outlook how such solutions are addressed in this thesis.

Figure 1.3: Loss analysis in 2T (left) and 4T (right) perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells, showing absorption
in the sub cells with the perovskite and Si contributions indicated by the green and red curves (2T) and by the
blue and red dotted curves (4T). Losses from reflectance and parasitic absorption in inactive layers of the cell
are also indicated (ITO: indium-tin-oxide transparent contacts, HTM: hole/electron transport layers; FCA: free
carrier absorption; R,R1,3: reflection from perovskite and Si cell. From Refs. [29, 30]; additional labels added in
(b).

For both 2T and 4T perovskite-silicon tandem cells proper light management is a
critical factor to optimize the efficiency. The main optical losses are reflectance, parasitic
absorption in inactive layers of the cell and non-ideal redistribution of spectral bands
between the subcells [31, 32]. As an example, Figure 1.3 shows an analysis of the optical
losses in a simulated 2T perovskite-silicon tandem cell [29] (Jsc = 39.1 mA/cm2) and an
experimental high-efficiency 4T tandem cell (η = 25.7%, Jsc = 36.5 mA/cm2) [30]. In both
cases, the perovskite top cells are flat and the silicon bottom cells have a textured front.
Both images show the absorption in the tandem sub cells.

For both cells the same trends can be observed. First, reflectance induces losses of
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several mA/cm2. Reflection of light occurs at the perovskite top surface, the interlay-
ers and the silicon back surface. For the perovskite top cell, usually, a thin-film anti-
reflection (AR) coating is applied. This could be replaced by a nanostructure layer that
further reduces reflectance and couples light into the perovskite cell [15, 33, 34]. Tex-
turing of the perovskite by applying perovskite directly on top of the textured silicon is
still quite challenging (but has been recently demonstrated [35]). In the 2T example of
Figure 1.3a, a barrier layer to planarize the silicon before applying the perovskite cell is
modelled. In both 2T and 4T designs an interlayer in between the cells can be used to
reduce reflectance from this part of the cell. In the 2T cell this requires integration with
the intermediate carrier-selective contacts; in the 4T cell there is more room to design
an optimized geometry between the two subcells. Applying nanostructures should opti-
mize both optical impedance matching and carrier collection and conduction.

For the parasitic absorption in the other layers, mostly the transparent oxide (ITO
in light blue in both figures) is responsible, next to the hole/electron transport layers
and the glass top substrate. The perovskite material of the 2T geometry, shows free-
carrier absorption (green area) which is not taken into account in the 4T structure. For
the transparent intermediate and front contacts, metallic nanostructures as for example
Ag nanowires could be an interesting consideration, as they can show lower absorption
compared to ITO as shown in previous studies [36, 37].

Finally, in both cell geometries, a significant fraction of light with wavelengths closely
below the bandgap of perovskite is transmitted to the underlying silicon cell instead of
being absorbed in the perovskite cell. In the case of the 2T tandem cell current matching
is required and for this the absorption of the top cell has to be tuned to an optimized
value that depends on the bandgap. For 4T tandem cells, the top cell ideally fully ab-
sorbs all light above the bandgap, as a higher voltage can be gained there. Nanophotonic
interlayers can therefore be beneficial to help reducing optical losses in 2T and 4T tan-
dem cells, and are very flexible in application for the different cell geometries as well as
different absorber materials.

In this thesis, we introduce spectral splitters for optimized redistribution of spec-
tral bands between the subcells in 2T and 4T tandem solar cells. We take advantage of
metasurface light scattering insights developed in the first part of the thesis to create
colored PV. We provide a theoretical outlook for the potential of spectrum splitters in 2T
perovskite/silicon tandem cells and present an experimental metasurface solution for
4T tandem cells that combines the functionality of spectral splitting, light trapping and
reflectivity control in one metasurface structure.

1.5. From lab scale to large scale
This thesis demonstrates novel concepts to improve photovoltaics that are based on
state-of-the-art cleanroom nanofabrication technologies, such as spincoating, electron-
beam lithography, plasma etching and electron beam evaporation. All techniques used
have the potential to be used to fabricate large-area structures at an industrial scale.
Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) is already widely used in PV in-
dustry to deposit thin-film anti-reflection and passivation layers. Substrate-conformal
imprint lithography (SCIL) has already been developed into a large-scale fabrication
technique using cassette-based multi-wafer handling [38]. The metasurfaces fabricated
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in this thesis, are partly based on patterns created by electron-beam lithography, but all
of those could be transferred with SCIL.

To illustrate the potential of scaling up the structures proposed in this thesis, there
are several companies already realizing tools for nanoimprint roll-to-roll processes. For
example Morphotonics and Stensborg offer roll-to-roll nanoimprint methods. The plasma
etchings step that is used in many fabrication routines of the thesis to transfer a nanopat-
tern from the imprinting mask into the underlying material, could be replaced on large
scales by wet etching processes. Alternatively, the metasurfaces could be imprinted
directly, if a liquid sol-gel of the desired material is developed [16]. Recent advance-
ments in the development of TiO2 sol-gel are promising in this respect. Alternatively, the
nanopatterns developed here inspire the use of spray coating of high index colloids, po-
tentially in combination with self-assembly techniques, as it is already done widely for
color coatings in the car industry. In summary, we think the designs and geometries pre-
sented in this thesis to improve PV have a realistic potential to be upscaled on industrial
level and to be integrated into real-world devices.

1.6. Outline of this thesis
In this thesis we present the application of dielectric nanostructure for the improvement
of photovoltaics. We design layers composed of scattering dielectric nanoparticles, ar-
ranged in metasurfaces and metagratings, that control the scattering of light in a tailored
way. In the first part of the thesis we present the improvement of coloration of pho-
tovoltaics, from color creation through spectral control to more advanced directional
control. In the second part of the thesis, we concentrate on improving the efficiency of
perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells, applying spectral splitting metasurfaces.

Chapter 2 describes the coloration of silicon minimodules by an integrated scattering
layer based on silicon Mie resonators. By tailoring the scattering particle size and shape
we control the interference of electric and magnetic dipole modes of the nanoparticles
to create resonant backscattering over a narrow spectral band. We show that a strong
green coloration can be created that is only weakly dependent of the angle of incidence.
The layer of Mie resonators is created by SCIL, describing a promising route for future
large-scale fabrication. The structure shows low optical losses resulting in a drop of only
10% in the short-circut current of the silicon cell.

Chapter 3 further expands on the techniques introduce in Chapter 2. We show how
the color space is increased and that multiple colors can be created. We extend the col-
oration to a technique in which we combine pixels of different colors, and experimen-
tally demonstrate mixed colors and an example of a white coloration of a solar cell. Here
the photocurrent losses are only ∼19%, due to the fact that only a small desired spectral
band of the light is reflected. The route of mixing colors by pixels shows a great flexibility
in choosing colors by choice.

Chapter 4 is addressing the fact that the geometries in Chapter 2 and 3 are showing
specular reflection behavior rather than scattering over a large angular band. This makes
the coloration seem shiny and not matt as is preferred for some applications. To solve
this issue, we create a reflecting Lambertian scattering metasurface, composed of indi-
vidual metagratings that together result in reflectance at the resonant wavelength over
a broad angular range, while at the same time cancelling the specular reflectance. We
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fabricate an array of amorphous silicon particles on top of a Ag mirror that is protected
by a thin dielectric, using electron beam lithography. We characterize the angular re-
flectance profile and show a scattering efficiency of 90%. We also show that we can use a
combination of differently designed metagratings to create resonant angular reflectance
distributions at will.

In Chapter 5 we further expand on the technique introduced in Chapter 4 by de-
signing a (semi-) transparent metasurface that reflects light on resonance in a deter-
mined angular range. With this, we enable coloration of rooftop photovoltaic only to-
wards one half space to an observer on the street. This approach allows very efficient
coloration with minimal losses as less light reflection is needed for a smaller angular
range. By tailoring the interference between the light scattering modes of the nanopar-
ticles we control the metasurface scattering spectrum on a transparent substrate and
control the directivity by arranging the particles into gratings with different pitch. We
use the combined metagratings approach of Chapter 4, adjusting the design to show very
high diffraction efficiencies on a transparent substrate. We experimentally demonstrate
a solar cell with angled colored distribution with a reduction of only 13% in short-circuit
current.

Chapter 6 shows the theory, design and experimental realization of a broadband back
reflector metasurface based on the Huygens-Fresnel principles. Using a phase gradient
approach we design a theoretical metasurface with unity efficiency for back reflection.
We then present an experimental realization in which the calculated phase gradient is
discretized and TiO2 nanowires of different height build up a unit cell on a Ag mirror. We
show that the metagrating exhibits back reflection for a broad range of wavelengths from
λ = 490-940 nm with an efficiency above 85%.

In Chapter 7 we theoretically study the benefits of a spectral splitter integrated into a
perovskite/silicon 2T tandem solar cell. Based on detailed-balance calculations we first
show that the absorption in the perovskite top cell is very sensitive to choosing the right
thickness to match the currents of the sub-cells. We describe how a spectral splitter can
enhance absorption in the perovskite top cell to achieve optimum voltage harvesting for
the tandem. We calculate that a Lambertian spectral splitter in between the sub cells, in
the thermodynamic limit, can lead to a 6% (absolute) efficiency enhancement for high-
energy bandgap top cells.

Finally, Chapter 8 addresses spectral splitting in 4T tandem cells. We design a meta-
surface light trapping spectral splitter for a perovskite-silicon tandem cell. This meta-
grating has the property to efficiently reflect light with energies above the bandgap of
perovskite back to the perovskite and introduce light trapping of the reflected light. At
the same time, the spectral splitter reduces reflection in the infrared and therefore en-
hances current collection in the silicon sub cell. We build the metasurface using SCIL
and integrate it in a tandem cell, showing a current increase in the top cell of at least
3%. We describe potential further enhancements for this novel spectrum splitter design
and estimate that an efficiency enhancement of 0.40% (absolute) can be achieved in a
realistic perovskite/silicon 4T geometry using a properly designed metasurface spectral
splitter

In summary, this thesis provides key insights into the use of dielectric scattering par-
ticles and metagratings for the improvement of solar cells. We introduce the use of reso-
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nant metasurfaces and metagratings to control the color and angular scattering behavior
of solar cells. Our work paves the way for potential large-scale application of these new
concepts. We study the potential of spectral splitters in 2T tandem cells. Building on
the metasurface and metagrating scattering concepts we introduce a new spectral split-
ter concept for 4T tandem solar cells that enhances current and voltage harvesting from
the subcells. We present options for further improvements of the designs, and how they
could potentially find applications in a wide range of tandem solar cell geometries.



2
Efficient colored silicon solar

modules using integrated resonant
dielectric nanoscatterers

The sunshine fills my hair
And dreams hang in the air

Wonderful Life - Black

We demonstrate photovoltaic modules with a bright green color based on silicon het-
erojunction solar cells integrated with arrays of light scattering dielectric nanoscatterers.
Dense arrays of crystalline silicon nanocylinders, 100-120 nm wide, 240 nm tall, 325 nm
pitch, are made onto module cover slides using substrate-conformal soft-imprint lithogra-
phy. Strong electric and magnetic dipolar Mie resonances with a narrow linewidth (Q∼30)
cause strong (35-40%) specular light scattering on resonance (∼540 nm). The green color is
observed over a wide range of angles (8-75◦). As the resonant nanoscatterers are transpar-
ent for the major fraction of the incident solar spectrum the relative loss in short-circuit
current is only 10-11%. The soft-imprinted nanopatterns can be applied on full-size solar
modules, and integrated with conventional module encapsulation. The dielectric Mie res-
onances can be controlled by geometry, opening up a road for designing efficient colorful
or white building-integrated photovoltaics.

11
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2.1. Introduction
Photovoltaics (PV) can make a major contribution to the generation of renewable energy
at a very large scale. In the past decades, PV research has focused on the development of
PV materials and solar cell architectures with the aim to raise PV conversion efficiency
and reduce manufacturing costs. For PV to be applied on a very large scale it is essential
that PV panels are well integrated into our built environment and landscape. A key prop-
erty in this respect is the perceived color of PV panels. Typically, PV panels have a black
or dark blue appearance that results from the textured surface of the solar cells in combi-
nation with a dielectric antireflection (AR) coating, designed to optimize the absorption
of sunlight in the solar cell. However, for building-integrated applications it would be
beneficial to have PV panels in a variety of well-defined colors, while maintaining a high
PV conversion efficiency.

So far, limited examples of colorful PV applications have been presented in the liter-
ature. Multilayer interference coatings can be applied to tailor the reflection spectrum,
but are expensive to make and show strong angle-dependent reflectivity, unless a large
number of layers is used [18, 19, 21]. Colored encapsulation of semitransparent thin-film
silicon solar cells has been used to create solar panels with a red appearance for rooftop
applications [39]. However, this leads to a reduced efficiency due to light absorption by
the polymer encapsulant. Similarly, assembled Ag nanostructures have recently been
used to create colored solar panels due to the excitation surface plasmon resonances,
but at the price of Ohmic dissipation in the metal nanoparticles [27]. Furthermore, the
development of white solar panels was recently reported using an undisclosed geome-
try, resulting in a 40% loss in efficiency [40]. So far, practical solutions for wide-angle
colorful PV panels with high efficiency are scarce. Dielectric nanostructures are known
to have bright scattering colors due to the excitation of Mie resonances. The resonant
spectrum can be tailored by particle shape and refractive index [41]. If made from low-
loss dielectrics the Mie resonance can have a relatively narrow linewidth, resulting in a
bright scattering spectrum with -depending on the used dielectric- negligible absorp-
tion losses. The angular distribution of the Mie scattered light can be tuned by tailoring
the interplay of the electric and magnetic dipole and higher order modes [42]. Several
authors have demonstrated colorful examples of light scattering from arrays of Mie scat-
terers made on planar substrates [43–47]. So far, the use of Mie scattering to create col-
orful PV panels has not been explored. Dielectric Mie scatterers have been applied onto
the surface of solar cells as forward scattering geometries that enhance the light incou-
pling [15, 48]. Furthermore, Mie scatterers embedded in thin-film solar cells have been
demonstrated to serve as light trapping geometries [14]. Here, we introduce the use of di-
electric Mie scatterers, integrated with the top cover layer of a solar panel, to selectively
scatter a narrow band of the solar spectrum resulting in a bright green color. The un-
scattered blue and red/infrared spectral ranges are efficiently coupled into the solar cell
leading to a reduction in short circuit current density of only 10% (relative) compared to
the uncolored reference.
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2.2. Integrated Mie scatterers for green solar modules
Figure 2.1 shows the integrated Mie scattering designs that we developed. In Fig. 2.1(a)
the dielectric scatterers are placed on top of a thin 1.2×1.2 cm2 sapphire cover slide that
is placed on top of a textured crystalline Si (c-Si) solar cell using index matching oil in be-
tween. In a second geometry (Fig. 2.1(b)), the Mie scatterers are placed on the bottom of
the sapphire slide, facing the cell. The nanopatterned sapphire cover slides were placed
on a front- and back-contacted Si heterojunction solar cell using index-matching fluid
(Fluka 10976, n = 1.52). The silicon heterojunction cells were made on 6” n-type single-
crystalline Si wafers and subsequently laser-scribed to obtain 2×2 cm2 cells. The surface
of the cell was textured using alkaline chemical etching, leading to a random pyramidal
texture (base width ∼5 µm) and covered with an indium tin oxide (ITO) transparent con-
ductor with an optimized thickness of 80 nm to act as an efficient AR coating (n = 2.05
at 630 nm). The use of index-matching oil enabled a flexible geometry to systematically
compare the mini-modules (laminates) with and without the light scattering top layers.
Sapphire was used to enable the use of crystalline Si Mie scatterers as crystalline silicon-
on-sapphire substrates are commercially available. In practice, a similar geometry as
proposed in Fig. 2.1 can be realized in a large-area solar panel by using a nanopatterned
silica glass cover plate and an EVA lamination layer, as commonly used in solar panels.

Figure 2.1: Integrated Mie scattering designs for colored solar panels. (a,b) Schematic of silicon nanoscatterer
arrays on top (a) and bottom (b) of a sapphire cover slide, integrated into a silicon heterojunction solar module
using immersion oil. The sapphire slide and the immersion oil mimic commonly used module glass and EVA.
(c) Top-view SEM image of a square array of silicon nanoscatterers on a sapphire cover slide, made by SCIL. (d)
SEM image of a cross section of the silicon nanoscatterers on sapphire made using focused ion beam milling.
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2.3. Experiments
2.3.1. Fabrication
Silicon-on-sapphire substrates (500 nm Si on 0.46 mm sapphire, MTI Corporation) were
etched down to a thickness of 200 nm using reactive ion etching (RIE) in a HBr2 (25 sccm)
and O2 (2 sccm) plasma. Next, we used substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL)
[49] to fabricate arrays of silicon cylinders. A 45-nm-thick silica sol-gel film was spin-
coated and patterned using a SCIL stamp that was made from a pre-patterned silicon
master, fabricated by electron-beam lithography. Two subsequent RIE etch steps were
performed, first to break through the sol-gel pattern using CHF3 (25 sccm) and Ar (25
sccm), and second, to transfer the pattern into the silicon layer using HBr2/O2. The
square array of silicon nanocylinders with a pitch of 325 nm is seen in the top-view scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 2.1(c). A cross-section of the structure is
shown in Fig. 2.1(d). It shows the particle diameter is slightly varying with height in the
range 100-120 nm; the particle height is 240 nm. The size of the individual scatterers
was chosen in order to create a visible reflection in the green. By changing the size of the
particles, the resonance can be shifted and different colors can be reflected [46, 47].

2.3.2. Optical characterization
Figure 2.2 (insets) depicts the light scattering spectra for the two geometries in Fig. 2.1.
Measurements were performed with an integrating sphere in reflection configuration.
A collimated beam from a supercontinuum light source was coupled in at an incidence
angle of 8◦. In this setup, all light that is scattered/reflected from the sample in the up-
per halfsphere is collected and sent to a spectrometer. In the insets, reference measure-
ments for a bare Si heterojunction solar cell and the unpatterned module are also shown.
The bare cell shows low reflection due to the combination of texture and optimized AR
coating (interference minimum at ∼630 nm). The unpatterned module has a reflectivity
of 7-12% as expected given the refractive index for sapphire. At long wavelengths the
nanopatterned module in (a) shows a lower reflectivity than the unpatterned reference
due to an (effective-index) AR coating effect of the Si particles on top of the sapphire.
The scattering spectra of both integrated Mie scattering designs show a clear resonance
(peak amplitude 35-40%), due to the magnetic (550 nm) and electric (528 nm) dipole
resonances [50, 51]. The resonance in Fig. 2.2(a) is slightly red-shifted compared to that
in Fig. 2.2(b) due to the higher index of the matching fluid. The linewidth of the scatter-
ing resonances (quality factor Q∼30) is mostly determined by (desired) radiation losses,
in combination with small absorption losses. The main panels in Fig. 2.2(a,b) show the
angle dependence of the specular reflectivity, measured at the peak of the electric dipole
resonance. In both cases the reflectance is strongly enhanced over the entire angular
range from 8-75◦, when compared to the unpatterned module. This behavior is quite
different than what is observed for simple multilayer interference coatings of which the
reflectivity is determined by Fabry-Perot interference which is strongly angle dependent
at a given wavelength. In contrast, the localized nature of the Mie resonances used here
enables strong light scattering within a narrow spectral band over a broad angular range.
The insets in Fig. 2.2 also show that for off-resonant wavelengths the reflectivity does not
deviate much from the reflectivity of the non-patterned reference. Figure 2.2 (c,d) shows
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photographs of an unpatterned module and the nanopatterned module (bottom config-
uration), taken under diffuse daylight; a clear green color is observed. The visual color
calculated from the measured reflection spectra (following the concept in Ref. [52], us-
ing the average midday light spectrum in Western Europe (D65) as illumination source)
is shown in Fig. 2.2(e); it corresponds well to the color in the photograph of Fig. 2.2(d).

Figure 2.2: Optical reflectance of nanopatterned Si heterojunction solar modules. Measured angle-dependent
specular reflectance (averaging data for s- and p-polarized light) at the electric dipole resonance (λ = 528 nm)
of integrated design with nanoscatterers on top ((a), green) and bottom ((b), red) of the sapphire slide. Data
for an unpatterned module are shown for reference (light blue). Insets: measured scattering efficiency of in-
tegrated design for top (a) and bottom (b) configurations. Data for an unpatterned module (light blue) and
the bare Si heterojunction solar cell (dark blue) are also shown. Vertical black dashed lines at λ = 528 nm
mark the electrical dipole resonance. Photographs (0.5x0.5 cm2) of unpatterned modules (c) and nanopat-
terned module (d, bottom configuration), and (e) calculated visual color with the respective RGB values for the
nanopatterned module.
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2.3.3. Electrical characterization
Figure 2.3(a) compares the measured external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the two nanopat-
terned modules, the unpatterned reference, and the bare Si solar cell. The active-area
EQE spectrum was measured using slightly focused light (2 mm diameter) under nor-
mal incidence from a Xenon light source sent through a monochromator. The EQE of
the bare Si heterojunction cell approaches 100% in the 600-900 nm spectral range. For
the unpatterned geometry the EQE is reduced by 7-12% (relative) in agreement with
the higher reflectivity observed in Fig. 2.3. The corresponding integrated short circuit
current density Jsc , derived from the EQE spectra, decreases from 39.5 mA/cm2 to 36.8
mA/cm2. The EQE spectra for both integrated designs show strong dips (25-30%) at the
resonant wavelengths, resulting from light scattering and absorption by the Si nanoscat-
terers. For the top configuration the EQE is enhanced between 600 and 1000 nm in ac-
cordance with the reduced reflectivity (inset in Fig. 2.3(a)). For both top and bottom con-
figurations the EQE is significantly reduced for wavelengths below the resonance, due to
light absorption in the Si nanoscatterers. Correspondingly, the Jsc drops to 33.2 mA/cm2

(top configuration) and 32.7 mA/cm2 (bottom configuration). This corresponds to a re-
duction of 16% and 17% (relative) compared to the bare Si heterojunction cell and 10%
and 11% (relative) compared to the unpatterned module. The inset in Fig. 2.3(a) shows
the current-voltage (I −V ) characteristics for the two patterned module configurations
and the unpatterned reference. The I −V curves were measured using a AM1.5G solar
simulator (Newport Oriel Sol2A Class ABA), using a shadow mask to match the illumi-
nated area to the size of the regular fabricated nanoparticle array (0.7×0.7 cm2). The data
are in full agreement with the trends observed in the EQE spectra, with the short-circuit
current reduced due to the reduced light incoupling in the cells, and the bottom config-
uration showing slightly better performance than the top one. The Voc values obtained
from the I −V measurements are strongly affected by the fact that the unmasked mea-
surement area is much smaller than the cell area, creating an additional dark-current
due to the unirradiated cell area (full-area 6” cells from the same batch had a Voc of
724 mV). Obviously, the light incoupling effect of the nanopatterned geometry is best
probed by changes in Jsc as these are a direct measure of changes in the light absorp-
tion. The conversion efficiency determined from the I −V curves is 17.0% for the bare
Si heterojunction cell, 15.9% for the unpatterned module and 13.7% and 12.9% for the
nanopatterned modules in front and bottom configuration, respectively. These efficien-
cies for the colored Si heterojunction solar modules correspond to a relative reduction
in efficiency, compared to the unpatterned modules, of 14% and 19%, respectively. The
lowest efficiency loss is thus achieved for the front patterned configuration, which is due
to the (effective-index) AR coating effect of the front-nanopattern, as described above.

Finally, Fig. 2.3(b) shows the “effective” solar spectrum impinging on the Si hetero-
junction cell, taking into account the effect of the nanoscatterers. The standard AM1.5G
solar spectrum is modified taking into account the transmission spectrum measured us-
ing an integrating sphere on a nanoparticle array on a bare sapphire slide (front config-
uration, inset in Fig. 2.3(b)). The nanoscatterer array reduces the total integrated power
from 1000 W/m² to 776 W/m2. The Shockley-Queisser efficiency limit for a Si solar cell
calculated using the modified spectrum is 32.8%. The maximum power output for the
nanopatterned cell derived from Fig. 2.3(b) is reduced by 24%. This reduction is larger
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Figure 2.3: Electrical measurements and solar spectrum. (a) Measured EQE of bare silicon heterojunction
solar cell (dark blue), unpatterned module (light blue), and nanopatterned module in top (green) and bottom
(red) configuration. Inset: I−V curves for the same cells. (b) AM1.5G solar spectrum (dark blue) and calculated
modified spectrum after correction using the measured transmission spectrum (inset) of a nanopatterned sap-
phire slide (front configuration, green).

than that derived from the EQE data in Fig. 2.3(a) (16-17%). We ascribe this difference to
the fact that in the transmission measurements light is reflected from two sapphire inter-
faces while for the module cell geometry one sapphire interface is nearly index matched.

2.4. Conclusion
Our work has several advantages over earlier work on colored photovoltaics using plas-
monic scattering [27]. First of all, dielectric scattering is characterized by low absorp-
tion loss compared to the strong Ohmic dissipation in plasmonics scattering, as demon-
strated by the relatively low loss in short-circuit current observed above. Furthermore,
when compared to the plasmonic resonances, geometric Mie resonances can be tuned
over a larger spectral range while maintaining low loss, enabling a larger practical range
of colors. The narrow linewidth observed for the Mie resonances also presents an ad-
vantage over colored photovoltaics based on absorbing dyes, that typically shows broad-
band absorption into the UV. The choice of the dielectric material for the resonators is
determined by the need of a high index low-loss material. In this work, crystalline silicon
was used because of its high dielectric constant and well known nano-fabrication pa-
rameters. Finally, we discuss the angular behavior of the integrated Mie scattering solar
panel design presented here for practical applications. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the strong
specular reflection at the resonance wavelength creates a clear green appearance of the
cell for a broad range of incident angles. A further advanced design would scatter light
from a single incident angle to a broad range of outgoing angles. Future work will focus
on designing such surfaces. In conclusion, we demonstrated efficient colored photo-
voltaic modules by the integration of dielectric nanoscatterer arrays in the front module
layer using soft-nanoimprint technology. The nanoscatterers show characteristic Mie
resonances that create a well-defined scattering color. We present two designs, with Si
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nanoscatterers either on the top or the bottom of the front module cover layer. A clear
green appearance is observed over a wide range of angles for both configurations, with
only 10-11% loss in short circuit current and efficiency. The low-wavelength absorbance
losses in the Si nanoscatterers used here can be avoided by using non-absorbing di-
electrics such as TiO2 [45, 53]. The green solar modules presented here can find ap-
plications in building- and landscape-integrated photovoltaics of many different kinds.
The SCIL nano-imprint technique used is applicable to full-area (15×15 cm2) solar cell
patterning [38], and can be readily scaled up to a roll-to-roll process that is applicable to
full-size solar panels. The solar panel color can be changed by tuning the geometry of
the dielectric nanoscatterers, which is readily done by adjusting the soft-imprint stamp.
Furthermore, by using a combination of differently shaped Mie scatterers photovoltaic
modules with a white appearance can be designed as well.



3
Colored solar modules using

integrated pixelated resonant
dielectric nanoscatterer arrays

Don’t confuse your speed with the turning of the earth

You’re a Runner – Me and My Drummer

Green colored photovoltaic modules based on silicon heterojunction solar cells integrated
with periodic arrays of light scattering Si nanoscatterers were made. Here, we expand this
concept to multiple colors and color combinations. We show that random arrays of silicon
nanoarrays can be combined to pixels to create the desired color. By adjusting the coverage
of pixels composed of different nanoparticle arrays different colors can be designed and
the calculated chromaticity values can be obtained from the fabricated sample. The pix-
elated nanoscattering concept was used to realize a solar mini-module with a scattering
spectrum close to white. The calculated relative loss in short-circuit current is only 19%.
The nanoparticle pixel arrays can be made using soft imprint lithography opening up an
alternative route for designing low loss colored PV modules.
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3.1. Introduction
For photovoltaics (PV) to be applied on a very large scale it is essential that PV panels are
well integrated into our built environment and landscape. Typically, PV panels have a
black or dark blue appearance that results from the textured surface of the solar cells in
combination with a dielectric antireflection (AR) coating, designed to optimize the ab-
sorption of sunlight in the solar cell. However, for building- and landscape-integrated
applications it would be beneficial to have PV panels in a variety of well-defined colors,
while maintaining a high PV conversion efficiency. Recently, we have reported a new
method to create a green colored solar module using resonant light scattering from sil-
icon nanoparticles with optical Mie resonances [24]. We exploited the use of dielectric
Mie scatterers, integrated with the top cover layer of a solar panel, to selectively scatter a
narrow band of the solar spectrum resulting in a bright green color. In the present paper,
this concept is expanded in order to achieve a broad range of colors; and to create white
solar mini-modules. The reduction in short circuit current densities is only 11% for the
green colored mini-modules and 19% for the white colored mini-module.

3.2. Dielectric scatterers for coloration
Dielectric nanostructures are known to have bright scattering colors due to the excita-
tion of Mie resonances. The resonant spectrum can be tailored by particle shape and
refractive index [41]. If made from low-loss dielectrics the Mie resonance can have a rel-
atively narrow linewidth, resulting in a bright scattering spectrum with -depending on
the used dielectric- negligible absorption losses. Several authors have demonstrated col-
orful examples of light scattering from arrays of Mie scatterers made on planar substrates
[43–47].

Figure 3.1: Color of reflection of periodic array of silicon Mie cylinders of a height of 100 nm on a sapphire sub-
strate for different radius and period. Numerical simulations of reflection spectra were done using Lumerical
FDTD and are transformed to visible color. A schematic of the geometry of the structure is shown above.

Figure 3.1 shows the result of numerical finite-difference-time-domain (FDTD) sim-
ulations (Lumerical) of the reflected color of square arrays of silicon nanocylinders (height
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100 nm) on a semi-infinite sapphire substrate. The visual colors were obtained using the
concept described in [52], using the average midday light spectrum in Western Europe
(D65) as illumination source. By varying the radius and period of the Si cylinders, the
Mie resonance spectrum is controlled and the color can be tuned over the entire color
spectrum visible by the human eye. In Fig. 3.2 a photograph of a sample with six fields of
silicon nanocylinder arrays of different radius and period (height 105-110 nm) on top of
sapphire is shown. The fabrication was done by electron beam lithography and reactive
ion etching of a planar silicon-on-sapphire substrate. The measured scattering spectra
of the fields in Fig. 3.2a are plotted in Fig. 3.2b and show that with increasing radius and
period the Mie resonances are shifting to larger wavelengths. The simulated reflectance
spectra (height 105 nm) plotted in the same figure match well with the experiment. The
scattering bandwidth is determined by the scattering rate and absorption losses in the
nanoparticles and varies over the shown spectral range.

Figure 3.2: (a) Photograph of 6 fields of periodic arrays of silicon cylinders on top of a sapphire substrate with
different radius and period (height 105-110 nm). Radius and periods of the simulated arrays are indicated.
They match with ±10 nm the fabricated dimensions. (b) Measured (solid lines) and simulated (dashed lines)
scattering spectra of 5 colored fields.

3.3. Printed single-colored cell
To integrate the Mie scattering effect into a solar module, the nanopatterned sapphire
cover slides with periodic arrays of Si cyinders (diameter 100-120 nm; height 240 nm)
on the bottom, were placed on a front- and back-contacted Si heterojunction solar cell
using index matching fluid. The integrated design is shown in Fig. 3.3. The nanoscatterer
array was fabricated by substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL).

Figure 3.4 (taken from [24]) shows the measured scattering spectrum of the inte-
grated Mie scattering design. A clear resonance (peak amplitude 35-40%), due to the
magnetic (550 nm) and electric (528 nm) dipole resonances is observed [50, 51]. Refer-
ence measurements for a bare Si heterojunction solar cell and the unpatterned module
are also shown. The bare cell shows low reflection due to the combination of texture and
optimized AR coating (interference minimum at 630 nm). The unpatterned module has
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of silicon nanoscatterer arrays on bottom of a sapphire cover slide, integrated into a sil-
icon heterojunction solar mini-module using immersion oil. The sapphire slide and the immersion oil mimic
commonly used module glass and EVA.

a reflectivity of 7-12% as expected given the refractive index for sapphire. The inset in
Fig. 3.4 shows a photograph of the 12x12 mm2 sapphire slide with the green reflecting
Mie scattering design on top of the HIT solar cell. The green scattering intensity is quite
insensitive to variation in incoming angle. For more details, see [24].

Figure 3.4: Measured scattering efficiency (green) of integrated design. Data for an unpatterned mini-module
(light blue) and the bare Si heterojunction solar cell (dark blue) are also shown. Vertical black dashed line at
λ=528 nm marks the electrical dipole resonance. Inset: Photograph of nanopatterned module shows bright
green reflectance. Sapphire sample is 12x12 mm2.

3.4. Mixed color pixels
As described in Section 3.2, by variation of the size and density of the nanocylinders, the
reflected color can be tuned to the desired spectral color range. To achieve mixed colors
or white, we combine pixels of different colors, with each pixel composed of 50x50 µm2

nanocylinder arrays. Figure 3.5 shows SEM images of the blue (radius 50 nm) and red
(radius 90 nm) scattering random nanocylinder arrays. A random geometry was imple-
mented to avoid diffraction effects for large scattering angles.
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Figure 3.5: SEM top image of random Si nanocylinder arrays on sapphire, scattering in blue (left) and red
(right). Scale bar is 500 nm.

In Figure 3.6, the measured scattering spectra of the blue and the red fields are shown
(blue and red solid lines). The blue spectrum shows a weak resonance around 500 nm,
the red spectrum shows strong first order resonances (electric and magnetic) around 800
nm and higher order resonances at 480 and 580 nm. The chromaticity values in the CIE
1931 xyY color space of the blue and red fields were determined by the concept described
in Section 3.2 (see caption of Fig. 3.6). In order to obtain a chromaticity close to white by
combining red (r) and blue (b) pixels, the ratio of the red and blue pixel coverage r:b was
chosen so that the xy values match the white point of the CIE 1931 color space of D65
(xW hi te =0.3127, yW hi te =0.3290). The chromaticity values xn and yn of the combined
color can be determined by:

(xn , yn) = (xb , yb)
bBb

Bn
+ (xr , yr )

r Br

Bn
(3.1)

with the brightness of the blue array Bb = Xb +Yb + Zb , the red array Br = Xr +Yr + Zr

and the combined brightness of the mixed fields Bn = Bb +Br [54]. Using the xyY values
determined for the reflection spectra, we find that a pixel coverage ratio of r:b=1:3 leads
to chromaticity values of xn=0.3181 and yn=0.3283, close to the white point.

Combining the two reflectance spectra in the ratio 1:3, and applying the method to
determine the CIE color space values gives the dashed calculated line in Fig. 3.6. Next,
the fields are combined experimentally in pixels of 50x50 µm2 (see microscope image
in inset of Fig. 3.6). The measured scattering spectrum (solid grey line in Fig. 3.6) of
this combined field matches well the calculated scattering curve; resonance peaks are
matching well over the entire spectral range. The reflected scattering spectrum of the
mixed pattern has an average intensity of 22% over the visible spectral range (450-800
nm)

3.5. Towards a white solar cell
Using the same approach as described in Section 3.4, a white colored solar mini-module
was created. In these experiments the height of the nanocylinders was slightly smaller.
Red to blue pixels had the optimized ratio r:b=1:9, and are shown in the microscope
image in the inset of Fig. 3.7. The scattering spectra of the white integrated design,
shown in Fig. 3.7, shows an average intensity of 20% over the visible spectral range. The
chromaticity values obtained from the scattering measurement of the nanopatterned
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Figure 3.6: Measured scattering efficiency of blue and red reflecting random nanoarrays (blue and
red solid lines). Spectra for calculated combined field (dashed grey line) and measured combined
field (solid grey line) with ratio r:b=1:3. The chromaticity values of the plotted scattering curves are
(xr =0.3868, yr =0.3573, Yr =0.3160) for the red spectrum, (xb =0.2813, yb =0.3128, Yb =0.1718) for the blue
spectrum, (xcw =0.3181, ycw =0.3283, Ycw =0.2078) for the calculated combined spectrum and (xmw =0.3281,
ymw =0.3323, Ymw =0.2221) for the combined measured spectrum. Inset: Optical microscope image of com-
bined field. One red pixel and three blue pixels build a unit cell. Pixel is 50x50 µm2

Figure 3.7: Measured scattering efficiency (grey) of integrated design of white field composed red and blue
pixels. A spectrum for the bare Si heterojunction solar cell (dark blue) is also shown. Inset: Optical microscope
image of combined field. One red pixel and 9 blue pixels are building a unit cell. Pixel is 50x50 µm2.

module with combined red and blue fields are (x=0.3320, y=0.3491, Y =0.2152) and are
close to the white point.

Figure 3.8 shows the measured external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the nanopat-
terned mini-module and the bare Si solar cell. The EQE spectrum for the integrated
design shows a reduction (15%-40%) over the entire visible spectrum up to 800 nm, re-
sulting from light scattering and absorption by the Si nanoscatterers. The reduction ob-
served above 800 nm is due to the reflection off the sapphire substrate. Correspondingly,
the calculated Jsc is reduced by 25% (relative) from 40.8 to 30.7 mA/cm2 compared to
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the bare Si heterojunction cell. Compared to the unpatterned module this would mean
a relative reduction by 19%, taking into account 7% reflection from the sapphire slide.
One way to decrease the losses in this configuration is to tune the resonance of the red
field, in order to have less reflection above 700 nm, as any reflection in that spectral range
cannot contribute to the color perception, but reduces the short circuit current. A pho-
tograph of the white sample is depicted in the inset of Fig. 3.8. The color appearance is
grey, which matches the measured spectra, as grey has the same chromaticity as white
but is less luminescent. The brightness of the structure could be increased by increasing
the scattering intensity of the pixels respectively.

Figure 3.8: Measured EQE of bare silicon heterojunction solar cell (dark blue) and nanopatterned module
with combined red and blue fields (grey). Inset: Photograph of nanopatterned module shows grey reflection.
Sapphire sample is 12x12 mm2.

3.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we expanded the technology to create efficient bright green colored so-
lar mini-modules to additional colors and white. We demonstrated the colored fabri-
cated solar mini-module with a white scattering surface using pixels of integrated ran-
dom nanoarrays. The concept can be widened to any desired color. The colored so-
lar modules presented here can find applications in building- and landscape-integrated
photovoltaics of many different kinds.

3.7. Methods
3.7.1. Fabrication - Electron beam lithography
Silicon-on-sapphire substrates (500 nm Si on 0.46 mm sapphire, MTI Corporation) were
etched down to a thickness of 200 nm using reactive ion etching (RIE) in a HBr2 (25 sccm)
and O2 (2 sccm) plasma. For this, a 50 nm thick layer of HSQ was spincoated on top of a
silicon-on-sapphire wafer and patterned with a dose of 3400 µC/cm2 in a Raith Voyager
e-beam system. The samples were developed in TMAH (25%) for 60 seconds. Two sub-
sequent RIE etch steps were performed, first to break through the sol-gel pattern using
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CHF3 (25 sccm) and Ar (25 sccm), and second, to transfer the pattern into the silicon
layer using HBr2/O2.

3.7.2. Fabrication – SCIL
The silicon-on-sapphire substrates were etched down in the way described in the previ-
ous section. Next, we used substrate conformal imprint lithography (SCIL) to fabricate
arrays of silicon cylinders. A 45-nm-thick silica sol-gel film was spin-coated and pat-
terned using a SCIL stamp that was made from a pre-patterned silicon master, fabricated
by electron-beam lithography. To transfer the pattern in the Si, the same etching steps
as described in section 3.7.1 were performed

3.7.3. Reflectance measurements
Measurements were performed with an integrating sphere in reflection configuration.
A collimated beam from a supercontinuum light source was coupled in at an incidence
angle of 8°. In this setup, all light that is scattered/reflected from the sample in the upper
halfsphere is collected and sent to a spectrometer.

3.7.4. EQE measurements
The active-area EQE spectrum was measured using slightly focused light (2 mm diame-
ter) under normal incidence from a Xenon light source sent through a monochromator.
The EQE of the bare Si heterojunction cell approaches 100% in the 600-900 nm spectral
range.
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Spectrally controlled diffusion and reflection of light are key operations for light manage-
ment in many optical devices. Integration of this operation in complex nanophotonic de-
vices requires a 2D interface that provides tailored spectrum and directivity control. Here,
we present a metagrating superstructure that realizes a resonant light reflector with tai-
lored angular scattering profile. Millimeter-sized metasurfaces are built from arrays of
combined supercells of 20-50 µm, composed of 5-7 differently pitched metagratings that
tailor at will and with large efficiency the angular response. Each supercell is composed
of one or more Si Mie resonators, arranged in a periodic array above a Ag back plane and
tailored to resonantly scatter light at 650 nm into only the ±1 diffraction orders with very
high efficiency. By varying the pitch and supercell design, we can tailor the overall meta-
surface reflection profile with large flexibility, realizing a broad-angle Lambertian-type
scattering metasurface, as well as a large-angle (35-75◦) scattering metasurface, both with
resonant optical scattering efficiencies above 70%. These ultra-thin structures, fabricated
using thin-film deposition, electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching, can find
applications for light trapping and spectrum splitting in solar cells and other devices.
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4.1. Introduction
Materials to control light diffusion are traditionally composed of randomly packed high-
index particles that support multi-wavelength scattering. These materials are typically
based on multiple random scattering events, and therefore need to have thicknesses
much larger than the optical wavelength. The properties of random media used for light
scattering in solar cells [55, 56], random lasing [57, 58] and investigation of Anderson
localization [59, 60] have been intensively studied. Random media often used in these
studies consist of various types of “white paint”[55–57]. Artificially made random media
for light diffusion such as photonic glass [58] and Mie glass,[61] have also been demon-
strated.

For various applications, it is important to have randomly scattering devices with a
much smaller thickness. In recent years, the metasurface literature has offered differ-
ent solutions for flat two-dimensional surfaces providing diffuse scattering. So far, these
solutions have been based on phase-coded metasurfaces, engineered by distributing a
limited number of inclusions in a random-like fashion to locally manipulate the phase,
amplitude and polarization of light, and thereby the shape of the scattered wavefront.
Some work has been done on phase-coded metasurfaces for diffuse-like scattering with
quasi-random phase coding in the microwave and infrared regime[62–64]. Metasurface
diffusers at optical wavelengths were also studied, and their far-field response and per-
formance for speckle-free imaging was studied[65–67]. However, graded metasurfaces
composed of passive scattering surfaces have a fundamentally limited beam bending
efficiency[68–70].

In this work, we demonstrate efficient broad-angle and large-angle light scattering
from metagratings formed by locally periodic arrays of carefully tailored inclusions above
a reflecting backplane, applying and extending a rigorous analytical theory that was in-
troduced by Ra’di et al.[71]. In the optical spectral range, a metagrating is composed
of resonantly scattering plasmonic or Mie particles placed in a periodic array above a
metal reflector, supporting a discrete set of grating orders. For a well-chosen scattering
cross section and spacing between scatterers and reflector, the specular reflection at res-
onance is fully cancelled by destructive interference of reflection from the back mirror
and the zeroth order Floquet scattering mode[71]. In addition, the resonant scatterer
geometry can be designed to only allow scattering power in one desired diffraction or-
der, and to completely suppress scattering into all other allowed orders. Metagratings
can be designed to operate around a resonant wavelength, with a tailored angular scat-
tering profile, and an efficiency that is fundamentally limited only by absorption in the
involved materials[71]. They can operate using either magnetic[71] or electric resonant
modes[72]. Freeform inverse designs and fully analytical schemes to design metagrat-
ings employing diffraction gratings have been investigated[73–75]. This concept has also
been employed to tailor wavefront control in transmission and reflection[76–78] using
optimized scatterers with a shaped emission profile, without a direct link with theory.

Here we design a metasurface that combines multiple metagratings with different
periodicities placed side by side in a supercell to create a reflector with precisely-engineered
scattering profile. We extend the metagrating theory[71] and use numerical optimiza-
tion to create a design based on magnetic Mie modes, experimentally demonstrating
the functionality of the combined metagratings. A key feature of the proposed metasur-
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face design is that it relies on a well-defined and precisely-engineered scattering profile,
in contrast to most random light scattering geometries based on multiple scattering.

The reflecting metasurface presented here is composed of five characteristic length
scales, designed based on the following steps (see Figure 4.1): (a) Si nanoparticles are de-
signed to have a magnetic Mie resonance in the red spectral range; (b) the unit cells are
composed of one or, in part of the structure, multiple scatterers to tailor angular scatter-
ing; (c) these unit cells are then placed in periodic arrays above a Ag backplane to form a
metagrating that scatters light to a single diffraction order; (d) multiple metagratings are
arranged into a supercell composed of 7 differently pitched metagratings to create a su-
percell with tailored angular scattering distribution; (e) a full-scale metasurface sample
is then built up from randomly placed supercells.

Figure 4.1: Metasurface design and length scales. Unit cells composed of one or more Si Mie resonators are
arranged in a periodic array placed above a metal back plane to form a metagrating that scatters into only the
±1 diffraction orders. A supercell of metagratings creates a tailored angular response, and an array of supercells
forms the large-area macroscopic metasurface.

Resonant broad-angle scattering profiles with well-defined angular distribution can
find applications as diffusors, approaching a Lambertian scatterer. For example, reso-
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nant diffusers can enable the creation of a matt appearance effectively creating “nanos-
tructured paint”, which has applications in e.g. colored solar cells [24, 25]. Creating
structural color using dielectric nanoparticles[44–46] has been demonstrated before, fo-
cusing on spectral control rather than spectral and directivity control. To demonstrate
the versatility of the metagrating design, we also demonstrate a functional surface with
tailored large-angle scattering profile. This structure overcomes the typical inefficiencies
faced by structures designed to scatter energy towards very large angles and can improve
light trapping and spectrum splitting in (tandem) solar cells.

4.2. Theory and design
Following the work of Ra’di et al.[71], we first design a metasurface composed of an array
of horizontally oriented magnetic dipoles located at a distance h above a perfect elec-
trical conductor [see schematic in Figure 4.2 (a)]. Here, we consider normally incident
light and set the periodicity in order to support two symmetric diffraction orders (i.e.,
±1). The distance h can be controlled so that the fields in the specular direction are
fully cancelled by destructive interference of light reflected from the mirror and the res-
onantly scattered zeroth-order Floquet grating mode. In this geometry all light can be
redirected to a single desired diffraction order (+1 or -1) by choosing the resonant scat-
terer geometry, in such a way that scattering into the other diffraction order is nullified.
Here since we aim at a symmetric angular scattering profile, we will design the metagrat-
ing to equally scatter into symmetrically-directed +1 and -1 channels.

Throughout the chapter, we limit the calculation and experiments to 2D functional-
ity under normal incidence, however the same concepts can be readily extended to 3D
and to any incoming illumination angle. The magnetic dipoles, induced by the incoming
transverse magnetic (TM) plane wave Ei nc = E0ye−i k0z with amplitude E0 and free-space
wave number k0, form a magnetic current I x

m =−iωαm H x
ext where ω is the angular fre-

quency, H x
ext is the local magnetic field at the location of the particle, sum of the incident

field and the reaction from the array, and αm is the effective magnetic polarizability, in-
cluding the array coupling. As shown earlier [71] (see also the analytical derivation in the
Supplementary Material), αm satisfies the generalized passivity condition

Im

(
1

αm

)
= ω

η0d

n=+∞∑
n=−∞

1

cosθn
cos2(k0h cos(θn)) (4.1)

with η0 being the free-space wave impedance, d the periodicity in the y direction and
θn the diffraction angle(s) given by the grating equation. For normal-incident light, the
zeroth order Floquet mode of the radiated field is E0 =Q0 ye−i k0z , where Q0 = 1

d I x
m cos(k0h).

The direct reflection from the ground plane can be cancelled by the Floquet mode if
Q0 = E0. This leads to the following condition:

1

αm
= 2iω

η0d
cos2(k0h) (4.2)

For a grating with ±1 grating orders, equation 4.1 and 4.2 lead to the design equation
for the cancellation of specular reflection:
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Figure 4.2: Magnetic dipole resonances in a 1D metagrating array (a) Periodic array of magnetic dipoles ar-
ranged over a ground plane. (b) Schematic of unit cells with one or three silicon bars on a silica spacer layer
on top of a silver mirror. (c) Normalized electric field intensity |E |2 and electric field lines (grey) in vertical
crosscuts through an 85 nm wide and 180 nm tall Si bar on 110 nm SiOx spacer layer on top of a silver mirror,
parallel to the electric driving field. (d) Simulated angular scattering at λ = 652 nm in the far field for a finite
metagrating with just 5 periods with pitch of 1538 nm. Unit cells are composed of a single silicon bar (solid
blue line) or three silicon bars (spaced by 230 nm; dashed red line) placed above a Ag ground plane with a 110
nm silica spacer. Light coupling to the specular reflection and second order diffraction is suppressed for the
three-particle unit cell.

cos2(k0h) = 2

cos(θ1)
cos2(k0h cos(θ1)) (4.3)

Next, we create a metasurface that is composed by a distribution of metagratings,
each designed to create a symmetric scattering profile over a different angular range.
Given the limited size, each of them does not offer large directivity, but this is not an
issue since the overall goal is to tailor the scattering over a broad angular range. By com-
bining several of them placed next to each other, the overall scattering distribution can
be tailored with large flexibility. In our design, we choose angles in a step size of 10◦, to
fill a major part of the scattering profile while maintaining the lateral dimension of the
metasurface supercell below 100 µm.
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4.3. Broad-angle scattering metasurface
4.3.1. Numerical simulations
2D Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations were performed to design a broad-
angle scattering metasurface with engineered scattering profile. The unit cells in each
metagrating are composed of one or more silicon rods placed on top of a silver mirror
with a silica spacing layer, surrounded by air, see Figure 4.2(b). Each Si rod has a width
of 85 nm, a height of 180 nm and the silica spacing layer has a thickness of 110 nm. The
parameters of the rod are kept constant in all parts of the structure as the performance
does not improve substantially for the different metagratings with changing parameters.
Details of the numerical optimization can be found in the Supplementary Information.
The structure is excited by TM-polarized light at normal incidence. The normalized elec-
trical field distribution for a single scatterer on the silica-covered silver mirror at the res-
onance wavelength λ = 665 nm is plotted in 4.2(c) and the field lines show the typical
electrical field loop corresponding to a magnetic dipole [50]. A single supercell of the
structure is composed of an array of metagratings that are each composed of 2 to 7 peri-
odically placed unit cells, to steer light efficiently towards the desired angular range. The
number of unit cells for each metagrating is indicated in the schematic of 4.1(c) and the
dimensions of all parameters are listed in Table 1. Side-by-side metagratings are spaced
by the distance of one of the periodicities. We aim the broad-angle metasurface to op-
erate in the 0-65° angular range, with metagratings scattering from 5-65◦. The scattering
towards 0° is provided by the residual of the specular reflection, so no extra supercells
are needed to cover this portion of the scattering spectrum.

To address angles below 30◦, we could utilize conventional gradient metasurfaces
that perform well for small angles [68]. Here, instead, to cover this angular range we
extend the metagrating concept and design a surface that not only eliminates scatter-
ing into the specular direction, but also has zero scatterings into higher orders modes
other than ±1, leaving only scattering into the first diffraction orders (i.e., ±1). To do so,
we compose the metagrating unit cell (that needs a single scatterer in the case of large-
angle deflection, as in the design described above) of either 3 or 6 of identical scatterers,
with their lateral distance tuned to achieve a scattering angular distribution that mainly
couples to the first-order diffraction angle. This new approach has two advantages com-
pared to conventional gradient metasurfaces: first, by maintaining the symmetry in the
unit cell, the scattering effect remains angularly symmetric, which is ideal for our op-
eration, but not typical for gradient metasurfaces; second, the higher scattering cross
section of the composite unit cell helps balance the reflection from the mirror with the
resonant scattering, thereby suppressing more efficiently the specular reflection. 4.2(d)
shows the simulated angular scattering in the far field at λ = 652 nm for a finite meta-
grating with 5 periods and a pitch of 1538 nm (see schematic in 4.2(b)), composed of
Si cylinders with dimensions described above. Clearly the three-particle design reduces
the specular reflection, as well as higher-order diffraction in the metagrating geometry.
This extension of the metagrating design, in which multi-particle resonant scattering
and grating diffraction are combined, creates a tailored angular scattering distribution
over a broad angular range that covers both small and large angles. According to Eqn 4.3,
the optimum spacing h to cancel specular reflection increases for larger grating pitch.
For the ease of fabrication, the silica spacing layer was kept constant for all metagratings
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and optimized for diffraction towards 35◦.

Figure 4.3: Broad-angle metasurface. Simulated angular scattering at λ = 652 nm in the far field for the broad-
angle metasurface illuminated at normal incidence composed of diffracted (red) and specularly reflected
(blue) light. The dashed black line shows the angular profile of a perfect Lambertian diffusor.

4.3 shows FDTD simulations of the far-field intensity of light reflected off our opti-
mized design for a broad-angle metasurface at an operational wavelength of λ = 652 nm.
Detailed dimension of all elements in the full metasurface design are given in Table 4.1.
The metasurface supercell is composed of 7 metagratings with unit cells composed of
either 1, 3, or 6 Si bars placed side by side (see 4.1). The number of unit cells in each
metagrating was chosen such that the scattering intensity follows a Lambertian cosine
distribution. In Figure 4.3 the effect of the distinct metagratings is seen in the discrete
peaks in the scattering profile, and the overall shape follows the trend of a Lambertian
profile that is overlaid for reference. We find that in this design the specular reflection
is nearly fully eliminated, higher-order modes are effectively suppressed, and 95% of the
incident light is scattered into the desired angular range. We note that in our simulations
the scattered distribution is composed of discrete peaks. These are expected to be read-
ily smeared out to create a smooth distribution by expanding the metagrating size and
tailoring the range of metagrating pitches. In practical applications in photovoltaics the
maximum number of metagratings in a unit cell is determined by the coherence length
of sunlight. Importantly, the angular distribution will smoothen out when a broader
spectral bandwidth of excitation is considered.

4.3.2. Experiment
Thin layers of silver (200 nm), SiOx (110 nm) and silicon (185 nm) were deposited succes-
sively on a Si substrate by electron-beam thin-film deposition (Polyteknik Flextura Evap-
orator). After deposition, a 40 nm layer of HSQ was spin-coated on top of the silicon (Suss
Microtec Delta 80 spincoater), patterned by electron beam lithography (Raith Voyager 50
kV electron beam lithography system) and developed in TMAH at 50 ◦C for 1 minute. Af-
ter development, the rod geometry was transferred from the HSQ mask into the silicon
using reactive ion etching (RIE) in a HBr2 (48.5 sccm) and O2 (1.5 sccm) plasma (Oxford
PlasmaPro100 Cobra). The SiOx layer serves as an effective etch stop. The surface was
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Parameter Symbol
Broad-angle
metasurface

Large-angle
metasurface

Si Mie scatterer width w 85 nm 85 nm
Si Mie scatterer height z 180 nm 180 nm
Silica spacer layer thickness t 110 nm 110 nm
Spacing between Mie scatterers
and Ag mirror

h 200 nm 200 nm

Number of Mie resonators/
spacing in unit cell

n/d

6 /230 nm (5°)
3 /470 nm (15°)
3 /550 nm (25°)

1 (>25°)

1

Grating pitch in metasurface p
720 nm (65°)-
7500 nm (5°)

670 nm (75°)-
1130 nm (35°)

Number of metagratings in supercell - 5 7
Size of supercell - 50 mm 20 mm

Spacing between supercells -
720 nm -
7500 nm

670 nm -
1130 nm

Total metasurface size - 1.5×1.5 mm2 1.5×1.5 mm2

Table 4.1: Overview of design parameters for broad-sngle and large-angle metasurfaces

fabricated in a 1.5×1.5 mm2 field. Figure 4.4 shows a cross-section secondary electron
microscopy (SEM) image of a single Si rod and a top-view SEM image of the supercell
composed of 7 different metagratings. To circumvent diffraction effects each supercell
of the metasurface is composed of a different arrangement of the same 7 metagratings.
The distance between the supercells is varied from 720 nm - 7500 nm. The exact param-
eters of the structure for the broad-angle metasurface is listed in Table 4.1.

Optical reflection spectra were measured using an integrating sphere setup with the
sample tilted 8◦ relative to the incoming collimated beam from a broad-band light source,
to capture all scattered and specularly reflected light from the surface in the integrat-
ing sphere. Additional scattering measurements were made capturing only scattering
into the grating orders (i.e., without specular reflection). In this case, the sample was
placed without tilt at the back side of the integrating sphere, so that specularly reflected
light was reflected out through the entrance opening of the integrating sphere. Figure
4.4(b) shows the measured total reflection and scattering spectra of the broad-angle re-
flecting surface. A clear scattering peak is observed around 636 nm, demonstrating the
Mie-resonant nature of the metagrating geometry. The total reflectivity of the surface
in the measured spectral range is 60-80%, with the remainder of impinging light being
absorbed in the Ag back reflector and in the Si bars. This expectation is confirmed by the
resonant dip in the total reflectivity at resonance.

The measurement setup for the angle-resolved reflection measurement is shown in
Figure 4.4(c). A collimated, p-polarized beam of 636 nm light is incident on the sam-
ple surface. A detector (collection solid angle 0.0015 sr) positioned on a rotating stage
around the sample allows angle-resolved measurements. In order to measure the spec-
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Figure 4.4: Fabricated broad-angle metasurface and optical measurements (a) top: Cross-section SEM image
of a silicon bar on a SiOx layer on Ag. To create image contrast the sample was covered with platinum before
performing the FIB cross-section. Bottom: Top-view SEM image. The red dashed box represents a supercell
composed of 7 differently pitched metagratings. (b) Total reflection (black) and scattering excluding specular
reflection (red). (c) Schematic of angular scattering setup. The sample in the center of a rotating stage is
illuminated with a vertical tilt of 10◦ by a collimated p-polarized light beam (spectral bandwidth 2.5-5 nm).
The detector on the rotating stage with a vertical tilt of -10◦ collects the reflected power at a given horizontal
angle θout . (d) Measured angular reflection on resonance (λ = 636 nm). The red data indicate the diffracted
scattering, the blue data specular reflection.

ular reflection into the 0th order, the beam is incident under a vertical angle tilt of 10◦
above the sample and the detector is 10◦ below the sample. The angle-resolved mea-
surement at the resonance wavelength [636 nm, bandwidth 2.5-5 nm, Fig. 4.4(d)] shows
an overall spectral shape similar to simulations. In the experiment, 73% of the total re-
flected power is scattered into the 5-65◦ angular range. We attribute the remaining spec-
ular reflectivity (27%) to the fact that a fixed SiOx thickness was used for all grating peri-
ods (while the optimum thickness decreases with pitch) and small fabrication inhomo-
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geneities. The overall Lambertian shape can be approximated in experiments, but the
specular reflection as well as small angle diffraction at 5 degrees does not follow exactly
the calculated trend. These limitations can be attenuated by using an advanced meta-
grating fabrication procedure, to fully cancel the specular component. As mentioned
earlier, the metagrating approach leads to a resonant behavior of the structure. Off-
resonance, the metasurface shows very limited broad-angle scattering as is described
below.

4.4. Large-angle reflector metasurface
4.4.1. Numerical simulation and experimental results
To illustrate the versatility of the metagrating design introduced here, which enables tai-
loring the angular scattering profile with large flexibility, we designed, fabricated and
measured a scattering metasurface that only scatters into a predefined range of large an-
gles. Such functionality is highly beneficial, for example, in light trapping applications in
solar cells, where incident sunlight must be coupled to the in-plane waveguide modes of
the solar cell [48, 79]. The large-angle scattering metasurface is composed of 5 metagrat-
ings that steer light into the 35-75◦ angular range, with each metagrating composed of 5
unit cells including a single silicon rod. Figure 4.5(a) shows the numerical simulation of
the far-field angular scattering distribution of a single supercell [see Figure 4.5(b)] near
the Mie-resonant wavelength at 660 nm. In this design, more than 90% of the incident
power is scattered towards the ± 1 diffraction orders. An SEM top view of the fabricated
large-angle metasurface is shown in Figure 4.5(c). The measured angular reflection [Fig-
ure 4.5(d)], shows the same trend as in simulations; 84% of the light is scattered into
large-angle diffraction orders at resonance. The total reflection and scattering measure-
ment data are shown in Figure 4.5(e), and clearly prove the resonant scattering nature of
the large-angle metasurface.

4.4.2. Off-resonance optical performance of metasurfaces
As mentioned earlier, the metagrating design is based on resonant scattering from the
building blocks. Figure 4.6 shows off-resonance (λ = 500 nm) reflection measurements
of the broad-angle reflector and the large-angle reflector, overlaid with the resonant
data presented above, i.e., Figures 4.4(d) and 4.5(d), respectively. The integrated off-
resonance scattering efficiencies towards the grating orders are only 11% and 18% for
two respective designs. This clearly shows that the proposed metagrating works on the
principle of resonant scatterers. The existing off-resonance non-specular scattering of
the structure can be explained by the broad linewidth of the magnetic dipole resonance
of the silicon rods, as well as the existence of higher order modes that were not consid-
ered in the design.

A demonstration of the metagrating working as a “nanostructured paint” can be seen
in Figure 4.7, which shows two photographs of the same sample, with 4 fields of broad-
angle scattering metasurfaces in the left row and 4 fields of large angle scattering meta-
surfaces in the right row, respectively. The dimensions between the fields vary slightly
due to a different choice of electron dose in the electron beam lithography writing. The
SEM images and optical measurements of the two lowest fields are shown in this manuscript.
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Figure 4.5: Large-angle reflector metasurface. (a) Numerical simulations of the angular reflection in far field for
a single supercell of the large-angle reflector. (b) Schematic of the supercell. (c) SEM top view of the fabricated
metasurface, the orange dashed box indicates a single supercell. (d) Angular reflection on resonance (λ =
625 nm). The red data indicate the diffracted scattering, the blue data specular reflection. (e) Total reflection
(black) and scattering without specular reflection (red) of the large-angle reflector.

In both photos unpolarized white light is incident from the top, perpendicular to the
sample. On the first photo, the specular reflection is captured by taking a photo from
the top, in the second photo the scattering created by the metagratings is captured un-
der an angle (around 45◦). The color change visible in the photos indicates that only the
color around the resonance (orange) is scattered sideways, and the rest of the spectrum
(blueish, due to removed orange part of the spectrum) is reflected specularly.

4.5. Discussion and conclusions
In this work we demonstrated metasurfaces composed of combined metagratings with
tailored angular scattering profiles. Based on a theoretical dipole scattering model, we
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Figure 4.6: Measured angular reflection of the broad-angle reflector (a) and the large-angle reflector (b), off-
resonance at λ = 500 nm. Diffracted scattering (green) and specular reflection (blue) contributions are shown.
Data for resonant excitation (λ = 650 nm, same as Figure 4.4(d),4.5(d)) are overlaid for reference (red).

Figure 4.7: Photograph of sample with broad-angle scattering metasurfaces (left row) and large angle scattering
metasurfaces (right row) illuminated by unpolarized white light under normal incidence. Photo taken under
0◦ (left) and 45◦ (right).

designed these ultrathin surfaces to realize broad-angle and large-angle scattering pro-
files. Using nanofabrication, we created Si Mie resonators on a Ag backplane and ar-
ranged the differently pitched metagratings in a supercell geometry to scatter light over
the desired broad angular range. Combining multiple scatterers within a metagrating
unit cell allows further control of the angular response, suppressing higher-order diffrac-
tion modes. Specular reflection is strongly suppressed, with 73% and 84% of the incident
light scattered into the defined set of angles on resonance, for the broad-angle and large-
angle geometries, respectively. Based on the same principles introduced here, extension
of the design to 3D functionality and dual polarization can be readily explored. For ex-
ample, 3D cylinders as scattering units have polarization independent resonance be-
havior and they could be placed in hexagonal grids to enable functionality on 3 axes. A
further natural step for this work is to realize transparent resonant metagratings by con-
trolling the interaction between suitable stacked Mie resonators, to replace the reflective
back plane, in applications where transparency in the off-resonant spectral band is re-
quired.

Due to their high scattering efficiency and resonant operation, metagratings can
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be used in a wide range of applications. The ultrathin resonant metastructures effec-
tively create the functionality of “nanostructured paint”, which can find applications in
photovoltaics with colored appearance, a topic of great interest recently. By combining
metasurfaces with different resonance wavelengths, multiple colored pixels may be en-
visioned, as well as diffuse surfaces with a white appearance [25]. Similarly, due to the
spectral sensitivity, the presented metasurfaces can serve as spectrum splitting archi-
tectures in tandem solar cells. Furthermore, the large-angle scattering design can serve
to enhance light trapping in thin-film solar cells, improving the effectiveness of cou-
pling to in-plane waveguide modes. Many other applications in geometries that require
a tailored (colored) scattering apperance come to mind as well, for example in control-
ling emission profiles in solid-state lighting and signaling where the spectral and direc-
tional control of light is important. The metagrating geometry introduced here, with
many different length scales, can be readily fabricated in larger volumes using substrate
conformal soft imprint lithography (SCIL)[38]. A full metagrating master pattern is then
first made in a silicon wafer using electron beam lithography, from which a soft imprint
stamp is then made that can transfers the pattern into a silica sol gel that serves as a
mask for metasurface etching. Similarly, light scattering metagratings may be directly
patterned using SCIL in a suitable high-index sol-gel layer.

4.6. Supplementary
4.6.1. Derivation of the design equations
We use the metagrating theory [71] for a periodic array of horizontally oriented magnetic
dipoles. The structure is illuminated with a TM-polarized plane wave propagating in the
yz plane:

E i nc = E0
(

y cos(θi nc )+ z sin(θi nc )
)

e−i k0(sin(θi nc )y−cos(θi nc )z)) (4.4)

with E0 the amplitude, k0 the free-space wave number and θi nc the angle of inci-
dence. The magnetic dipoles, induced by the incoming wave have each a magnetic cur-
rent:

I x
m =−iωαm H x

ext (4.5)

with H x
ext the impinging magnetic field and αm the effective magnetic particle po-

larizability. The dipoles are ordered in a periodic array (m×n) with periodicity dx and
dy in x and y directions, respectively, and are located at a distance h above a ground
plane. The magnetic surface current density Jm is the sum of the currents generated by
the discrete magnetic dipole moments:

Jm (x, y, z) = x I x
mδ(z −h)

+∞∑
m=−∞

+∞∑
n=−∞

δ(x −mdx )δ(y −ndy )e−i k0 sin(θi nc )ndy (4.6)

The Floquet modes into which the array redirects light are the diffraction orders of
the given grating condition. To avoid scattering into higher order modes, we first con-
sider the case of 1D periodicity in the y direction and grating geometries with only three
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Floquet modes n=0, ±1 (first-order diffraction above 30◦). The radiated field for Floquet
mode n is given by:

E n =
(

y − z
k0 sin(θn)

k0 cos(θn)

)
Qn exp(−i k0 sin(θn)y − i k0 cos(θn)z) (4.7)

with

Qn = 1

S
I x

m cos(k0 cos(θn)h) (4.8)

S is the area of the unit cells (S = dy for 1D surface). As energy is conserved and no
Ohmic dissipation is considered, the extinction power Pext equals the power re-radiated
in all Floquet modes:

Pext = 1

2S
Re{Jm ·Ha} = Pr ad = 1

2η0

n=+∞∑
n=−∞

1

cosθn
|Qn |2 (4.9)

Employing equation 4.5 and 4.8, 4.9 can be rewritten as:

Im

(
1

αm

)
= ω

η0d

n=+∞∑
n=−∞

1

cosθn
cos2(k0h cos(θn)) (4.10)

In the radiated fields, the field of the n=0 Floquet mode is:

E 0 =
(

y − z
k0 sin(θ0)

k0 cos(θ0)

)
Q0e−i k0(sin(θ0)y−cos(θ0)z) (4.11)

with Q0 = 1
S I x

m cos(k0h). To cancel the specular reflection of the incident field from
the ground plane with the n=0 Floquet mode the condition E0 = Q0 has to be fulfilled.
Combining this condition with the form of the magnetic current from Equation 4.5 gives
the condition:

1

αm
= 2iω

η0d
cos2(k0h) (4.12)

Now, we assume that only the 0,-1 and +1 grating orders can carry energy. Compar-
ing equation 4.10 and 4.12 then leads to the design equation for the cancellation of the
specular reflection:

cos2(k0h) = 2

cos(θ1)
cos2(k0h cos(θ1)) (4.13)

This design equation describes which height h of the magnetic dipoles has to be cho-
sen above the ground plane to fully redirect light at normal incidence to the ±1 diffrac-
tion orders.

4.6.2. Analytical antenna theory
To implement the metagrating theory into an analytical design structure, we use a method
common in antenna theory, and derive the radiation of the total array of magnetic dipoles
by summing up the far fields of all individual dipoles. Here, interaction of the dipoles is
not taken into account. The far-field radiation by antennas for a magnetic dipole point-
ing in x direction is given by [80]:
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Eθ = iωη
εmx

4πr
e−i kr si n(ϕ) (4.14)

Eϕ = iωη
εmx

4πr
e−i kr cos(θ)cos(ϕ) (4.15)

with ϕ and θ the azimuthal and zenithal angles, respectively. If we consider a 1D
geometry (dipoles in a line), ϕ=π/2, and the electrical field is described by:

Eθ = iωη
εmx

4πr
e−i kr (4.16)

Here,ω is the angular frequency, ε the permittivity, and µ the permeability (k0 =ωηε)
and mx is the magnetic moment which takes the form mx = 1

iωSE0 due to the condition
E0 =Q0. If the dipole is located above a ground plane with distance h, image theory can
be used to describe the far field:

Eθ = E+
θ +E−

θ = i k0mx (
1

4πr+ e−i kr+ + 1

4πr− e−i kr− ) (4.17)

with r+ and r− describing the distance to the dipole located above the ground plane
and the image dipole below the ground plane. To calculate the fields in cartesian coordi-
nates r+ and r− can be expressed as r+ =

√
(y2 + (z −h)2) and r+ =

√
(y2 + (z +h)2). The

far field radiation of N1 dipoles located next to each other at a distance d1 (on the y axis)
is then given by the sum of all individual dipoles and their image dipole:

Eθ,N1 =
n=N1∑
n=0

E+
θ (y −nd1, z −h1)+E−

θ (y −nd1, z +h1) (4.18)

Continuing summing of radiated far fields, results in a total far field of all dipoles:

Etot ,N =
i=N∑
n=0

Eθ,Ni (4.19)

of N = N1+N2+...+Nm dipoles with N1 dipoles with the distance d1, N2 dipoles with
the distance d2 and so on.

Based on this derivation, not taking into account the interaction between particles, a
design of the far-field scattering of arrays of magnetic dipoles can be made. It should be
noted that the scattering towards 0 degree cannot be cancelled mathematically, as here
we are considering a finite array, while the design equation 4.13 is based on an infinite
plane wave. For this reason, the analytical calculation gives us information about the
overall shape of the angular scattering distribution, but not about its efficiency. Figure
4.8 shows the analytically calculated far field for the large-angle reflector metasurface,
consisting of 5 magnetic dipoles per metagrating, with optimum height derived from
the design equation.
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Figure 4.8: Angular profile of far-field intensity analytically calculated from the sum of 25 point dipoles (5
dipoles per angle, 35-75◦) and their image dipoles with their respective distances z each obtained from the
design equation. The zeroth order scattering contribution is removed (grey zone).

4.6.3. Optimization of structure by simulations
In the following steps, it is shown how we designed the final structure for fabrication. In
all steps FDTD Lumerical is used. In all simulations for optimization, periodic boundary
conditions were used and metagratings with one fixed period were studies. The struc-
ture was illuminated with a plane wave and the power to different grating orders was
determined using the grating projection functionality of FDTD Lumerical. We choose to
optimize the structure for an operational wavelength of λ = 650 nm, normally incident
on a 1D array of Si pillars placed on a Ag substrate with a silica spacing layer. The array
has a period of 919 nm (θdi f f = 45◦). We fix the height z of the pillar to 180 nm. Now, by
varying the width w and the distance h between Ag substrate and center of the pillar, we
find that at for h = 200 nm and w = 85 nm, almost 50% of the reflected light is scattered
towards the +1st order, which given the symmetry, translates to almost 100% diffraction
efficiency into the n=±1 modes (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Diffraction efficiency into the 1st diffraction order as a function of distance h from particle to the
Ag mirror and particle width w.

For ease of fabrication, the distance h was kept constant for all combined metagrat-
ings. To investigate the metagrating performance for λ = 650 with periodicities different
from 919 nm, we vary the period p as well as the distance h (Figure 4.10). We find that
for h = 200 nm for the smaller and bigger periods, up to a pitch of p = 1300 nm (above
which the second diffraction order appears) the grating efficiency can be designed to be
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above 35% (70% for both n=±1 orders).

Figure 4.10: Diffraction efficiency into the first diffraction order as a function of array period p and distance h
from particle to the Ag mirror.

In fabrication, the width of the individual metagratings can be easily tailored. We
investigate how the width of the individual particles affects the performance for different
periodicities and find that w = 85 nm gives the best result for all periods (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: Diffraction efficiency into the first diffraction order as a function of array period p and particle
width w .

With the chosen parameters (w = 85 nm, z = 180 nm, h = 200 nm), we investigate
the effect of varying the array period for the 500-1200 nm spectral range (Figure 4.12).
The resonant scattering effect around 650 nm is clearly seen for all periods, and a high
coupling efficiency is observed for the bandwidth of the magnetic Mie mode, peaking
near 100% on resonance.

As described in the main text, for first-order scattering angles θdi f f < 30◦ higher-
order diffraction complicates the design, that focus on optimizing only the ±1 Floquet
modes. As mentioned, we address this problem by modifying the unit cell to contain a
number of identical scatterers (3 or 6, depending on the grating pitch) such that their
scattering radiation profiles remain within the angular range below 30◦. We tune the dis-
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Figure 4.12: Diffraction efficiency into the 1st diffraction order as a function of array period p and wavelength,
showing resonant behavior around 650 nm. No diffraction is observed in the dark blue region.

tance between the scatterers to optimize the scattering profile for the highest coupling
efficiency towards the first diffraction order. For coupling to the 5◦, 15◦ and 25◦ angles,
we reach efficiencies between 38% and 48% (76% and 96% for both orders) by choos-
ing optimized inter-particle distances of d = 550 nm, 470 nm and 230 nm, respectively
(Figure 4.13).

Figure 4.13: Diffraction efficiency into the 1st diffraction order as a function of Si pillar distance d and wave-
length for (a) 3 pillars for θ=25◦ (b) 3 pillars for θ=15◦ (c) 6 pillars for θ=5◦.
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Resonant metagratings for spectral

and angular control of light for
colored rooftop photovoltaics

Open your eyes, look up to the skies and see

Bohemian Rhapsody – Queen

We design semi-transparent metagrating supercells that enable control over the spectrum
and directivity of incident light for applications in photovoltaics with tailored angular
appearance. The building block of the supercells is a 110-120 nm wide and 175 nm tall
silicon nanowire that shows a strong Mie resonances around λ = 650 nm. By arranging
the resonant Mie scatterers into metagratings of increasing pitch (675-1300 nm) we create
a Lambertian-like scattering distribution over an angular range of choice. The millimeter-
sized metasurfaces were fabricated using electron beam lithography and reactive ion etch-
ing. The fabricated metasurface nearly fully suppresses specular reflection on resonance
while 10% of the incoming light around the resonance is scattered into the angular range
between 30-75◦, creating a bright red appearance over this specific range of angles. Off-
resonant light in the blue, green and near-infrared is efficiently transmitted through the
metasurface and absorbed in the underlying photovoltaic cell. The implemented silicon
heterojunction solar cells with integrated metagrating supercells show a reduction in ex-
ternal quantum efficiency matching the resonant scattering spectral range. The short cir-
cuit current is reduced by 13% due to the combined effects of resonant scattering, reflection
from the high-index substrate and absorption in the Si nanowires. In addition, to effi-
cient colorful photovoltaics with tailored angular appearance, the metagrating concept
can find application in many other light management designs for photovoltaics and other
opto-electronic devices.
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5.1. Introduction
New solar power conversion architectures are increasingly important to achieve large-
scale sustainable power generation to sustain the growing energy needs of our society.
Integration of photovoltaics (PV) into the local architecture, buildings and urban ter-
rains is a rapidly growing research and technology area and will be crucial to meet the
requirements set by the Paris agreement in the coming years [81]. Current commercial
solar cells and modules typically have a blue or black color that does not always fit within
the urban design. Modules with tailored color are necessary to integrate PV into residen-
tial and modern city building architecture, where aesthetics plays a key role. In order to
achieve both functional beauty and high power conversion efficiency, it is essential to
develop innovative PV solutions to create colored solar cells while maintaining high effi-
ciencies.

Over the last decades, research has shown different approaches to achieve colored
PV. Interference coatings and Bragg reflectors have been used to modify the reflected
spectrum, but do not offer control over the angular scattering [18, 19, 21, 82, 83]. Colored
optical coatings, based on polymer or luminescent materials have been applied on the
front module glass of cells [84–87], but are often limited by absorption in the coating
material. Other solutions, specifically for solar roof tiles, have been offered to control
the field of view with louver films that shade the cells on a rooftop for observers from the
ground [88]. This simple approach shows esthetical results; however, the performance of
the solar cell is highly restricted if the sun shines at a low angle, because the louver film
also shades the sunlight. Scattering from plasmonic nanostructures has been applied
in colorful solar cells, but suffers from fundamental optical losses in the metal [27, 89].
Similarly, resonant dielectric nanoparticles have been used for spectrally controlled light
scattering with minimal optical losses [43–47]. Recently, these nanostructures have been
employed for the creation of colorful solar cells, with the advantage of very little losses
and scalable fabrication possibilities [24, 25, 90].

So far, none of the proposed designs for colored PV exhibits both angular and spectral
control on the reflected light. The possibility of designing the scattering angular profile
at will is particularly appealing in colored PV applications for two main reasons: first, for
a colored surface to appear matte its angular reflectance has to follow the Lambertian
cosine law (i.e., the apparent brightness of the scattered light should be the same for
an observer from every angle). Second, it is important to reflect the color to a specific
field of view of choice in order to minimize the losses as much as possible. The most
obvious example is the application of directional colored solar cells on rooftops, where
a red color appearance should be seen only from an observer near the building, while
reflection upwards is undesired.

The use of scattering dielectric nanoparticles allows controlling not only the spec-
trum, by exciting Mie resonances, but also the directivity by smartly arranging the scat-
terers into a metasurface. In previous studies, different metasurfaces, specifically meta-
gratings, have been introduced to allow directional control of resonant reflection [71,
72, 74–78, 91]. In this work we demonstrate how the geometry of an array of dielectric
Mie-scatterers arranged in a grating structure can be tailored such that light in a nar-
row spectral band is scattered over a well-defined angular range. To this end, we design
a supercell of multiple metagratings consisting of dielectric nanoparticles that shows
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Lambertian resonant scattering while the non-resonant spectral bands are effectively
transmitted. We demonstrate these concepts in a one-dimensional geometry employing
Mie resonances in subwavelength silicon nanowires (NWs) that allow us to gain spectral
control over the reflected light for one polarization direction; the design can be readily
expanded to two dimensions. The scattering resonances are tuned by optimizing the
shape and spatial dimensions of the nanowires such that the scattering profile matches
the desired scattering spectrum. We demonstrate resonant scattering around λ = 650
nm, yielding a red scattering profile. Next, the NWs are placed in multiple gratings on a
transparent substrate that scatter light with a tailored distribution over the first diffrac-
tion orders. We apply the metasurface onto a Si solar cell and demonstrate that effective
light scattering in a narrow spectral and angular band is combined with high external
quantum efficiency of the solar cell.

Figure 5.1: Principle of transparent metagrating. a) Top: Schematic overview of a transparent metagrating.
Mie silicon nanowire resonators are placed periodically on top of a transparent substrate. The light around the
resonance is scattered into diffraction orders. Bottom: Schematic overview of the complete supercell design.
25 metagratings are placed next to each other to form a supercell that reflects light around the resonance
wavelength towards an angle range of 30°-75° b) Simulated reflectance of a metagrating of silicon resonators
(w = 110 nm, h = 175 nm, p = 900 nm). The total reflectance (green line), specular reflectance (orange line) and
diffraction into the first (+1 and -1) order (blue line) are plotted. c) Scattered E field radiated upwards from the
single nanowire (left) and field reflected off the sapphire substrate (right) at the wavelength of cancellation λ =
650 nm. Phasor representation of the scattered E field from the nanowire array (red arrow) and the substrate
(light blue arrow), and their sum (black arrow).
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5.2. Theory and design
In this section, we introduce the concept of a Mie-resonant metagrating and outline how
to leverage its properties to tailor at will the spectral and angular response of the meta-
surface. Specifically, for rooftop PV applications, we design the response to correspond
to a Lambertian angular profile spectrally peaked in the red portion of the visible spec-
trum. Different from previous approaches [91], the Mie-resonators are placed on a trans-
parent substrate such that only the resonant portion of the spectrum is reflected, while
the transmitted light can be conveniently collected by a solar cell (see Figure 5.1). Upon
excitation of Mie resonances, high-index dielectric nano-antennas can strongly scatter
the incoming light [41, 44, 51]. In particular, here we exploit the modes sustained by NWs
made of silicon, taking advantage of its high refractive index. The scattering unit cells of
the metasurface are composed of Si NWs of height h = 175 nm and width between w
= 100-120 nm on a sapphire substrate. The resonant wavelength of modes supported
by such a high index scatterer can easily be tuned by changing the size of the scatterer,
thus enabling spectral control. Details about the scattering cross section of the single Si
NW are given in the SI. In this work the metasurface is designed to scatter light within a
narrow bandwidth around λ = 650 nm.

Next, the Mie scatterers are placed into an array with periodicity p, such that first-
order diffraction in air occurs while the second order is still evanescent. This is the case
for periodicities in the range 650 nm < p < 1300 nm, according to the grating equa-
tion for normally incident light p sin(θm) = mλ , where θm is the angle at which light is
diffracted, m is an integer denoting the order of diffraction andλ is the wavelength of the
incident light. In this work, as light is normally incident on the grating, two symmetric
1st (+1 and -1) diffraction orders exist that we refer to as 1st orders from now on. Figure
5.1b shows the simulated [92, 93] reflectance spectrum of a single grating with pitch p
= 900 nm, where the unit cell is composed of a single Si NW (w = 110 nm, h = 175 nm)
on sapphire and it is illuminated at normal incidence by a plane wave polarized perpen-
dicular to the NW (TE polarized). The reflectance into the 0th and the ±1st diffraction
orders (θ1=±46.2◦ at λ = 650 nm) reveals three important features. First, a clear peak
around the design resonance λ = 650 nm (∼20%) is observed due to resonant excitation
of the modes of the Si NWs around this wavelength. Second, another peak around λ =
410 nm is observed (∼15%), originating from a higher-order mode excitation. Third, a
significant portion of the green and blue spectral range is directly reflected off the sap-
phire substrate to the 0th order (∼10%). It is important to note that most of the reflected
light around the resonance is scattered into the 1st orders ( 20%), while reflection back
to the 0th order is suppressed (∼2%).

In order to investigate the physical mechanism behind the suppression of specular
reflection we use the Total Field Scattered Field method [94]. In fact, light resonantly
scattered by the NWs is interfering destructivelylight reflected off the bare sapphire sub-
strate, hence resulting in a suppressed reflection to the 0th order. In detail, for destruc-
tive interference to appear the amplitude of the scatteredreflected light from the sub-
strate and theat scattered by the NWs is designed to be equal, while the phase is shifted
by π. This cancellation phenomenon is expounded in Figure 5.1c by investigating the
scattered fields of the two scenarios. The field scattered by a single NW (left) and that
reflected by the sapphire substrate (right) is shown, when illuminated at normal inci-
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dence by a plane wave at λ = 650 nm (TE). In the first case, the total field scattered filed
approach allows to only look at the scattering contribution of the NW, and not of the sub-
strate. Importantly, only the upward scattering in specular direction is shown here. The
outgoing specular reflected field from the bare sapphire substrate shows a clear phase
shift compared to the scattered field of the NW. In addition, the phasor representation
at a position in the backward scattering direction of the scattered (NWs) and reflected
(bare sapphire) fields is shown for λ= 650 nm. In the complex plane the electric field
of the scattered light is depicted for both scenarios and allows precise comparison of
the amplitude (length of arrow) and phase (angle in complex plane). In detail, for the
NW scenario the amplitude was taken from the scattered wavefront of an array of NWs
(pitch p = 900 nm), as the amplitude of a single NW is decreasing radially. The phase
of the scattered field in backward direction is equal for a single NW or a NW array. No-
tably, it can be seen that the phase shift is almost π while the amplitude is close to equal
at the wavelength of cancellation. The sum of the two vectors (black vector) shows that
the cancellation is close to ideal. The reflection from the substrate is thus fundamen-
tal to achieve the cancellation in specular direction as discussed in more detail in the
Supporting Info (5.4) and also explained in [91].

By considering different pitches, each targeting a different outgoing angle of diffrac-
tion, and suitably combining them into a larger supercell, it is possible to design a pre-
scribed overall angular response. A schematic overview of the design, resulting in a su-
percell that scatters from 30-75◦ for λ = 650 nm (pitch: 675 – 1300 nm), is presented in
the bottom of Figure 5.1a.

In colored PV applications, it is important that a Lambertian reflected angular pro-
file is achieved to perceive a matte appearance [25]. However, in rooftop PV applications
this requirement can be relaxed since the metasurface should appear Lambertian red
only from an observer on the street. Hence, assuming that the sun is incident normal to
the solar cells on a rooftop, we can disregard small diffracted angles in the design. Since
common house roofs have an angle of ∼40◦, the desired angular span of the designed
angular response lies in the range 30-75◦. Indeed, sunlight that hits the panel perpen-
dicular is scattered towards the field of view of pedestrians on the street. Ideally, the
scattering should happen asymmetrically only towards the ground, not towards the sky.
This could be realized by employing asymmetric scattering unit cells [76, 95], but has
not been center of research in this work. As mentioned before, the overall structure is
realized by placing multiple metagratings next to each other, creating a “supercell” array
of silicon nanowires with varying periodicities (see Figure 5.1a). Within this procedure,
it is also important to take into account the relative area of each metagrating (adjusted
by their own efficiencies) in order to properly reproduce the Lambertian intensity dis-
tribution in reflection. The total area of the supercell is the sum of all grating areas, and
adds up to 223 µm. The specific values of p, w , the total reflection and reflection to the
1st order for individual metagratings and the number of unit cells used in each of the
metagratings composing the supercell are summarized in Table 5.1.

5.3. Experiments
In order to experimentally demonstrate the possibility of gaining angular and spectral
control via transparent metagratings we fabricated the structure described above and
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characterized it optically. Next, we compare the measured data to numerical simula-
tions, and assess the performance of a solar cell with the optimized metasurface inte-
grated into its structure.

5.3.1. Fabrication
The metagratings were fabricated using Electron Beam Lithography (EBL), as described
in the following. First, silicon-on-sapphire substrates (500 nm c-Si on 0.46 mm R-plane
sapphire, MTI Corporation) were cleaned in base piranha. The silicon layer is etched
down to a thickness of 175 nm using Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) using a CHF3 (15 sccm) -
SF6 (10 sccm) - O2 (3 sccm) plasma etch. Next, a 50-60 nm HSQ high-resolution negative
resist layer was spin-coated on the sample, and baked for 150 seconds at 180 ◦C. For bet-
ter conductivity, Electra 92 (AR-PC-5091) was spin-coated on the sample. The substrate
was then exposed using a Raith Voyager lithography system (dose of 2.400 µC/cm2). To
obtain a sample that is large enough for optical measurements, the supercell of 223 µm
described above is replicated 6 times next to each other, resulting in a 1.35 mm wide
field. After e-beam writing, the sample was developed in TMAH for 75 seconds at 50◦C.
The patterned HSQ is then used as a hard mask to structure the underlying Si layer using
two subsequent RIE etching steps. First, the native oxide of the silicon is etched using
Cl2 (60 sccm), then the silicon is etched in a HBr (48.6 sccm) and O2 (1.4 sccm) plasma
at 60◦C.

The result of the described fabrication is shown in Figure 5.2. The sample consists of
silicon NWs with a remaining HSQ layer on top, on a sapphire substrate. A single NW is
depicted in Figure 5.2a and b, showing that the side walls are etched perpendicular to the
substrate. The HSQ on top of the nanowire is not removed as this process involves chem-
ical reactions that also react with the sapphire substrate. For better resolution, a layer of
Electra 92 (AR-PC-5091) was spin-coated on the sample before imaging. An overview
SEM image of the total supercell is shown in Figure 5.2c. The pitch between the wires
is decreasing from left (p = 1300 nm) to right (p = 675 nm) and for the complete area
of the supercell a good uniformity was achieved. On the right side of the supercell, the
beginning of the next identical supercell is visible.

5.3.2. Optical characterization
To distinguish light reflected specularly (0th order) from light reflected at an angle (1st

orders), we use an integrating sphere. We measure both the sample’s total reflectance
and the total reflectance excluding the 0th order. The difference between the two mea-
surements then yields the 0th-order reflection (see Supporting Info (5.4) for a schematic
of the setup).

Figure 5.3a shows the measured specular reflectance spectrum, as well as the total
reflectance spectrum excluding the specular contribution, which we refer to as scattered
spectrum. The latter shows a broad peak centered at of λ = 614 nm reaching 9.9% re-
flectance. The full width at half-maximum of this peak is around 200 nm, covering the
wavelength range of interest for red color perception. At the same time, in the same
bandwidth around λ = 614 nm, the 0th-order reflection is strongly suppressed, as de-
sired. Indeed, the 0th-order reflectance is around 8% in the blue wavelength range and
decreases to 2% on resonance demonstrating efficient light redirection. Additionally, the
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Figure 5.2: SEM image of fabricated metasurface. a) Top-view SEM of a single silicon nanowire of w = 120
nm on top of sapphire substrate b) Tilted image of a single silicon nanowire (tilt angle 45◦) c) Top-view of full
supercell (dashed red line) containing all metagratings with varying pitch (p = 675 nm – p = 1300 nm). Stitching
of two supercells can be seen on the right side of the image.

Figure 5.3: Reflectance spectra of full metasurface. a) Measured specular reflectance spectrum (dashed blue
line) and scattered spectrum (solid blue line) of full metasurface. b) Simulated specular reflectance (dashed
red line) and reflectance for diffraction order (solid red line) of a single supercell. Reflectance is determined by
the contribution of the different metagratings in the supercell, weighted by their area respectively.

reflection at wavelengths above the resonance is slightly decreased.
Figure 5.3b shows simulated scattered and specular reflectance spectra. The exper-
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imentally measured trends show good agreement with the simulated spectra: a broad
peak around 680 nm in the averaged 1st order reflection (average reflectance to 1st –orders:
sum of the reflectance from the different metagratings composing the metasurface, weighted
by their relative area) corresponds to a clear reduction in specular reflection. The posi-
tion of the peak can be explained by the combined contributions of the different meta-
gratings (see section 5.4). We ascribe the lower measured reflectance compared to the
simulations to fabrication imperfections resulting in silicon NWs with slightly different
dimensions, as well as small slanting of the sidewalls which results in a less pronounced
resonance [96].

Figure 5.4: Angle-resolved reflectance. a) Measured and b) simulated angular reflectance of full metasurface.
White dashed lines indicate cross section of the reflectance shown in c) and d). c) Angular reflectance at λ =
650 nm with specular (blue solid line) and diffracted (red solid line) contributions. The scattering profile of a
perfect Lambertian scatterer is plotted as well (gray dashed line). d) Simulated data as in c).

Figure 5.4a shows the angular reflectance as a function of wavelength, measured us-
ing a rotating stage setup (see [91] for the description of measurement setup). The mea-
surements were performed in the wavelength range λ = 550-700 nm in steps of 10 nm.
First of all, as designed, the sample does not scatter light to angles below 30◦ and above
75◦. As mentioned earlier, the design is optimized to have only the 1st diffraction orders
at λ ≥ 650 nm. This can be observed in the measured spectra (Figure 5.4a). For shorter
wavelengths λ≤ 650 nm, 2nd -order diffraction in reflection is noticeable at high angles.
Furthermore, following the grating equation, the diffraction angle for each metagrating
increases as the illumination wavelength increases. The measurement significantly re-
flects very similar features in the simulated angular reflectance spectra in Figure 5.4b.

Figure 5.4c shows the measured angular reflectance at λ = 650 nm. The scattered
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part of the light is depicted in red, whereas the grey dashed line represents the ideal
Lambertian cosine distribution. Experimentally, the angular reflectance follows the de-
sired cosine law rather well for angles in the range 30-75◦. The two high reflection peaks
at 45◦ are the result of a non-ideal design ; they are also visible in simulations (see Fig-
ure 5.4d and Table 5.1). The blue part of the angular reflectance represents the 0th-order
reflection and peaks at 6.8 %/◦ and 3.0 %/◦ in experiment and simulations, respectively
(out of scale in Figure 5.4c and d). We observe a broader reflection range for the 0th

order peak in the measurement compared to that in simulation, due to a difference in
binning (0.18◦ in simulation versus 1.0◦ in measurement). Overall, we conclude that the
experimental results follow the simulation results with a good agreement.

Figure 5.5: External quantum efficiency measurements. Measured external quantum efficiency of bare silicon
heterojunction cell (blue line), with bare sapphire on top (orange line) and with metasurface (green line). Inset:
Photograph (taken under 45◦) of the sample attached to the silicon solar cell using immersion oil. The sample
size is 12×12 mm. The four red patches are four metasurfaces with the same underlying design, but fabricated
with a slightly different dose during e-beam lithography. On the solar cell silver contact fingers (horizontal grey
lines) and a busbar (vertical grey line) can be seen.

5.3.3. Electrical characterization
Next, we apply the transparent metagrating on a Si solar cell. The nanopatterned sap-
phire substrate was placed on top of a heterojunction silicon solar cell using immersion
oil (Fluka 10976, n=1.52) (same setup as in [24]). The cell features a textured front surface
and a standard anti-reflection coating. We measured the External Quantum Efficiency
(EQE) for three different cases: bare solar cell, cell with clean sapphire substrate and cell
with the fabricated metagrating sample (see Figure 5.5). With the sapphire substrate in
place, we observe a similar trend as for the bare silicon solar cell, with slightly lower EQE
over the whole spectrum. The reduction in EQE is due to reflection of light from the front
surface of the sapphire, which is around 8% over the visible wavelength range. The EQE
of the cell with the metagrating sample on top is lower compared to the EQE of the cell
with sapphire, especially below λ = 800 nm. A closer inspection of the spectrum, shows
a reduction of the EQE from λ = 600-800 nm, which is due to the as-designed enhanced
reflection shown in Figure 5.3a. The inset in Figure 5.5 shows a photo taken under 45◦ of
the sample placed on top of the solar cell. The bright red rooftop-like colored reflection
is clearly visible. In the lower wavelength range, the EQE is reduced due to the higher
absorption in the silicon nanowires. This could potentially be reduced by replacing the
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silicon with a material with a lower absorption in the visible range (e.g. TiO2). The mea-
sured short circuit current density for the bare silicon solar cell is Jsc = 38.9 mA/cm2. In-
cluding the metagrating sample on top slightly reduces the value to Jsc = 34.0 mA/cm2.
This implies that to first order the cell efficiency is reduced by relative 13% due to the
narrow-angle colored scattering metasurface.

5.3.4. Conclusion
In this work, we experimentally demonstrated spectral and angular control of scattered
light using resonant metagratings for colored photovoltaics. Silicon nanowires were fab-
ricated on a transparent substrate and resonantly scatter light around λ = 650 nm. The
nanowires were placed in a supercell structure composed of multiple gratings with dif-
ferent pitches, creating a Lambertian scattering distribution with specular reflection nearly
fully suppressed and efficient transmission outside the resonant scattering band. The
supercell structure was designed to backscatter light within the 30-75◦ range and exper-
iments and simulations are in very good agreement. The metagratings are integrated
with a silicon heterojunction solar cell creating a bright red scattering appearance un-
der a limited range of angles, as desired, and enable seamless integration with roof tile
geometries. The external quantum efficiency is only reduced in the scattering spectral
band, with a short circuit current drop of only 13%. Potentially, future asymmetric de-
signs can further enhance the efficiency by scattering light only to the ground and not to
the sky. The nanopatterned geometries can be readily fabricated and upscaled to prac-
tical PV applications with some reinvestment in materials and methods. In particular,
the materials used in this work could easily be replaced by more practical materials-
For example, the module glass could serve directly as the transparent substrate and any
dielectric high index material (polymer, amorphous Si, etc.) for the scatterers. Large-
scale fabrication techniques might need further investigation, but promising routes such
as spray-coating and substrate conformal imprinting lithography [38] could replace the
lab-scale methods.

5.4. Supplementary
5.4.1. Scattering of Mie resonator
Figure 5.6 shows the simulated [92, 93] normalized scattering cross section (optical scat-
tering cross section normalized by the geometrical cross section) for a Si NW of height h
= 175 nm and width w = 110 nm on a sapphire substrate, illuminated at normal incidence
by a plane wave polarized perpendicularly to the axes of the NW (TE polarization). The
peak around λ = 720 nm marks the excitation of the magnetic dipole mode (MD), while
higher order modes appear at shorter wavelengths. The inset of Figure 5.6 shows the H
field intensity profile at the MD resonance. The resonant wavelength of such modes can
be easily tuned by changing the size of the scatterer, thus enabling the required spec-
tral control. Comparing the scattering cross section with the spectrum of reflectance in
Figure 5.1b in the main text, raises the question why the reflectance peak is located at
650 nm for the scatterer in a periodic metagrating. The angular radiation pattern of the
modes of the single scatterer determines the scattering towards different directions.

However, light can only be scattered to the accessible channels (reflection, transmis-
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Figure 5.6: Simulated normalized scattering cross section of a single silicon nanowire (w = 110 nm, h = 175
nm) on top of a sapphire substrate. The inset shows the magnetic field intensity profile at the magnetic dipole
resonance at 720 nm.

sion, diffraction). The spectrum to those fixed pathways is thus given by the radiation
pattern. But there are other effects that have to be taken into account. In the case of
this work, the reflection from the substrate cancels the 0 order reflection pathway and
the light is thus funneled to the diffraction orders or to transmission, even though the
radiation pattern might as well radiate upwards. Also, if the scatterers are getting closer
their might be coupling between the particles and new modes appear that can influence
the radiation direction. The exact analysis of the modes and their radiation patterns and
interaction is beyond the scope of this work. To this end, a particle with resonances in
the wavelength range of interest (λ = 630 nm – 670 nm) was taken as a starting point and
optimized as unit cell in a metagrating to achieve high diffraction to the 1st order and as
such cancellation of the 0th order.

Figure 5.7: Simulated reflectance of a metagrating of silicon resonators (w = 110 nm, h = 175 nm, p = 900 nm)
with changing substrate index (n=1-2). Front inset: Schematic of metagrating on a substrate or without sub-
strate. a) Specular reflectance (0th order) and b) diffraction into 1st order. The cyan and red lines indicate the
crosscuts of specular reflectance and diffraction plotted in c) respectively. Reflectance above 12% is saturated
for better visibility. c) Bottom: The total reflectance (blue line), specular reflectance (cyan line) and diffrac-
tion into the first order (red line) of a metagrating without a substrate (n=1); Top: Same as bottom graph, with
metagrating on substrate with index n=2.
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5.4.2. Metagrating efficiency
As highlighted in the main text, our metagrating design efficiently steers light into the
1st diffraction order by canceling the specular reflection (0th order). This is due to the
destructive interference between light directly reflected off the substrate and light that is
resonantly scattered by the nanowires. In Figure 5.7, this effect is illustrated by plotting
the simulated reflectance of a metagrating while varying the index of the substrate from
n=1 to n=2. This in turn modifies the relative contribution between the scattered light
and the light reflected non-resonantly from the sapphire substrate. The latter contribu-
tion is zero when n=1.

The simulated metagrating is the same as in Fig. 5.1c in the main text (width = 110
nm, height = 175 nm, pitch = 900 nm). As the substrate’s index is increased, the relative
specular reflectance to the 0th order shows a decrease (Fig. 5.7a) while the diffraction to
the 1st order increases (Fig. 5.7b) for an illumination wavelength close to the resonance
(λ = 650 nm).

In fact, without the substrate the nanowires scatter isotropically, while introducing a
substrate and increasing its index, the specular reflection is suppressed and the diffrac-
tion efficiency increases. To corroborate this, we plot the extreme cases of a low and a
high substrate index in Fig. 5.7c. With no substrate in place (Fig. 5.7c – lower panel),
the reflectance to the 0th order is equal to the scattering towards the 1st order (isotropic
scattering). On the other hand, for a substrate with index n=2 (Fig. 5.7c – upper panel),
the 0th order reflectance is completely suppressed. In the case of our experiment the
substrate is sapphire (index = 1.7) and the 0th order reflection can almost be canceled
completely.

5.4.3. Parameter overview
The specific parameters of the metagratings composing the supercell are summarized in
Table 5.1

Figure 5.8: Simulated reflectance of metagratings of silicon resonators on a sapphire substrate (w = 110 nm, h
= 175 nm, p = 700 nm – 1300 nm) into 1st order and 0th order
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pitch [nm] width [nm] number of particles angle [degree]
675 120 6 74
700 120 7 68
725 120 7 64
750 120 7 60
775 120 7 57
800 120 7 54
825 120 8 52
850 120 8 50
875 120 8 48
900 120 9 46
925 120 9 45
925* 120 9 45
950 120 9 43
975 120 9 42
1000 110 10 41
1025 110 9 39
1050 110 10 38
1075 110 10 37
1100 110 10 36
1125 110 10 35
1150 100 10 34
1200 100 11 33
1225 100 11 32
1250 100 11 31
1300 100 12 30

Table 5.1: Overview of design parameters of all metagratings. *The metagrating with a pitch of 925 nm was
accidently put twice in the design/fabrication.

5.4.4. Reflectance with changing pitch
The metasurface is composed of metagratings with changing pitch in order to create a
large range of diffraction angles as explained in the main text. Every individual meta-
grating was optimized to highest diffraction in a bandwidth of λ = 630 nm – 670 nm.
Metagratings with NWs of the same dimensions (w = 110 nm, h = 175 nm) on a sapphire
substrate with a changing pitch (p = 700 nm – 1300 nm) are simulated (Figure 5.8). In
figure 5.8a the diffraction for different pitches is plotted. The strength of the reflectance
is related to the strength of the scattering of the unit cell. Consequently, with increas-
ing distance between the scatterers the overall reflectance is decreasing and so is the
diffraction. In the supercell the peak of reflectance lies at 680 nm, which stems from the
combined diffraction spectra of the different metagratings (See Figure 5.3). In the 0th

order reflectance it can be seen that the minimum does not change much between the
different pitches. This is due to the fact that the cancellation process is mainly driven
by the interference with reflectance of the substrate and does not change much between
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different pitches.

5.4.5. Analysis of angle of incidence
The metasurface was optimized for normally incident light. As the position of the sun
is changing along a day, it is important to study the operation of the metasurface with
changing angle of incidence. In Figure 5.9a, the simulated angular reflectance of the
full metasurface is shown with angles of incidence between 10 – 45◦. For a wavelength
of λ = 650 nm the angular scattering still follows the desired cosine distribution (grey
dashed line), however, with a changed range of angles that depend on the change in
diffraction orders. At higher angle of incidence, the metasurface supports as well 2nd

order diffraction at 650 nm that contribute to a wide range of reflected angles.
Next, the reflectance of a metagrating with a pitch of p = 900 nm, with the same

angles of incidence as in Figure 5.9a between 10-45◦. For small changes (around 10◦)
the resonant reflectance of the design is pretty stable. For higher incoming angles (20◦)
the resonance seems to disappear, but the cancellation process of the specular reflection
is still efficient. For higher angles (30 and 45◦), the reflectance peaks again around 700
nm, and specular reflection is still canceled. As mentioned earlier, the precise change
of modes is out of the scope of this study. However, the arguments for the cancellation
process still hold for different angles of incidence.

5.4.6. Integrating sphere measurement setup
We measured the scattering of the sample using an integrating sphere. There are two
methods of measurements; either to measure the total reflection (Figure 5.10a; specular
reflection plus all diffraction orders) or only the diffraction (Figure 5.10b; no specular
reflection). For the first method, the conventional setup of the integrating sphere is used.
The sample is tilted at the back of the sphere, such that all reflection is collected by the
detector. In the second method the sample is placed perpendicular to the incoming
light at the back of the integrating sphere. In the latter case, the specular reflected beam
can escape from the front opening of the sphere, and only scattered and diffracted light
is collected by the spectrometer. The specular reflectance shown in Figure 5.3a of the
main text is determined by the subtraction of two measurements by the two different
methods; the diffraction measurement is subtracted from the total reflectance. For the
scattered spectrum in that same Figure the second method of the setup was used.
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Figure 5.9: Analysis of changing angle of incidence a) Simulated angular reflectance at λ = 650 nm of full meta-
surface for angles from 10◦ - 45◦. b) Simulated reflectance of metagrating as in Figure 5.1 c) with changing
angle of incidence from 10◦ - 45◦. The total reflectance (green line) is composed of specular reflectance (or-
ange line), 1st order diffraction (blue line) and 2nd order diffraction (red line).
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Figure 5.10: Integrating sphere setup a) Configuration with tilted sample; all scattered light is collected. b)
Configuration with sample perpendicular to incoming light; specular reflection is not collected.
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Visible light, wide-angle graded
metasurface for back reflection

There’s a rhythm and rush these days
Where the lights don’t move and the colors don’t fade

Stay alive – José González

Metasurfaces, or phase-engineered quasi-2D interfaces, enable a large degree of control
over the reflection, refraction and transmission of light. Here we demonstrate the design
and realization of a visible light gradient metasurface tailored for highly efficient back
reflection based on the Huygens–Fresnel principle. The metasurface emulates the func-
tionality of a Littrow grating, capable of efficiently channeling light into the first negative
Floquet order over a broad angular range and bandwidth at visible frequencies. Our theo-
retical results predict unitary efficiency for extremely low profiles and an optical response
that is robust against discretization and design modifications. The experimentally real-
ized metasurface is comprised of high-index TiOx nanowires over a protected Ag mirror,
enabling back reflection with efficiency above 85% in the visible range, close to the re-
flectivity of the bare silver mirror. The presented analytical design methodology and the
resulting low-profile device are advantageous compared to conventional gratings, while
offering broadband efficiencies over a range of incidence angles.

61
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6.1. Introduction
Gradient metasurfaces have started to significantly influence modern optical technol-
ogy as they offer the possibility of replacing a wide range of bulky optical components
with low-profile and low-loss patterned surfaces [97–100]. Graded metasurfaces rely on
nanostructured surfaces with controlled variation of their transverse impedance, en-
abling a plethora of operational possibilities, including anomalous wave refraction and
reflection [101, 102], holography [103, 104], cloaking [105–107], focusing and beam shap-
ing [101, 108], polarization management [65, 109], and nonreciprocal beam control when
combined with time modulation [110, 111]. The nanoscale control of strong wave-matter
interactions in metasurfaces has opened remarkable opportunities for low-loss, inte-
grable planar optics [98]. In contrast to other ultrathin configurations based on reso-
nantly excited elements [112–116], gradient metasurfaces typically rely on the response
of a combination of non-resonant scatterers and their tailored arrangement, enabling
this class of metasurface to support inherently broadband and robust optical responses
which are resilient to losses [109]. In this work, we apply the concept of graded meta-
surfaces to design broadband back reflectors, based on distributed surface impedances.
Back reflectors are a class of periodic structures that are specifically tailored to funnel
the incident energy into the first negative order Floquet harmonic. These structures
are traditionally implemented using binary patterns over finite thicknesses [114, 117–
119], which typically need to be optimized to maximize the coupling efficiency to the
backward Floquet order [119, 120]. Here we use an alternative method based on the
Huygens–Fresnel principle to define the ideal surface impedance profile of ultrathin
metasurfaces that enables arbitrary negative reflection. The ideal operation of the de-
signed surface is achieved by controlling the required secondary scattering sources on
the metasurface to reconstruct the desired Floquet order. This approach offers flexibil-
ity in design, avoiding the need for optimization or specific material parameters, and
enables high back-reflection efficiencies over the desired range of angles of incidence
(AOI), angles of reflection and frequency. In order to validate our theoretical approach,
we employ high-resolution nanolithography to experimentally implement a back reflect-
ing graded metasurface that operates in the visible range.

6.2. Results and discussion
First, we focus our study on the design of an ideal gradient metasurface that reflects all
the impinging energy back to the source for a specific frequency and angle for linear
polarized light; essentially operating as a zero-thickness Littrow grating. This function-
ality is equivalent to an ideal retroreflector for this frequency and AOI (Fig. 6.1A shows
the concept and a schematic of the fabricated structure). While an ideal homogeneous
mirror (Fig. 6.1B) reflects the impinging light towards the specular direction due to mo-
mentum conservation, this ideal metasurface with a tailored gradient of the reflection
phase (Fig. 6.1C) can impart a suitable additional negative transverse momentum to the
impinging wave and reflect the entire impinging light flux back to the source.

Following the approach introduced in [101, 108], and tailored to efficiently manip-
ulate reflected beams in [109], we derive in the Methods section (6.4.1) the analytical
expression of the local reflection coefficient that an ultrathin metasurface needs to sup-
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Figure 6.1: Operation principle of a metasurface back reflector. (A) Schematic illustration of back-reflection
from a gradient metasurface. (B) Representation of specular reflection from an ideal mirror: incident light (s+0 ,
black) is specularly reflected (s−0 , blue) from an ideal mirror due to momentum conservation at the interface.
(C) Scattering channels for reflection from a gradient metasurface: incident light is reflected back (s−1 , red)
toward the source due to the transverse momentum imparted by the inhomogeneous interface. The additional
negative momentum kp (green) is introduced by a tailored gradient of the reflection phase. Momenta in the
x-direction are shown by kx,i and kx,s for incident and reflected waves, respectively.

port in order to achieve single-angle retroreflection with unity efficiency for illumination
angle θ0 in the x − z plane, where ẑ is the direction normal to the surface:

r (x) = −1+cosθ0 −e
2iπx
Λ (1+cosθ0)

−1−cosθ0 +e
2iπx
Λ (−1+cosθ0)

(6.1)

The required reflection coefficient is unitary all across the surface, implying that it
can be achieved with a fully passive interface with inhomogeneous phase profile ϕ(x),
shown in Fig. 6.2A for θ0 = 35.7 degrees, with period Λ = λ

2sinθ0
, where λ is the wave-

length of operation in free-space. In general, the optimal reflection coefficient of a gra-
dient metasurface may also involve local amplitude modulation [121]. At the retroreflec-
tion angle, however, the exact impedance matching between the incident and scattered
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beam guarantees that 100% wave conversion is accessible using a purely lossless surface
profile, as described by the local phase variations in Eq. 6.1. This nonlinear phase profile
exactly compensates for the momentum mismatch between the incoming and the de-
sired retroreflected waves (Fig. 6.1C). For values of incident wave different from θ0, the
reflected wave does not align with the incident wave and the structure operates as an ul-
trathin back reflector, redirecting light back into the half-space of incidence. Compared
to previous attempts to realize highly efficient back reflecting gratings, this approach is
fully analytical, where calculations based on the Huygens–Fresnel principle allow us to
engineer the scattering pattern over an infinitesimally thin surface at will, and without
requiring iterative optimization [68, 121]. For instance, the surface may be equivalently
designed to couple a desired portion of the impinging power toward the specular reflec-
tion, and the other portion toward back reflection. This concept is also fully extendable
to two-dimensional surfaces and arbitrary polarization control.

For an ideal continuously modulated metasurface with a local reflection given by Eq.
6.1, given the periodicity of the modulation the reflected power can couple to only two
propagating diffraction orders, the specular reflection s−0 and the first negative Floquet
order s−1 . The numerically calculated coupling efficiency to these orders as a function of
illumination angle is shown in Fig. 6.2B for the surface with phase profile in Fig. 6.2A
(see Supplementary Note 1 (6.5.1)). As expected, we obtain 100% coupling efficiency at
θ0 = 35.7 degrees (the design angle), i.e., s−1 = 1. For this AOI, the metasurface operates in
the Littrow configuration and the angle of reflection equals 35.7 degrees. In addition, the
figure shows that the angular response is robust. For an AOI range 11 < θi n < 80 degrees
over half of the incident power is redirected into the non-specular direction, despite
these angles residing outside of the Littrow design parameters. This broad angular re-
sponse is associated with the fact that the momentum imparted by the surface does not
change with the incidence angle [101], and it is sufficiently negative to ensure that the
angle of the emerging reflected beam stays negative over a broad angular range. In gen-
eral, the attainable angular range may be further increased by designing the retroreflec-
tion angle close to 45 degrees. The back reflection angle varies as a function of impinging
angle following the grating equation for first-order diffraction θback = arcsin(sinθi n ± λ

Λ )
, where the ± sign refers to θi n > 0 and θi n < 0 respectively, as plotted in Fig. 6.2C. The
lower cut-off for θi n = 11 degrees is simply determined by the cut-off of s−1 for close-to-
normal incidence, and it can be adjusted by design.

An interesting feature evident in Fig. 6.2B is the perfectly symmetric response of the
back reflective surface. The symmetry arises despite the fact that the geometric profile of
the surface, described by Eq. 6.1, is asymmetric and tailored for a specific oblique illumi-
nation. This symmetry is a general result stemming directly from reciprocity [122, 123],
and it is not limited to our particular configuration. More specifically, if the surface is
designed to back reflect with x% efficiency for the AOI θi n , it ensures (100-x)% coupling
to the specular direction (θr = θi n ). Reciprocity then ensures that, when the direction
of illumination is flipped and the surface is illuminated from the specular direction, ex-
actly (100-x)% of the power can be coupled back towards θi n . The remaining x% of the
power must be scattered through the only remaining scattering channel which is the
corresponding back reflection. Given that the period is unaffected by the incidence di-
rection, and it is designed to admit only two diffraction orders, all remaining energy (x%)
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Figure 6.2: Wide angle operation of an ideal back-reflector metasurface. (A) Calculated local phase profile of
the ideal surface Φ(x) = ∠(x) , designed for retroreflection at AOI θ0 = 35.7 degrees following Eq. 6.1, with a
surface period Λ = λ/(2sin(θ0)). (B) Numerically calculated coupling efficiency of the ideal surface in panel
(A) for different incident angles and for s-polarized illumination. Blue and red curves show the percentage of
power coupled toward the specular direction (s−0 ) and first diffraction order (s−1 ), respectively. (C) Calculated
(solid black line), and measured (yellow circles) angular dispersion of the gradient surface for the ± diffraction
orders. The black lines correspond to the ideal surface in panel (A) and the yellow circles are analogous results
measured at λ = 700nm for the fabricated sample. A and B correspond to the ideal retroreflection points where
θback = −θi n = ±35.7 degrees (Littrow configuration). Inside the highlighted gray region, the non-specular
diffraction orders are evanescent.

will be coupled to the back reflected beam. Thus, the blue curve in Fig. 6.2C is center-
symmetric and with the broad angular response in the negative half plane, reciprocity
ensures an equally broad response for positive incidence angles.

The properties described so far are desirable from a practical standpoint, indicating
that there is no trade-off between directionality and efficiency in the proposed metasur-
face, and back reflection can be achieved over a broad range of angles, even far from
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normal incidence. This property also suggests an interesting possibility for applications
in the retroreflection industry. While the designed surface is not a true retroreflector, for
detectors using narrowband illumination and a relatively wide collection aperture this
surface may reflect nearly all of the impinging energy back to the source. Another in-
teresting application of this surface might be replacing the diffusive retroreflective tapes
(over a limited angle), as the efficiency of reflection is significantly larger than available
reflective tapes and the metasurface can be tailored to operate for extremely broad AOI
range [124].

In order to practically realize the proposed metasurface we need to discretize the
ideal phase profile (Eq. 6.1). Assuming an equal discretization of the ideal phase profile
into N phase steps, the coupling efficiency to the retroreflected order gets closer to 100%
as the number of steps increases (Supplementary Note 2 (6.5.2)). Interestingly, even a
coarse discretization with only two discretization steps yields a retroreflection efficiency
larger than 75%. The reason behind this robustness is again associated with the nature of
our design. First, the diffraction phenomenon is non-resonant and therefore inherently
robust to perturbations. Second, the period Λ determines two propagating diffraction
orders for the operational frequency ensuring that, as long as the overall phase gradient
along each unit cell suppresses the coupling towards the zero-th order diffraction (spec-
ular reflection), reflection will be funneled towards the first order in the back direction.

The ultrathin profile of the designed surface provides an ideal platform for microwave
or terahertz graphene-based metasurfaces which are inherently deeply subwavelength.
Here, we chose to realize the device characterized in Fig. 6.2A using a nanostructured di-
electric metasurface operating in the visible spectrum (Fig. 6.3A-B) with subwavelength
thickness t = 100nm, made of TiOx trapezoidal bars on top of an Ag mirror via e-beam
lithography and evaporation (see Methods for a description of the fabrication process
(6.4.3) and Fig. 6.1A for a schematic of the fabricated structure). The dielectric nature of
TiOx and its relative high index (n=2.35 for λ = 500 nm to n=2.23 at λ = 1000 nm ), are
suitable to minimize absorption and provide reasonable phase control over a relatively
small thickness [125]. We designed the structure with three phase discretization steps,
N = 3, for operation at λ = 700 nm , tailored for s-polarized excitation (Electric fields lies
in the metasurface plane). The variation of the local reflection coefficient in the first two
elements is achieved by controlling the geometry of the nanorods. The third segment
consists of the bare back-mirror (Fig. 6.3A).

The fabricated structure was excited with a weakly converging beam such that the
excitation angle was well-defined. The reflected intensity was measured using an op-
tical power meter (see Methods section (6.4.4) for more details on the measurement).
The sample was mounted in the center and the power meter on the outer ring of a rotat-
ing stage, while the illumination direction was held constant. This enabled independent
control of excitation and sampling angles, as depicted in the schematic of the measure-
ment setup in Fig. 6.3C. We chose Λ = 600 nm (605 nm in the fabricated surface) to
enable efficient back reflection in the free-space wavelength range λ = 490 - 940 nm.

The previous analysis ensures that an efficient back reflector can be implemented
over a deeply subwavelength thickness. At shorter wavelengths, and specifically over the
visible spectrum, current nanofabrication techniques limit the accessible resolution and
accuracy of sub-hundred-nanometer features. To reduce the sensitivity of the device to
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Figure 6.3: Fabricated structure and measurement setup. (A) SEM image (top view, under 40% tilt) and (B)
cross section of the fabricated sample with extracted dimensions of the device. One unit cell of the structure
is composed of three regions: two TiOx nanorods and the bare mirror. See Methods section (6.4.3) for detailed
geometry information. The Pt layer on top of the sample was added in the cross-section fabrication process to
get a clean cross-section. (C) Schematic of the measurement setup: θi n can be changed by rotating the sample
on the inner rotation stage while the illumination arm is kept fixed. The coupling intensity to the different
diffraction orders is measured by independently rotating the detector on the outer rotation stage to positions
I to measure θspec or position II to measure θback . Illumination and detection planes are slightly tilted hori-
zontally to allow retroreflection measurements without blocking the illumination. (D – F) Photographs of the
fabricated structure on the right (1.5x1.5 mm2 square in the center of the 12x12 mm2 silver mirror, bare Si
residual from fabrication process in the lower-left corner) and schematic of photography setup on the left.
Panel (D) shows the specular response under illumination from the back with a commercial flashlight: no light
is reflected in the specular direction from the structure (dark square in the middle). Panels (E – F) show effi-
cient back reflection of the sample when illuminated with a white light lamp for different angles. The angle
between light and camera was increased in (F) compared to (E).
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nanofabrication errors we chose a thickness of t = 100 nm for the surface. The efficient
operation of our fabricated sample from the practical observer standpoint is visualized
in Fig. 6.3D–F. Photographs of the sample can be seen next to schematics of the pho-
tography setup. In Fig. 6.3D the bright specular reflection of the Ag mirror around the
structure is visible while the dark square in the middle of the sample where the metasur-
face is placed indicates that specular reflection is almost absent. In contrast, the center
of the sample is noticeably bright for an observer sitting close to the excitation source,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.3E-F for different incoming angles. The bright color that can be
observed in back-reflection depends on the angle of observation and illumination. As
we mentioned previously, these pictures also indicate the possibility of utilizing these
surfaces as efficient ultrathin retroreflectors for AOI close to the retroreflection angle. In
this case, while the observable color of the reflected wave varies, the mirror covered with
the designed metasurface is noticeably brighter than a conventional mirror.

The optical response of the fabricated sample is quantitatively demonstrated in Fig.
6.4. Symmetric scattering resulting from reciprocity permits a complete characterization
of the device while scanning only half the angular range (Fig. 6.4A). However, to confirm
the theoretical results we performed measurements over the full range of angles. In the
figure, we compare the specular reflection to the measurements obtained using a flat sil-
ver mirror, similar to the ground plane utilized in our device, allowing a direct compari-
son that provides a quantitative calibration of the measured efficiency. The grey circles in
Figure 6.4A present the measured angular response of the silver mirror when illuminated
with s-polarized light at λ = 700 nm. We observe that around 10% of the incident power
is lost, either through absorption or diffuse scattering. The measured response of the
silver mirror is slightly lower than simulated reflectance using the tabulated dielectric
response of single crystalline silver (Fig 6.4A). This difference is attributed to nanoscale
surface roughness resulting from evaporation and other fabrication defects.

The level of back reflection of our sample is shown with red circles in Fig. 6.4A,
demonstrating that most of the scattered light is indeed efficiently back reflected. The
specular reflection thus significantly drops over a wide angular region around the retrore-
flective angle θ0 = 35.7 degrees. The scattered power is focused toward the backward
diffraction channel (s−1 in Fig. 6.1C), yielding a coupling efficiency of 88% under illumi-
nation at θ0 = 35.7 degrees, and with less than 10% of the impinging power being ab-
sorbed or diffusely scattered at the design frequency under illumination from all angles,
except around the Wood’s anomaly, consistent with the absorption levels obtained from
the bare silver back-mirror. We note that the presence of the plasmonic mirror creates
additional absorption at the metal-dielectric interface. For applications requiring the
highest efficiencies, such as pulse shaping, stretching, and compression, the Ag mirror
could be replaced with an optimized Bragg reflector.

Although the metasurface was originally designed for AOI of 35.7 degrees, increas-
ing the incidence angle toward grazing angles does not significantly affect the overall
efficiency and up to a remarkably large angle |θi n | = 75 degrees, at λ = 700 nm the domi-
nant portion of the scattered power remains in the same half-plane of the incident wave.
For illumination at angles less than |θi n | < 9 degrees, the second scattering channel is
non-radiative for λ = 700 nm , and thus it is not excited (Fig. 6.2C). Over this range, the
metasurface operates as a simple mirror, as observed in Fig. 6.4A. For comparison, the
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solid lines in Fig. 6.4A also show the calculated coupling to the two scattering orders
obtained using full-wave simulation for a structure with the same geometry as the fab-
ricated device (See Methods section for details about simulation (6.4.2)). The simulated
results agree well with our experiment, even though a slightly lower cut-off at large an-
gles is observed in the measured data compared to the calculated curves. This is due to
the small size of our sample, as the area where the measurement beam hits the structure
increases with higher incoming angles and exceeds the structure area for |θi n | > 60 de-
grees. In this angular range, part of the light is specularly reflected from the bare mirror
adjacent to the metasurface.

Figure 6.4: Back-reflection response of the fabricated device. (A) Angular response at λ = 700 nm. Comparison
between measurements (circles) and numerical simulations (solid lines). Coupling efficiencies for the spec-
ular reflection s−0 and the first-order negative reflection s−1 , are shown with blue and red colors, respectively.
The empty circles indicate reflection measurements for angles above |θi n | = 60 degrees, for which the spot
size of the beam exceeds the structured area and part of the beam is specularly reflected by the mirror next to
the structure. The measurements and simulations of the bare mirror are depicted in grey. The homogenous
surface supports specular reflection with approximately 10% absorption across all angles. (B) Numerical sim-
ulation results of the angular/frequency dispersion of the structure with the fabricated dimensions, showing
the coupling efficiency toward the first-order negative reflection s−1 and highlighting the 75%-power and 50%
- power operation regions. The dark red line indicates the ideal retroreflective loci (Littrow configuration), for
which the incoming and the reflected wave are aligned. More than 50% back reflection is achieved across λ =
490-940 nm and θi n = 24-51 degrees.

A remarkable property of the back reflecting metasurface consists in its broadband
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operation, which is attributed to the inherent stability of retroreflection as well as non-
resonant nature of the involved scattering phenomenon, based on the phase gradient
imposed through the metasurface. While the surface impedance of the trapezoids is ex-
pected to change over frequency, its relative slope across each unit cell is not significantly
affected by frequency variations, ensuring that the net momentum imparted to the im-
pinging wave still funnels most of the energy back to the first negative diffraction order.
To further investigate this property, we determined the amplitude dispersion of the cou-
pling to the two scattering modes for a structure with the dimensions of the fabricated
device through full-wave simulations for all incident angles. As expected, the designed
metasurface operates over an extremely broad half-power wavelength range λ = 490-940
nm in terms of single-angle retroreflection efficiency. We verified our simulations with
experimental measurements at multiple wavelengths, in addition to theλ = 700 nm case,
as reported in the Supplementary Note 3 (6.5.3). It is worth mentioning that the angu-
lar range and bandwidth of the grating may be further increased through optimization,
however, here we presented a configuration derived directly by our analytical model in
Eq. 6.1, also including all fabrication tolerances (e.g. height of second rod is smaller than
t = 100 nm ). A further discussion of the effect of shape and size of surface elements is
given in Supplementary Note 4 (6.5.4).

The response of the designed metasurface is also controllable with the polarization
of the incident wave. The surface features utilized for this implementation are inherently
anisotropic, as their scattering properties depend on the orientation of the field vectors,
and the local reflection phase is approximately constant for p-polarized illumination.
Consequently, the surface operates as a simple mirror for this polarization, as discussed
and verified in Supplementary Note 5 (6.5.5). In other words, this metasurface selec-
tively reflects in opposite half-planes the two impinging polarizations. We are currently
investigating polarization independent designs of back-reflecting metasurfaces based
on a similar principle, achieved by considering 2D arrangements of isotropic surface el-
ements [65, 109].

6.3. Conclusion
We have discussed the design principle and advantages in terms of size, simplicity of
design and fabrication, bandwidth, acceptance angular range, low-profile and efficiency
of gradient metasurfaces for back reflecting surfaces (i.e. ultrathin Littrow gratings). In-
deed, we have shown that there is no fundamental limitation on the efficiency or size
of a Littrow grating. One of the challenges in experimentally realizing the optimal sur-
face profile derived in Eq. 6.1 is to achieve (semi-) continuous phase variation along
the surface, which becomes important for large-angle operation, for which the required
impedance profile has faster spatial variations [121]. We have shown here that coarse
sampling of the optimal profile provides reasonably good performance over wide angu-
lar and frequency ranges at visible frequencies. Possible ways to overcome this limitation
and gain higher efficiency (for larger retroreflection angle or more complicated func-
tionalities) is to use Pancharatnam-Berry phase [126], where the local variation of the
surface phase is achieved through rotation of a subwavelength nanoantenna. Continu-
ously varying surface elements can also provide a solution to eliminate the requirements
on surface discretization [127].
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We believe that this approach is an effective replacement of conventional bulky op-
tical elements, particularly for subwavelength gratings used in pulse shaping and spec-
trum splitting applications. The design is based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle and
is scalable over different frequency ranges and may be modified for achromatic retrore-
flection at multiple frequencies (or AOI) [128, 129]. Similar designs may be explored at
radio-frequencies to improve passive and active RFID tags. The control of the angle of
reflection may also enable applications for light management in solar cells. The thin
metasurface profile opens the possibility of spin coating or evaporating a thin absorber
material on top of the metasurface, and broadband enhanced light trapping and absorp-
tion [109].

6.4. Materials and methods
6.4.1. Derivation of reflection coefficient
Derivation of the reflection coefficient: Following Huygens–Fresnel principle to achieve
the arbitrary scattering field distribution, the electromagnetic boundary conditions of
the system in Fig. 6.1C for s-polarized illumination read

2ẑ × (H i +H s )|σ = Ye (x)ŷ · (E i +E s )|σ
−2ẑ × (E i +E s )|σ = Zm(x)ŷ · (H i +H s )|σ

(6.2)

for any position x on the inhomogeneous metasurface σ, where Ye and Zm are the ef-
fective surface electric admittance and surface magnetic impedance of the structure
[108, 109]. Subscripts i and s indicate the incident and reflected waves, respectively.
The local reflection coefficient of the metasurface r (x) = A(x)e jΦ(x) can be related to the
effective properties of the surface for normal illumination as [108, 130]:

r (x) =− 2(η2
0Ye (x))−Zm(x))

(2+η0Ye (x))(2η0 +Zm(x))
(6.3)

Considering plane wave excitation at θ0 in the x − z plane and ideal operation i.e.
unity retroreflection the incident and scattered waves read

E i ,s = ŷE0 exp(i (x̂ ·k i ,z x + ẑ ·k i ,s z));η0H i ,s = ki ,s ×E i ,s (6.4)

where k i = k0(−sin(θ0)x̂+cos(θ0)ẑ), k s =−k i , and k0 is the free-space wave number.
Combining Eq. 6.2,6.3 and 6.4 the local reflection coefficient is found as in Eq. 6.1. Note
that the local reflection coefficient is merely a nonlinear phase distribution imprinted on
the reflected wave as A(x) = 1. The phase profile for an ideal single-angle retroreflector
with θ0= 35.7 degrees is shown in Fig. 6.2A. The local phase profile increasingly deviates
from linear distribution for larger values of θ0 [121].

6.4.2. Numerical simulations
Numerical simulations throughout the paper were carried out by the 2D finite-element
software COMSOL Multiphysics in the frequency-domain radio-frequency module. Pe-
riodic ports and Floquet periodicity boundary conditions are used to model one unit-
cell of each metasurface. Ports are placed far enough from the metasurface such that
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all evanescent scattering modes are sufficiently weak. The ideal back reflector charac-
terized in Fig. 6.2 is modelled as a sheet admittance derived in Supplementary Note 1
(6.5.1). The substrate and free space are meshed with maximum element sizes of 2 nm
and 26 nm, respectively. Perfect electric conductors are used in the ideal set up.

To model the fabricated device, we used the SEM images in Fig. 6.3A and 6.3B and
estimated the dimensions as described in the fabrication process below. All materials
are modelled as dispersive and lossy and we used realistic values for the permittivities
of silver and SiOx from experimentally retrieved datasets [131, 132]. For TiOx , we mea-
sured the refractive index for a sample of on a Si wafer by spectroscopic ellipsometry.
A maximum element size of 20 nm is used for high-index TiOx rods and the remaining
parts are meshed with a maximum element size of 28 nm. A 200 nm thick silver layer is
used as the back reflector which we truncated with a perfectly matched layer to model a
semi-infinite ground plane. The scattering parameters of the port are used to calculate
the percentage of the power coupled toward each channel.

6.4.3. Fabrication process
A 1-mm-thick Si wafer was coated with 200 nm of Ag and 20-30 nm of SiOx by ther-
mal evaporation. This protected mirror was then spin-coated with ZEP520a, a high-
resolution positive tone resist and Espacer 300z to improve the conductivity of the sam-
ple. Then the asymmetric grating was written by E-beam lithography using a 20 keV
beam. The patterned area was 1.5 x 1.5 mm2 square, comprised of stitched 100 x 100
µm2 write fields. The sample was then rinsed for 30 seconds in water to remove the
Espacer, developed in pentylacetate for 45 seconds, rinsed 15 seconds in a mixture of
methyl isobutyl ketone and isopropanol (MIBK:IPA,9:1), dipped into IPA and transferred
to ethanol. To prevent collapse of the fragile resist patterns the sample was dried at the
critical point. The lines were filled with 100 nm of TiOx by e-beam evaporation followed
by lift-off which was done by dissolving the resist for 10 minutes in an ultrasonic bath
in anisole. TiOx was also evaporated directly on a Si wafer to allow a determination
of the TiOx dielectric function using spectroscopy ellipsometry, fitting the data using
a Gaussian-Cauchy model. Completed dimensions were measured using a focused ion
beam (FIB, FEI Helios Nanolab 600) to cut cross sections, with dimensions measured by
electron micrographs. The metasurface consisted of repeating unit cells with a periodic-
ity of 605 nm. The taller line had a height of 100 nm, a bottom width of 180 nm and a top
width of 110 nm. The narrower line, separated from the tall line by a gap of 123 nm, had
a height of 50 nm with bottom and top widths of 70 nm and 20 nm respectively (Detailed
dimensions are shown in Fig. 6.3B).

6.4.4. Details of optical measurement
The coupling efficiency of the fabricated sample to the two orders was measured exper-
imentally using a rotating stage, sweeping the angle of the incident plane wave across
θi n= -80 degree to θi n= 80 degree. For illumination, a collimated broadband beam from
a laser-driven light source (EQ-99X, Energetiq) was sent through a linear polarizer and
then focused onto the sample with a weak lens. The focal point on the sample had a
diameter of 0.75 mm. For excitation angles below 60 degrees the focus was smaller than
the structure with an area of 1.5 x 1.5 mm2; above this angle the light beam illuminated
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both the structured region and part of the adjacent mirrored substrate. This resulted in
measured intensities of specular and first order reflection with a slight contribution from
the mirror. The intensity of the scattered power for the allowed scattering modes s−0 and
s−1 was measured respectively for each degree using an optical power meter (Powerme-
ter PM100USB with Photodiode Power Sensor S121C (Thorlabs)). The reflected beam
was focused with a lens on the power sensor. To measure only the frequency ranges of
interest an optical filter (either 700 nm, 750 nm or 850 nm center wavelength, 40 nm
bandwidth, Andover Corporation) was placed in front of the lens of the power sensor.

6.5. Supplementary
6.5.1. Supplementary Note 1
We implemented the ideal phase profile in Fig. 6.2A following the method described in
[109]. The variation in the phase of the local reflection coefficient is realized by varying
the surface admittance at a subwavelength distance from a perfect electric conductor
(ideal mirror). The obtained surface profile is modelled as a sheet admittance in COM-
SOL, with h = λ/20 = 35 nm for the distance between the sheet admittance Ysurface and
the ground plane. In general, the relation between the local phase and the admittance
reads:

η0Ysurface =−i tan(Φ(x)/2)+ i cotk0h (6.5)

whereΦ(x) =∠(x) and η0 is the characteristic impedance of free-space.

6.5.2. Supplementary Note 2
With the approximately linear phase profile in Fig. 6.2A, the metasurface performance is
expected to be robust to surface discretization. Given that surface discretization is nec-
essary in practical designs, here we investigate retroreflective efficiency (i.e. efficiency in
Littrow configuration) for discretized realizations of the ideal surface shown in Fig. 6.2.
For the ideal surface complete single-angle retroreflection is achieved for light incident
at an angle of θi n = 35.7 degrees, and λ = 700 nm. The ideal local reflection phase is
shown in Fig. 6.2A, and also shown in Fig. 6.5 (blue lines). Each period of the surface is
then divided into N segments, and we increase N from 1 to 16. The case N =1 represents
a fully homogenous surface and the case N =16 is a finely discretized surface for which
the length of each step is 600/16 = 37.5 nm. For comparison, in Fig. 6.5 we also plotted
the quantized reflection phase along the surface for the N =4 case. Following Supple-
mental Note 1 (6.5.1) we have numerically calculated the percentage of power coupled
toward specular reflection and retroreflection for each discretization N (Fig. 6.6).

For N =1 the surface is a simple mirror that imprints a constant phase onto the spec-
ularly reflected wave s−0 . Increasing the number of surface segments rapidly increases
the power coupled into the first negative diffraction order s−1 , with only two phase steps
required to couple more than 75% of the incident power into this retroreflective order.
We note that in this case the metasurface is still symmetric but the excitation asymmetry
enforces an asymmetric scattering from the surface. For N =3, which corresponds to our
physically implemented surface, a 90% efficiency in a lossless ultrathin structure is pre-
dicted. Quite interestingly, in experiments we obtained around 85% efficiency which is
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Figure 6.5: Discretized local reflection. Calculated ideal local phase profile of the surfaceΦ(x) =∠(x), designed
for an incoming angle of θ0= 35.7 (blue line), and the discretized reflection profile for N =4 (red line). The
surface period isΛ = 600 nm for operation at λ = 700 nm.

consistent with the amount of absorption from the back reflector (see Fig. 6.4A). Beyond
this point (N > 3) the single-angle retroreflection efficiency is more than 98%, demon-
strating the robustness of the metasurface response to surface discretization. For larger
retroreflective angles, the optimal phase starts to deviate from linear shape and larger
number of discretization are expected to be required.

Figure 6.6: Effects of surface discretization. Coupling efficiency of the surface when the ideal continuous pro-
file is discretized into N steps. Blue and red lines correspond to the numerically calculated coupling efficiency
for an incident s-polarized wave at θi n = 35.7 degrees, reflecting toward the specular direction (s−0 ) and retrore-
flection (s−1 ), respectively.

6.5.3. Supplementary Note 3
In addition to the measurements performed at λ = 700 nm on the fabricated sample (re-
ported in Fig. 6.4A in the main text), we verified the broadband operation of the back
reflector through analogous measurements at λ = 750 nm and λ = 850 nm. We sweep the
angle of the incident plane wave from θi n = -80 degrees to θi n = 80 degrees. The intensity
of the scattered power for the allowed scattering modes s−0 and s−1 is then measured ex-
perimentally as shown schematically in Fig. 6.3C. The results are compared in Figs. 6.7
and 6.8 with full-wave simulations of the metasurface, with dimensions obtained from
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the fabricated device.

Figure 6.7: Angular response at 750 nm. Coupling efficiencies for the specular reflection s−0 (blue) and the first-
order negative reflection s−1 (red) are shown: measurement (left) and numerical analysis (right) of the structure
with the fabricated dimensions.

Figure 6.8: Angular response at 850 nm. Coupling efficiencies for the specular reflection s−0 (blue) and the first-
order negative reflection s−1 (red) are shown: measurement (left) and numerical analysis (right) of the structure
with the fabricated dimensions.

At λ = 750 nm we performed the measurement campaign only for half of the angular
spectrum. As we discussed in the main text, reciprocity ensures that the distribution of
the scattering amplitudes are symmetric with θi n . The small irregularities observed in
the measurement close to normal incidence are associated with polarization impurity of
the incident light. Due to non-ideal alignment of the polarizer, the incident beam may
contain a small fraction of p-polarized light. The response of the surface for p-polarized
illumination is discussed in Supplementary Note 4 (6.5.4).

6.5.4. Supplementary Note 4
In this section and through series of numerical simulations, we study the effect of shape
and size of nanorods on the response of metasurface. Fabrication errors may introduce
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variations in the width and height of the nanorods and subsequently deteriorate the
scattering response of the system. Intestinally, however, numerical simulations show
that ±10% variations introduce only minor variations in the back-reflection response
and coupling to the first negative order is almost constant (Fig. 6.9). This is consis-
tent with our discussions on the non-resonant nature of the design. Furthermore, the
exact shape of the nanorods is not a crucial parameter and the trapezoidal shape is sim-
ply chosen to facilitate fabrication process and avoid sharp corners. In this regard, the
trapezoidal nanobars are replaced with rectangular bars (with equal mean widths) and
the angular response of the system is shown in Fig. 6.10, also demonstrating very robust
behavior with respect to the shape of surface elements.

Figure 6.9: Tolerance to variations in the size of surface elements. Scattering response of the system consider-
ing +10% (dashed lines) and -10% (dotted lines) variations in heights and widths of surface elements while the
period is kept constant. For comparison, grey lines also project the scattering response of the original surface.
Specularly reflected power and the first order negative reflection are shown by blue and red colors, respectively.

Figure 6.10: Tolerance to variations in the shape of surface elements. Scattering response of the system, replac-
ing the original trapezoidal rods with rectangular rods (with equal mean widths). For comparison, gray lines
project the scattering response of the original surface. Specularly reflected power and the first order negative
reflection are shown by blue and red colors, respectively.
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6.5.5. Supplementary Note 5
The metasurface is designed for s-polarized light, i.e.,light with electric field vector par-
allel to its plane. For s-polarized illumination, the majority of the incident wave is redi-
rected toward the first diffraction order (which lies in the same half-plane as the inci-
dent one), creating a negative reflection effect. This effect is supported by the tailored
distribution of local reflection coefficient for this polarization. On the other hand, un-
der p-polarization the surface elements experience different local reflection phases due
to their anisotropy. For measurements under p-polarized illumination, the surface is
approximately a mirror, with around 15% coupling toward the non-specular diffraction
channel and 15% absorption (Fig. 6.11, left panel). The measurements also show a criti-
cal incident angle for this polarization at which the incident light experiences enhanced
absorption. Enhanced absorption at this angle is attributed to critical coupling between
the free space mode and a grating resonance at the glass-silver interface. The measured
reflection and absorption is confirmed via the corresponding simulations shown in Fig.
6.11 (right panel). We note that, by using isotropic surface elements in proper 2D ar-
rangements, the metasurface can be designed to operate isotropically for both polar-
izations and 3D illumination angles [109]. We are currently exploring this possibility to
create polarization insensitive back reflection.

Figure 6.11: Scattering response for p-polarized illumination at 850 nm. Side-by-side comparison between
measurement (left) and numerical analysis (right) of the fabricated device under p-polarized illumination.
Specular reflection s−0 the first-order negative reflection s−1 , are shown with blue and red colors, respectively.
To highlight surface anisotropy, the projected graylines show the corresponding response for s-polarized light,
as in Fig. 6.8.
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Detailed-balance efficiency limits

of two-terminal perovskite/silicon
tandem solar cells with planar and

Lambertian spectral splitters

All alone she moves
Into a broken paradise surrounded by the colored lights

She moves – Alle Farben

We derive the photovoltaic conversion efficiency limit for two-terminal tandem solar cells
with a perovskite top cell and silicon bottom cell with an embedded spectrum splitter.
For large-bandgap top-cells a spectrum splitter strongly enhances the efficiency because of
enhanced light absorption and trapping. A Lambertian spectral splitter shows a signifi-
cantly improved effect compared to a planar splitter: we find an ideal efficiency enhance-
ment in the thermodynamic limit for a 500 nm thick top cell of 6% absolute for bandgaps
above 1.75 eV. Vice versa, the use of a spectral splitter geometry enables the use of a thinner
top cell. Using experimental parameters for perovskite cells we show that for a top-cell
bandgap of 1.77 eV a 2.8% absolute efficiency can be gained. The calculations in this work
show that integration of a spectral splitter into perovskite/silicon tandem cells with a top
bandgap above 1.7 eV can lead to a large increase in efficiency, even with realistic experi-
mental losses and non-unity reflection of the spectral splitter.
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7.1. Introduction
At present, solar photovoltaics (PV) has an installed capacity of around 600 GWp world-
wide [133]. Following the IRENA roadmap, by 2050 PV should reach an installed capacity
of 8.5 TWp to account for 43% of the total installed power capacity for electricity gener-
ation [134]. With the costs of the cells determining only a small part of the costs of a
PV system, raising their efficiency is a key method to reduce the cost of PV per kWp .
Also, higher-efficiency panels take up less space, which is essential as PV is applied at
very large scale. Therefore, in PV research it is crucial to fight for every digit that can be
gained in cell efficiency. With 95% of the total production in 2019, the market is strongly
dominated by single-junction Si-wafer based PV technology [135]. Silicon-based tan-
dem solar cells have the potential to raise the efficiency beyond the theoretical limit of
29.4% for Si-only cells [8]. The combination of perovskite and Si in a 2-terminal (2T) or
4-terminal (4T) tandem configuration is one of the most growing and promising con-
cepts. Recently, a Si-perovskite 2T tandem solar cell was presented with an efficiency of
29.15% [136] well above the record for a single-junction Si cell of 26.7% [137].

One aspect that is of high importance to improve the performance of tandem cells is
light management to optimize the coupling and distribution of sunlight in the tandem
subcells [31, 32, 138, 139]. Recent work has focused on minimizing reflection from the
top or interlayers [29, 139–141] and reducing parasitic absorption in the inactive layers
such as transparent conductive layers [32, 142, 143] and to optimize light trapping in
the top and bottom cells [35, 144]. A concept that has not been studied in much detail
is to control the spectral splitting of light directed into the two subcells [145]. Spectral
splitting can be achieved by an additional interlayer between the top- and bottom cells
that effectively reflects the part of the spectrum with energy above the bandgap of the top
cell, and that transmits the remainder to the bottom cell. In an ideal case, the low- and
high-energy spectral bands are fully split between the cells, so that maximum current
and voltage can be harvested. However, in practical geometries a low-energy tail close
to the top-cell bandgap is always transmitted due to incomplete light absorption in the
top cell, and is then absorbed in the underlying cell (Figure 7.1a). This transmitted tail
creates higher thermalization losses in the bottom cell and should thus be avoided.

Earlier, spectral splitting in 4T tandem cells has been modelled [145] and it was pre-
dicted that, by integrating a spectral splitting light trapping layer, an efficiency gain be-
tween 0.5% and 3% (absolute) and a two- to threefold reduction in thickness of the top
cell can be reached, depending on the diffusion length of the absorber material. The
benefits of spectral splitting in 2T tandem concepts have been studied previously to
achieve current matching between top and bottom cell, using Bragg reflectors [147–150]
or three-dimensional photonic crystals [151–153] as intermediate layers. Current match-
ing is a limiting factor in 2T tandems, in particular for top cell materials with a bandgap
below EBG = 1.73 eV. In that case the current generated in the perovskite can exceed that
in the Si, depending on the absorption in the top cell, in which case no spectral split-
ter is needed. However, a spectral splitter enables the use of a smaller perovskite cell
thickness to obtain current matching with low-gap perovskites. In addition, for tandems
with higher perovskite bandgaps, which have the largest potential tandem efficiency,
and which have applications in photoelectrochemical splitting of water because of their
high voltage [154, 155], for example, spectrum splitting has significant potential to en-
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Figure 7.1: (a) AM 1.5G solar spectrum (black line) with theoretical absorption in 500 nm thick perovskite top
cell (blue line) and spectrum directed into Si bottom cell (red line). The vertical dashed line marks the position
of the bandgap EBG = 1.62 eV. (b) Transmission spectrum of 500 nm thick perovskite with EBG = 1.62 eV (solid
black line) from [146] and modelled transmission for 500 nm thick perovskite with EBG = 1.4 eV (dashed black
line).

hance the efficiency. In the following, we show for which conditions a spectral splitter in
a 2T perovskite/Si tandem cell is beneficial and what efficiency gains can be achieved.
We make a distinction between planar spectral splitters with specular reflectivity, and
spectral splitters with a Lambertian scattering distribution that enhances light trapping
in the perovskite top cell.

7.2. Methods
Throughout the article, we use detailed-balance calculations [156] to determine the the-
oretical maximum efficiencies of the different 2T tandem configurations. Auger recom-
bination in Si and other non-radiative processes are not taken into account and we as-
sume full current collection from light that is absorbed in the top- and bottom cells.
While such theoretical maximum efficiencies cannot be reached in reality, they allow
a reliable comparison between different configurations. Similar trends as we find here
will also apply for tandem designs in realistic experimental geometries. We differentiate
between three cases of light absorption in the perovskite top cell:

1. Full absorption up to the bandgap as is typically done in detailed-balance limit
calculations;

2. Ideal current splitting that assumes that the top cell absorbs exactly the amount
of light such that half of the maximum possible current of the bottom cell (as a single-
junction cell) is generated in the top cell;
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3. Single pass absorption of a semi-transparent top cell with finite thickness d :

AT TC = (1−exp(−α ·d)) (7.1)

with α the absorption coefficient for the transmitting top cell (TTC). To model the
bandgap-dependent absorption in the perovskite top cell we use the wavelength-dependent
absorption coefficient of CsFAPbIBr with a bandgap of EBG = 1.62 eV [146] which is in the
bandgap range of the most frequently used perovskite top cells. Figure 7.1b shows the
transmission of a 500 nm thick layer of this material (black solid line). The transmis-
sion for perovskites with the same thickness but other bandgap was then modelled by
shifting the graph by the bandgap shift (Fig. 7.1b). Our simplified model of light absorp-
tion might not fully reflect transmission for specific perovskites with different material
compositions and bandgaps, however, it allows us to systematically compare the effect
of transparency of the top cell for different bandgaps.

7.3. 2T tandem efficiencies with semitransparent top cells
The thermodynamic (TD) limiting efficiency for 2T tandems, assuming perfect absorp-
tion up to the bandgap in the top cell of the perovskite/Si tandem, is maximal for EBG

= 1.73 eV with an efficiency of 45.1%. [157] (Fig. 7.2). The limiting efficiency gradually
decreases as the top-cell bandgap approaches the Si bandgap (1.12 eV), where all light
up to that energy is absorbed in the top cell with no current left for the bottom cell. We
then define the current splitting (CS) limit as a condition, for a given perovskite bandgap,
where the top cell is not fully absorbing up to its bandgap, but rather absorbs an opti-
mized smaller fraction to obtain current matching (Fig. 7.2). In this ideal case the top
cell absorbs light such that exactly half of the maximum possible current of the bottom
cell (as a single-junction cell) is generated in the top cell. This requires a top cell with
a bandgap below 1.73 eV. For bandgaps below 1.73 eV the CS limit is well above that for
the thermodynamic limit of fully absorbing top cells. For higher perovskite bandgaps
full absorption in the top cell is always optimal and equal to the CS limit.

As described above, for any perovskite bandgap the optimized absorption, or equiva-
lently transmission, of the top cells can be realized by selecting the proper top cell thick-
ness (see method section). We calculate the detailed-balance limiting efficiency using
the modeled transmission (Eqn. 7.1) for thicknesses in the range 250-1000 nm as a func-
tion of bandgap of the top cell (Fig. 7.2). Several trends can be observed in this figure.
First, the shape of every individual TTC limit is similar to the shape of the thermody-
namic limit, with a pronounced maximum efficiency that is quickly decreasing for lower
or higher bandgaps. This is because of the large sensitivity of 2T tandem cells to unbal-
anced currents in the top and bottom cells. For bandgaps below 1.73 eV the maximum
efficiency for every thickness is much higher than the one derived from the thermo-
dynamic limit assuming full absorption. The maximum of all four graphs for different
thicknesses match the CS curve at the bandgaps where the currents are matched.

Figure 7.2 shows there is a wide range of perovskite bandgaps (1.5-1.7 eV) for which
very high 2T tandem efficiencies can be reached by optimizing the perovskite thickness
in the practical range of 250-1000 nm.

For top cells with bandgaps higher than EBG = 1.73 eV, the TTC limit is much lower
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Figure 7.2: Detailed-balance efficiency limits for 2T tandem solar cells with Si bottom cell: Thermodynamic
limit (TD) assuming perfect absorption in the top cell (solid blue line); Current splitting (CS) limit assuming
ideal splitting of the spectrum for perfect current matching in top and bottom cell (dashed blue line); Trans-
mitting top cell (TTC) limit assuming realistic absorption/transmission in a perovskite top cell for top cell
thickness in the range 250-1000 nm. Inset: Comparison of dependence of efficiency on top cell thickness for
three different perovskite top cell materials with EBG = 1.5 eV, EBG = 1.73 eV and EBG = 1.9 eV.

than the thermodynamic limit, because incomplete absorption in the top cell due to
the limited thickness limits the overall current. This is where a spectral splitting light
trapping layer could be of special interest. Transmitted light above the bandgap is then
reflected and trapped in the top cell, such that the thermodynamic limit could be ap-
proached for those bandgaps even with finite top cell thicknesses. This is discussed in
detail in the next section.

The described trends are illustrated by the inset in Figure 7.2 where the TTC limit ver-
sus thickness of the top cell is plotted for three different bandgaps. For a bandgap below
EBG = 1.73 eV an ideal thickness can be chosen to reach the maximum TTC efficiency for
that bandgap (e.g. 280 nm at 1.5 eV, see the inset). For bandgaps of EBG = 1.73 eV and
higher, the cell ideally is ‘infinitely’ thick to absorb all light above the bandgap energy.

7.4. Planar and Lambertian spectral splitter
Next we discuss the effect of a spectral splitter in between the top and bottom cell of a 2T
tandem cell. We distinguish between: (1) a planar spectral splitter that reflects the light
specularly back to the top cell and creates one extra path for absorption in the top cell;
(2) a Lambertian spectral splitter that reflects the light back in a cosine angular fashion
such that enhanced light trapping can be achieved in the top cell. Figure 7.3a shows a
schematic of both spectral splitter geometries. The reflectivity R(λ) of the spectral split-
ter is defined as a step function with tunable step wavelength λstep and reflectance r :

R(E) =
{

0, if λ>λstep .

r, if λ≤λstep .
(7.2)

In both cases, we assume that light that is not reflected is transmitted losslessly to
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Figure 7.3: Spectral splitter in 2T tandem cell. (a) Schematics of planar and Lambertian spectral splitter (in
gray). Light is selectively scattered back to the perovskite top cell (blue). The remainder of the spectrum is
transmitted to the underlying Si cell (red). (b) Thermodynamic limiting efficiency for full absorption in the top
cell (blue line), TTC limit with 500 nm (red) and 1000 nm (green) thick perovskite top cell. Limiting efficiencies
of 2T tandems with 500 nm thick perovskite top cell and planar (dashed yellow line) and Lambertian spectral
splitter (solid yellow line). (c) Jsc of top and bottom cell of tandem cells for all limits from (b). The graphs
decreasing and increasing with bandgap represent the current of the top and bottom cells, respectively.

the underlying Si substrate. We add one additional absorption path in the top perovskite
cell with length d for the planar splitter and length de f f = d · (2+ x)/(1− x) with x =
a(αd)b , a = 0.935 and b = 0.67 to represent the angular distribution scattered by the
Lambertian splitter [145, 158]. The absorption in the bottom cell is modified to account
for the reflectivity R.

First, we assume that the reflectivity is split at the bandgap of the top cell (λstep =
λBG ), and assume r = 1. In that case for both spectral splitter configurations the absorp-
tion in the Si bottom cell is identical to the one in the thermodynamic limit as no light
below the top cell bandgap energy is transmitted to the bottom cell. Figure 7.3b shows
the tandem efficiencies for a 500 nm thick perovskite top cell, comparing the TTC limit
with the planar and Lambertian spectral splitting limits. Figure 7.3c shows the corre-
sponding top and bottom cell currents. For a 500 nm top cell the planar or Lambertian
spectral splitters strongly improve the tandem efficiency. At 1.70 eV the Lambertian split-
ter increases the tandem efficiency by more than 5% to 42.9%. Interestingly, this is even
beyond the TTC maximum of 42.0% that occurs for a bandgap of 1.58 eV, reflecting the
trend that the higher the absorption in the top cell, the closer the ultimate thermody-
namic limit that assumes full absorption, which occurs at 1.73 eV, is achieved.

To further illustrate the benefit of the spectrum splitters, we show the TTC limit of a
1000 nm top cell in the same figure and compare the short-circuit current Jsc of the top
and bottom cells in in the lower panel. The top cell Jsc for the 1000 nm thick cell and
the 500 nm cell with planar spectral splitter is identical for all bandgaps as the top cell
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thickness is effectively doubled by the planar spectral splitter. The bottom cell current,
however, is always lower for the 500 nm thick cell with spectrum splitter. This is because
for the planar geometry above-bandgap light that is not absorbed in the top cell is trans-
mitted into the Si bottom cell, while with the spectral splitter it is reflected and lost from
the front side of the top cell. For the larger bandgaps, the efficiencies of the 1000 nm
thick cell and the 500 nm cell with planar spectral splitter become equal as the identical
top cell currents are the limiting factor in both tandems.

The benefit of the Lambertian splitter over the planar splitter is twofold: it further
enhances absorption in the top cell due to the larger angular scattering range, and, as
a result, less light is lost from the front of the cell. Consequently, the top cell current of
the cell with Lambertian spectral splitter is consistently higher than that of the planar
spectral splitter while the bottom cell current of both cases is equal.

7.5. Splitting conditions
Next, we investigate the influence on the efficiency of an offset of the step energy from
the top cell bandgap energy as well as incomplete reflectance from the spectrum split-
ter. This is of interest because it has been found that for 4T tandem cells, especially for
planar reflectors, the escape losses from the front side of the cell for light at energies
just above the top cell bandgap can be detrimental for the overall tandem performance
[145]. To avoid this, we shift the reflection spectrum to slightly higher energy, so that the
non-absorbed spectral band just above the top-cell bandgap is transmitted to the Si bot-
tom cell. Figures 7.4a and b show the efficiency gains/losses for a 500 nm top cell with
a bandgap of 1.7 eV as a function of ∆E and r , with and without planar and Lambertian
spectral splitter, respectively. In both cases the best result is found for the highest reflec-
tivity of the spectral splitter, but the figure shows that also for non-ideal splitters with
r < 1, as they may be made experimentally, large efficiency gains are expected. For the
planar splitter a maximum achievable efficiency enhancement above 4% is found; for
the Lambertian one a gain of more than 5% is expected. In both cases, the optimum is
found for a shift in the reflectance edge by about 10 meV above bandgap of the top cell.
The maxima are marked with black stars in Figure 7.4a,b.

To further study the impact of the reflectance r we calculate the possible efficiency
gain as a function of top cell bandgap for a Lambertian spectral splitter with 500 nm top
cell thickness (Fig. 7.4c). In agreement with what is described above, efficiency gain is
observed for the highest top cell bandgaps, while a loss is observed for the lowest gaps.
However, we find that variation of r allows further optimization depending on the top-
cell bandgap. An interesting subtlety occurs just at the cutoff energy 1.65 eV. Contrary
to what was observed for the spectral splitter with r = 1 in Figure 7.3b, also for smaller
bandgaps a spectral splitter geometry can be beneficial if the reflectivity is reduced. In
Fig. 7.4c one can see that also here a Lambertian spectral splitter is beneficial and in-
creases the efficiency by 2.7% absolute (marked with black star in Figure 7.4c), if the
reflectance is set to be r = 0.63. In detailed balance calculations, an equal increase can
be reached by increasing the thickness of the top cell, however, in practice an increase in
thickness leads to losses in the open-circuit voltage .

We note that all calculations so far were based on an idealized set of assumptions.
To get an idea of what efficiency enhancement can be expected in the Lambertian case
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Figure 7.4: Absolute efficiency gain of 2T tandem cells depending on reflectance of the spectral splitter, the
step wavelength and parasitic absorption in the spectral splitter. Efficiency gain for tandem cells with planar
(a) and Lambertian (b) spectral splitter and 500 nm thick perovskite top cell with EBG = 1.7 eV compared to
TTC limit of the same cell, as function of∆E and r . (c) Efficiency gain for tandem cell with Lambertian spectral
splitter and 500 nm thick top cell as function of top cell bandgap and reflectance r with ∆E = 0.01 eV. The star
indicates the ideal spectral splitting condition for maximal efficiency gain for a tandem cell with a 500 nm thick
perovskite top cell with EBG = 1.65 eV. The diamonds mark the position of maximum gain for two examples of
realistic perovskit/silicon cells with EBG = 1.62 eV and EBG = 1.77 eV. (d) Efficiency gain for a tandem cell with
Lambertian (solid red line) and planar (dashed red line) spectral splitter and 500 nm thick top cell as function
of parasitic absorption in the spectral splitter.

for realistic materials, we applied detailed-balance calculations using data from selected
record cells [159]. As a first estimate, we took a state-of-the-art perovskite/Si tandem cell
with a top-cell bandgap of 1.62 eV. The corresponding EQE-spectra and thickness for the
top cell layer were used to approximate the absorption coefficient around the bandgap,
by assuming unity internal quantum efficiency. The resulting absorption coefficient was
used to investigate the potential performance of a Lambertian spectral splitter for a 500
nm thick perovskite layer on top of Si. Figure 7.4c contains markers (diamonds) repre-
senting this comparison. In the case of the 1.62 eV perovskite, it turns out that an effi-
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ciency enhancement of 0.30% absolute could be achieved (in the detailed-balance limit)
for an ideal reflectance of r = 0.2.

So far, this analysis assumed detailed-balance-derived open-circuit voltage (Voc ) and
fill-factor (FF) values. To get a more accurate estimate for realistic conditions, we ap-
proximate the tandem cell as a non-ideal diode under illumination described by J (V ) =
Jsc − J0 · (exp((q ·V )/(n · k ·T ))− 1), where the overall current density J (V ) depends on
the short-circuit current density Jsc and the voltage dependent diode current density
term with the voltage V , the reverse saturation current density J0, an ideality factor n,
Boltzmann’s constant k and the temperature T = 300 K. Using this equation, we can
fit the effective recombination current J0,t andem and ideality factor nt andem of the full
tandem device from the cell’s IV-curve. The Voc was calculated by using the Jsc for the
Lambertian case as derived above in the detailed-balance calculations, plugging it into
the non-ideal diode equation and solving the equation for J (V ) = 0. Furthermore, we
account for the local FF minimum around the current matching condition [160] by ap-
plying the same relative FF-loss that is observed in the detailed-balance analysis above
on the listed FF value of the experimental cell. This comparison yields 0.26% absolute
efficiency enhancement (r = 0.2), just slightly lower compared to the initial estimate that
was based on only adjusting the absorption coefficient to the experimental value.

Considering the two estimated values are rather close to each other, we feel confi-
dent in doing estimations for cases for which the nature of the available data only allows
an estimate according to the first method. We take the top cell from the current per-
ovskite/perovskite record tandem cell (1.77 eV) [159] and determine the absorption co-
efficient. For the imagined case of such a top cell on top of a Si bottom cell, this analysis
yields an efficiency enhancement of 2.8% absolute at a reflectance of r = 1, highlighting
that the significance of a Lambertian spectral splitter increases with the top cell bandgap.
We note that the efficiency gains according to this estimate are less than what Figure 7.4c
suggests (upper diamond), and this is attributed to the sharper onset of the EQE-derived
absorption coefficients compared to the reference absorption coefficient that was used
for the modelling of Figure 7.4.

Finally, an important parameter in the experimental realization of a spectral split-
ter are the losses that such a layer could introduce into the system. Figure 7.4d shows
the efficiency gain/loss as a function of absorption, assuming spectrally flat parasitic
absorption for a 500 nm thick cell. We find that for absorption up to 9/11% the pla-
nar/Lambertian spectral splitter is still beneficial.

7.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we derive the detailed-balance efficiency limit of two-terminal tandem
solar cells with a perovskite top cell and a Si bottom cell, considering the realistic incom-
plete absorption conditions for the perovskite top cell. We calculate the theoretically
possible efficiency gain due to the introduction of a spectral splitter in between the top
and bottom cell. For top cells with bandgaps above 1.7 eV, a spectral splitter strongly
enhances light absorption in the top cell, leading up to 5-6% absolute efficiency gain in
the thermodynamic limit for a 500-nm thick top cell. Using experimental parameters of
realistic cells, we predict an efficiency gain for a practical perovskite-tandem cell with
Lambertian spectral splitter of 2.8% for a top cell with a bandgap energy of 1.77 eV and
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unity spectrum splitter reflectivity. In optimizing the reflectivity of the spectral splitter
we find small subtleties in the 1.6-1.7 eV bandgap range, due to unwanted outscattering
of light from the front side of the cell. The effect of parasitic absorption that will occur in
experimental spectral splitters is also derived. Overall, our work shows there is a bright
perspective for the integration of spectral splitters in perovskite-Si tandem solar cells,
even if unity reflectivity cannot be achieved experimentally.
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A spectral splitting, light trapping dielectric metasurface is designed, fabricated and inte-
grated into a four-terminal perovskite/silicon hybrid tandem solar cell to increase the ab-
sorption of light close to the bandgap of the perovskite top cell, and enhance transmission
of the near-infrared spectral band towards the bottom cell. The metagrating is composed
of a hexagonal array of unit cells of 150-nm-tall hydrogenated amorphous silicon trimer
nanostructures with dielectric Mie resonances in the 600-800 nm perovskite near-gap re-
gion, made using substrate-conformal imprint lithography. By tailoring the metasurface
resonant scattering modes and their interference with the direct reflection paths we mini-
mize specular reflection and obtain high diffraction efficiency that leads to improved light
trapping in the perovskite top cell. The measured short-circuit current increase in the per-
ovskite top cell is 0.5 mA/cm2 corresponding to an estimated efficiency gain of 0.26% (ab-
solute) for the metasurface-integrated 4T perovskite/silicon tandem cell. Simulations for
a further optimized metasurface spectrum splitter geometry predict a short-circuit cur-
rent gain in the perovskite top cell of 1.4 mA/cm2 and an efficiency gain for the 4T tandem
cell of 0.40% (absolute). The metagrating approach for simultaneous spectral splitting,
light trapping and reflectance reduction provides a flexible platform that can be applied
to many tandem cell geometries.
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8.1. Introduction
Perovskite/silicon tandem cells are promising candidates for high efficiency solar cells
that could find their route to broader commercialization in the next years. The present
efficiency record of 29.15% lies well above the single-junction Si solar cell efficiency and
the record will likely increase further in the coming years [136]. Four-terminal (4T) tan-
dem cells are of specific interest, as for this cell design current matching is not needed
and therefore their efficiency is less dependent on the top cell bandgap than for the case
of two-terminal (2T) cells. 4T tandem cells are composed of two independent cells, with
a transparent bottom contact on the top cell to allow light transmission to the under-
lying cell. In the top cell light absorption is usually incomplete, as the cell thickness is
typically on the order of 0.5 µm, and part of the light close to the bandgap of the top ma-
terial is transmitted to the underlying bottom cell. A schematic of the absorption of the
solar spectrum in the top and bottom cell of a 4T perovskite/silicon tandem cell is shown
in Figure 8.1a, using measured data for the transmission from a perovskite top cell [30]
and full absorption in the silicon bottom cell. Light with wavelength in the λ = 600-800
nm spectral range at energy just above the perovskite bandgap energy (1.55 eV in this
case) is partly transmitted and then absorbed in the underlying silicon cell. This creates
losses in the tandem cell, as light close to the bandgap absorbed in the bottom cell cre-
ates a lower photovoltage than in the top cell. Introducing a spectral splitter interlayer
in between the top and bottom cells can help circumvent these losses [145]. Ideally, a
spectral splitter is designed such that all light with energy above the bandgap that is not
absorbed in the first pass through the top cell is reflected back and trapped in the top
cell. At the same time the spectral splitter can help reduce reflection of infrared (IR) light
at the top/bottom cell interface, and thereby create enhanced IR absorption in the un-
derlying silicon cell [140]. In our 4T tandem cell design [30] the perovskite top cell is
placed on top of the silicon bottom cell with an airgap in between. This geometry allows
to put the spectral splitter placed on a glass slide on the bottom of the perovskite cell
without modification of the silicon bottom cell as the schematic in Figure 8.1b shows.
To not introduce additional losses in the silicon cell, the spectral splitter/air interface
has to fulfill the requirement to have a lower near-infrared reflectance than the glass/air
interface on the perovskite bottom side in the top cell.

Spectral splitting has been explored in different tandem cell concepts and other hy-
brid solar cell systems. The spectral splitter was often designed to split the spectrum and
direct the light in a specular direction. Most common approaches are the use of (semi-
)reflective elements such as multilayer structures [161] and dichroic mirrors[162–165],
or selective reflection off the top cell [166]. Intermediate reflectors for improved absorp-
tion in the top cell have also been studied before, using Bragg reflectors [140, 147–150]
which can control the splitting spectrum in a stacked tandem cell and optimize for re-
duced IR reflection at interfaces. However none of these planar designs can direct light
over an angular range to create light trapping. Martins et al. studied intermediate struc-
tures in 4T tandem cells and concluded that optical impedance matching between the
sub cells is of higher importance than spectral splitting, however, not taking light trap-
ping into account [140]. Three-dimensional photonic crystal structures have been used
as intermediate reflectors with a small light trapping effect introduced by their diffrac-
tion orders [151, 152], but additional anti-reflection coatings are necessary to keep these
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Figure 8.1: 4T Perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell (a) Absorption of solar spectrum (black) in 500 nm thick
perovskite top cell (orange) and silicon bottom cell (red) based on experimental data from [30]. (b) Schematic
of air-coupled 4T tandem cell with spectral splitter metasurface on bottom side of perovskite top cell. Blue
bands on top and bottom of the perovskite are glass layers (not to scale); the top glass is the superstrate for
perovskite growth; the bottom glass layer supports the metasurface and is attached to the perovskite with
index-matching oil.

structures effective [153].
In this chapter, we design a spectral splitter that acts as a semi-transparent light trap-

ping layer for the perovskite top cell. It reflects light with energy above the perovskite
bandgap back to the top cell under high diffraction angles, creating light trapping in the
top cell, while the long-wavelength spectral range is transmitted nearly lossless to the
bottom cell. Previously, it has been shown that for a spectral splitter in a 4T tandem to
be effective light has to be reflected in a Lambertian fashion to achieve maximum light
trapping in the top cell [145]. However, the challenge has remained of how to create the
spectral selectivity of Lambertian scattering that is required for the 4T design. For exam-
ple, conventional textured scattering surfaces can create Lambertian light trapping but
do not have spectral control.

Here, we introduce wide-angle scattering light-trapping metasurface that is spec-
trally selective by making use of dielectric scattering nanoparticles with optical Mie reso-
nances. Dielectric metasurfaces have been used previously to improve the performance
of tandem solar cells for increased absorption and anti-reflection from the different in-
terfaces [34, 167], and light trapping [168, 169]]. First, we recap the theoretical 4T tandem
efficiency limits in the thermodynamic limit case, and investigate potential improve-
ments using an optimized metagrating. We then design and fabricate the metagrating
and integrate it into a 4T perovskite/silicon tandem device [30]. In comparison with a 4T
reference without spectrum splitter we measure a current improvement of 0.5 mA/cm2

in the top cell of the tandem. The metasurface spectral splitter offers the first experi-
mental solution to a spectral splitting layer with high light trapping in 4T tandem cells.
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8.2. Thermodynamic limit for spectrum splitter designs
In this work, we distinct between a planar and a Lambertian spectral splitter (see schemat-
ics in Figure 8.2a). The planar spectral splitter reflects light back specularly and creates
a single extra path of absorption through the top cell. The Lambertian spectral split-
ter reflects light back following a Lambertian angular distribution and creates enhanced
light trapping in the top cell. We first calculate the thermodynamic detailed-balance ef-
ficiency limits, assuming imperfect absorption in a 580-nm-thick perovskite top cell and
unity transmission to the underlying silicon cell using the methods discussed in [170].
Auger recombination in Si and other non-ideal processes are not taken into account and
we assume full carrier collection in top and bottom cells. While the maximum efficien-
cies calculated using the detailed-balance model cannot be reached in reality, they al-
low a reliable comparison between different configurations and help predict important
trends.

Figure 8.2: Spectral splitting in 4T tandem cell. (a) Schematics of planar (left) and Lambertian (right) spectral
splitter. (b) Efficiency limit from detailed balance calculations of 4T tandem cell as function of top cell bandgap
energy with silicon bottom cell (EBG =1.12 eV). Thermodynamic limit (gray line), limit for 580 nm thick per-
ovskite top cell (red line) and 580 nm thick perovskite top cell with integrated planar (dashed blue line) and
Lambertian spectral splitter (solid blue line).

The results for the planar 580-nm-thick top cell, as well as the integrated planar and
Lambertian spectral splitter are plotted in Fig. 8.2b. For both configurations we assume
ideal spectral splitting, with 100% reflection of light with energy above the bandgap of
perovskite (see details in supplementary (8.7.1)) and unity transmission into the bottom
cell below that range. As seen in Fig. 8.1, the earlier conventional tandem design suf-
fered from significant reflection losses at the perovskite/Si interface, as well as parasitic
absorption in the transparent contacts, resulting in incomplete light collection in the Si
bottom cell.

As can be seen in the figure, for a top cell bandgap of EBG =1.55 eV (used in our
previous work [30]), an absolute increase in efficiency of 0.3/0.6% is found for the pla-
nar/Lambertian spectral splitter, respectively. Enhancements by more than 1% are found
for larger perovskite bandgaps. These calculations for the thermodynamic limiting case
pave the way for designs of realistic geometries that are discussed next.
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8.3. Spectrum splitting metasurface design
In this work scattering nanoparticles are arranged in a metagrating structure, a geome-
try that scatters light only in a well-defined resonant scattering spectral band, towards an
optimized distribution of scattering angles, as we have shown before [26, 71, 91]. We de-
sign the scattering resonance spectrum of trimer-assemblies of resonant dielectric Mie
scatterers that form the unit cell of the grating. The angular directivity is controlled by
the periodicity of the grating in combination with the angular scattering distribution of
the unit cell. We optimize the metagrating such that specular reflection is cancelled out,
by creating destructive interference between light scattering from the resonant Mie par-
ticles and light reflected from the glass substrate that holds the scatterers. As scattering
nanoparticles we use hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) cylinders; their high re-
fractive index (n=3.89 at λ = 750 nm) makes them efficient scatterers, while low losses in
the near-infrared (k<0.01 at λ = 750 nm) make them transparent in the perovskite light
trapping range. The particle geometries are arranged on a 0.7 mm thick glass slide in a
hexagonal grating.

To integrate the metasurface with the perovskite top cell, the glass slide is placed
with index matching liquid against the indium tin oxide (ITO) bottom contact of the cell,
with the nanopattern facing the air gap towards the silicon bottom cell. The perovskite
top cell is grown in a superstrate configuration, with a 0.7 mm glass plate on its front
side (see Fig. 8.1). The metasurface is designed and positioned in such a way that light
trapping occurs in between the top and bottom glass plates of the top cell. Light that
is scattered within the escape cone leaves the front of the top cell after one extra path
through the perovskite. Light scattered from the metagrating outside the escape cone is
reflected from the top glass back into perovskite. When interacting with the metasurface
again, it partly leaves the cell on the bottom side, is partly scattered inside the cell again
and, by reciprocity, partly scattered upwards, leaving the top cell on the front side.

The design of an optimized spectral splitter requires an integrated optimization of
several scattering mechanisms. First, the Mie scattering unit cells must be made such
that the resonance spectrum matches the desired λ = 600-800 nm light trapping spectral
band for the perovskite. It must also be completely off-resonant for longer wavelength
to facilitate full transmission of the 800-1200 nm spectral band into the silicon bottom
cell. Furthermore, the scattering cross section combined with the geometrical unit cell
fill fraction must create near-unity interaction of incident light with the metagrating in
the 600-800 nm spectral band. We use insights from our previous work on metagrat-
ings [26, 91] to design the far-field interference of the electric and magnetic dipole and
quadrupole Mie resonances to create the desired spectral shape and scattering strength.
In parallel, we tailor the intensity and phase of the specularly scattered light such that it
destructively interferes with light reflected off the glass/interface.

Our metasurface design is based on a hexagonal grid to have diffraction into 6 differ-
ent azimuthal directions. The periodicity p = 525 nm was chosen to create diffraction in
glass below λ = 800 nm. Light with a wavelength larger than λ = 525 nm has a diffraction
angle larger than 42◦ inside glass and therefore experiences internal light trapping in
the top cell. We perform finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations [93] to cal-
culate the reflection/transmission spectra of the metasurface on glass numerically. In
the simulations, the source was placed inside the glass substrate, together with a reflec-
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tion monitor behind it, in the glass, to determine the angle and intensity of individual
diffracted orders inside the glass-perovskite-glass stack, while the transmission monitor
was placed outside the bottom glass carrying the metasurface, to calculate the transmis-
sion to the underlying silicon cell. The dimensions (height and diameter) and unit-cell
geometry (arrangement of scattering particles) were optimized for maximum efficiency
of the complete 4T tandem cell. The optimized geometry consists of a unit cell com-
posed of three 170-nm-tall scattering particles arranged in a windmill-like trimer ge-
ometry with elliptical wings of 70 nm diameter and 140 nm length (see Supplementary
(8.7.2) for details on the geometry).

The simulated reflection spectrum of the optimized metasurface is plotted in Fig.
8.3a. The total reflectance is shown as well as the part that is diffracted into diffraction
orders. One can see that the a-Si:H nanoparticles reach a resonant reflectivity up to 80%
in the λ = 600-800 nm wavelength range, with a peak at around 750 nm, where enhanced
light coupling and trapping in the top cell is desired. The major part of the reflected
light is diffracted and trapped in the perovskite top cell. Furthermore, the reflectance
for wavelengths between 800–1200 nm is around 0.5-2.5%, which is well below the re-
flectance of the glass-air interface (4%). This reduced reflectance for higher wavelengths
is due to the fact that the particles are designed to show enhanced forward scattering
in this wavelength regime, in addition to the fact that the metasurface has an effective
index of around n=1.1 between λ = 800–1200 nm and therefore acts as an effective anti-
reflection coating for glass [16]. The absorption spectrum is also shown in Fig. 8.3a and
shows a Mie-resonant absorption peak for the a-Si:H nanoparticles as well as an increas-
ing absorption due to tail states in the a-Si:H electronic bandstructure. This absorption
forms no limitation in the spectrum splitting operation as the perovskite top cell is ab-
sorbing well in the low-wavelength range.

To determine the potential overall gain in efficiency due to integration of the spectral
splitter we first use the detailed-balance calculations with perovskite bandgap 1.55 eV
to determine the change in absorption in the top and bottom cell for the geometry in
Fig. 8.1b. We compare a perovskite top cell with a glass bottom slide with the same cell
with the above described spectral splitter metasurface. We take into account absorption
enhancement in a 580-nm-thick perovskite top cell due to spectral splitting and light
trapping, the corresponding absorption reduction in the silicon bottom cell and the ab-
sorption gain in the bottom cell due to higher transmission in the IR. The efficiency that
can be gained is 0.7% absolute compared to the same tandem cell with a glass-air inter-
face without spectral splitter.

Interestingly, this is higher than the 0.6% increase calculated above for the idealized
Lambertian spectrum splitter. This is because the reduced IR reflectance to the planar
glass-air interface is also taken into account here, while it was not in the calculations
above. The short-circuit current gain in the perovskite top cell is calculated to be 1.6
mA/cm2, a relative increase of 7%. Translating this to the experimental short circuit cur-
rent for the perovskite top cell that we will use below [30] this corresponds to a short-
circuit current enhancement of 1.4 mA/cm2.
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Figure 8.3: Spectral splitter metasurface. (a) Simulated total reflectance (green), diffraction (orange) and ab-
sorption (grey) of optimized spectral splitter metasurface. (b) SEM tilted top-view image of metasurface: a-Si:H
windmill shaped particles on glass substrate (covered with around 10 nm chromium layer for better imaging).
Scale bar is 500 nm. (c) Simulated total reflectance (green), diffraction (orange) and absorption (grey) of fabri-
cated spectral splitter metasurface. (d) Paths of transmission through glass slide with same coloration as in (e).
(e) Optical transmission measurements (black) of fabricated metasurface, calculated/simulated transmission
(blue dashed line) composed of direct transmission (yellow dashed line) and transmission after total internal
reflection (green dashed line).

8.4. Metagrating spectrum splitter fabrication
To fabricate the spectrum splitting metasurface and integrate it in the 4T design, a 150-
nm-thick a-Si:H layer was deposited on a glass substrate by plasma-enhanced chemical
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vapor deposition (PEVCVD), and the glass was cut into 2x2 cm2 samples. We use Sub-
strate Conformal Soft Imprint Lithography (SCIL), to replicate the structure over an area
of several cm2 [38]. For this, first we create a SCIL stamp with an imprint area of 2.5x2.5
cm2 with notches with parameters of the nanoparticles described above. We spin-coat a
layer of 50-nm-thick silica sol-gel on top of the a-Si:H/glass sample, imprint the sol-gel
with the SCIL stamp and let it cure for 8 minutes. After removal of the stamp, the pattern
is transferred into the silicon with a double Reactive Ion etching (RIE) plasma etch step,
first to break through the sol-gel layer (25 sccm CHF3, 25 sccm Ar) and second to trans-
fer the pattern from the sol-gel mask into the silicon layer (15 sccm CHF3, 10 sccm SF6, 3
sccm O2). The residual of around 10 nm of sol-gel on top of the Si nanoparticles showed
a negligible effect on the results in simulation and was therefore not removed from the
silicon pillars. Fig. 8.3b shows a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) top-view image of
the fabricated structure. It matches quite well with the targeted dimensions calculated
above: the windmill wings are 15 nm shorter than designed and the height of the particle
is 150 nm, 20 nm less than designed. Figure 8.3c shows the simulated reflectance of the
fabricated structure. The reflectance shows a maximum above 60% and the resonance
peaks near 700 nm, somewhat blue-shifted from the desired range. However, the simu-
lation shows also for this fabricated geometry the key desired features: high diffraction
efficiencies and low reflectance above 800 nm. Using the simulated data for the exper-
imental geometry as input for detailed-balance calculations we calculate an efficiency
gain for the perovskite/Si tandem with metagrating in Fig. 8.3b of 0.6% absolute, and a
current gain of 1.0 mA/cm2 (+4%) in the perovskite top cell. In practice, the latter would
translate to a 0.9 mA/cm2 enhancement in the experimental perovskite top cell.

8.5. Experiments
To characterize the fabricated spectrum splitter, two different measurements were per-
formed. First, the transmission of the metasurface/glass sample was measured and com-
pared with the simulations. Second, the spectral splitter was integrated with a semi-
transparent perovskite top cell using index-matching fluid and External Quantum Effi-
ciency (EQE) as well as transmission and reflection measurements were performed. In
parallel, we used measurements of the external quantum efficiency of the Si bottom cell
to calculate the performance of the metasurface-integrated 4T tandem cell geometry.

8.5.1. Optical measurements
Transmission measurements of the fabricated metasurface/glass sample were performed
in an integrating sphere setup with an NKT super-K white-light laser source with a col-
limated beam at perpendicular incidence on the sample. The measured transmission
is mainly composed of two contributions (Fig. 8.3d); direct transmission though the
glass slide with metasurface, and transmission of light that follows diffracted paths in-
side the glass. The measured transmission is shown in Fig. 8.3e and compared with the
sum of the contributions derived from the simulated spectrum of the fabricated sam-
ple. The spectrum compares very well with the simulated transmission spectrum, in
which we have taken into account an additional 4% reflection at the top glass surface
and total internal reflectance inside the glass slide. The measured transmission dip of
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35% near 700 nm in Fig. 8.3e indicates the metasurface effectively reflects in the spec-
tral range near the perovskite bandgap, in agreement with the simulated reflectivity in
Fig. 8.3c. The simulations show that up to 12% of the transmitted light originates from
paths that are first diffracted off the spectrum splitting metasurface. For a metasurface
integrated with the perovskite top cell these paths will lead to enhanced absorption in
the perovskite. Given the fact that strong correspondence is achieved between simula-
tion and experiment in Figure 8.3e, we are confident that optimized metasurface design
presented above (with more redshifted resonance and higher resonant reflectivity) will
in practice yield the 1.4 mA/cm2 current enhancement for the perovskite top cell as cal-
culated above.

Figure 8.4: Measurements of metasurface integrated with perovskite cell. (a) EQE measurements of perovskite
with spectral splitter (orange) and with glass reference (blue) Inset: Photograph of perovskite with spectral
splitter taken from the bottom (facing the metasurface). Diffracted colors from the metasurface are clearly
visible. (b) Transmission and reflectance measurement of the perovskite cell with spectrum splitter integrated.

8.5.2. Transmission and reflection spectra and EQE measurements of spec-
tral splitter integrated in perovskite cell

Next, the glass/metagrating sample was placed on the bottom side of a perovskite top
cell (see schematic of Figure 8.1b, and inset in Figure 8.4a). The glass side of the sam-
ple was connected with index matching oil on the ITO bottom side, with the silicon
metasurface facing towards air. The perovskite cell is composed of a ∼580 nm thick
Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)Pb(I0.9Br0.1)3 absorber layer with hole and electron transport layers
and ITO top and bottom contact layers. The layer stack is composed (from top to bot-
tom) of thermally-evaporated MgF2, a Corning XG glass substrate, sputtered hydrogen
doped indium oxide, spincoated PTAA, the spincoated perovskite layer, evaporated C60,
a layer of SnO2 deposited with spatial atomic layer deposition, and another layer of sput-
tered ITO [30]. For the reference measurements a perovskite cell with a glass bottom slide
was used. EQE measurements are shown in Fig. 8.4a. The metasurface spectrum splitter
creates a clearly enhanced EQE over the 600-750 nm spectral range, corresponding to a
current gain of 0.4 mA/cm2 in the perovskite top cell. This trend is in agreement with
the reduced transmittance of the cell in this spectral range as shown in Fig. 8.4b. The
transmittance spectrum shows an enhanced transmission above λ = 800 nm demon-
strating the effective forward scattering and anti-reflection effect of the metagrating. No
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additional reflectance is measured below λ = 800 nm showing the spectrum splitter does
not create additional escape of light from the top side of the perovskite. Above λ = 800
nm, the reflectance is lower than in the reference sample, consistent with the increased
transmission.

Finally, we compare the gain in short-circuit current derived from Fig. 8.4a (0.4
mA/cm2) with the simulations. As described above, the detailed-balance calculations,
scaled to the experimental short-circuit current for the used perovskite predict a current
improvement of 0.9 mA/cm2, well above the measured value. We attribute the difference
between measurement and simulation to light leaking from the edge of the spectral split-
ter, as well as incomplete light trapping because light can escape from the edges of the
top cover glass. In the present geometry the perovskite cells size is only 4x4 mm2. As
light close to λ = 800 nm is refracted from the metagrating under a wide angle a major
fraction of it will escape from the 0.7-mm-thick glass slide and is thus not absorbed in
the perovskite cell. Furthermore, light that passes through the perovskite cell once and
experiences total internal reflection on the top glass slide is not channelled through per-
ovskite a second time, because of the small cell size (see sketch and further explanation
in SI (8.7.3)). To qualitatively prove the importance of this effect we repeated the EQE
measurement with a similar sample that was cut to roughly match the size of the per-
ovskite top cell and covered the sample edges with a 50-nm-thick silver layer to serve
as a mirror. With this modification we measure (from EQE measurements) a slightly
higher current increase of 0.5 mA/cm2 in the perovskite top cell. Given the strong corre-
spondence between reflectance simulations and measurements (Fig. 8.3b) further im-
proved metasurface/cell integration is expected to yield the estimated current gain of 0.9
mA/cm2.

Taking into account the EQE of the used Si bottom cell this would translate into an
overall efficiency gain of the 4T tandem cell with spectral splitter of 0.26% (abs.) (See SI
(8.7.4)). Calculations using the further optimized metasurface design introduced above
yield an efficiency enhancement for that geometry of 0.40%. At last, it should be men-
tioned that adding an anti-reflection coating of MgF2 as in [30] on the bottom side of
perovskite can lead to further enhanced transmission in the infrared compared to the
spectral splitter geometry in this work. Such additional optimization steps for reduced
reflectance in the infrared are therefore of interest in future.

8.6. Conclusion
In conclusion, we designed and fabricated a spectral splitting light trapping dielectric
metasurface as an interlayer in 4T perovskite/silicon tandem cells. We use the resonant
light scattering principle of metagratings to design a spectral splitter with high diffrac-
tion efficiency in the bandwidth of interest and reduced reflectance and enhanced trans-
mittance for the near-infrared spectral band. Simulations for the experimental geome-
try, corrected for experimental cell parameters, predict a short-current current enhance-
ment in the perovskite top cell of 0.9 mA/cm2 and an efficiency gain of 0.26% (abs.). The
experimental enhancement derived from EQE measurements is 0.5 mA/cm2, the differ-
ence partly attributed to light leakage due to the small sample size. Simulations show
a further improved design could yield an experimental short-circuit current enhance-
ment of 1.4 mA/cm2, corresponding to an efficiency enhancement of 0.40% (abs.). The
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demonstrated metagrating structure is flexible in design and can be adjusted to other
top bandgaps or tandem geometries. The soft imprint technique to fabricate the meta-
gratings is scalable up to wafer-sized imprints. Our work shows that the critical balance
between spectral splitting, light trapping and concurrent reduced reflectance in the in-
frared can be fulfilled with these dielectric metasurfaces.

8.7. Supplementary
8.7.1. Ideal design conditions of spectral splitter for an ideal 4T tandem

solar cell with Si bottom cell
We define the reflectivity R(E) of an ideal spectral splitter as a step function with tunable
step ∆E away from the bandgap energy of the top cell and reflectance r :

R(E) =
{

0, if E < EBG +∆E .

r, if E ≥ EBG +∆E .
(8.1)

In Figure 8.5 the parameters r and ∆E are swept to find the optimal splitting con-
ditions, leading to the maximal efficiency enhancement compared to a 4T tandem cell
with Si bottom cell without spectral splitter, as shown in the main text in Figure 8.6b.
The top cell bandgap was fixed to EBG =1.55 eV. The ideal parameters were found to be
r =1 and ∆E = 0.1 eV and ∆E = 0.06 eV for the planar and Lambertian spectral splitter
respectively. The smaller value for ∆E found for the Lambertian case reflects the better
light trapping for that geometry.

Figure 8.5: Parameter sweep of selective reflector step function for a (a) planar and (b) Lambertian spectral
splitter in a 4T tandem solar cell with a top cell bandgap of EBG = 1.55 eV and Si bottom cell.

8.7.2. Optimized spectral splitter design
The unit cell of the metasurface was optimized using parameter sweep optimization.
The windmill-shaped particle described in the main text is composed of 3 identical el-
lipses (see Figure 8.6a), each rotated by 120◦, with minor radius of r1 and major radius r2.
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The relation between r1 and r2 is given by r2 = f1 ·r1. The distance between the center of
the ellipses (C1, C2 and C3) and the center of the unit cell (C0) is given by d , with d given
by : d = r1+ f2 ·r1. The maximum gain in efficiency for the metasurface-integrated 4T ge-
ometry was found for a hexagonal lattice with pitch 525 nm and a unit cell described by :
r1 = 35 nm, f1 = 2.4, and f2 = 0.7. The simulated scattering cross section of this windmill-
shaped particle normalized by the geometrical area is shown in Figure 8.6b. The particle
has a clear resonance in the relevant wavelength band between 550-800 nm with a peak
scattering cross section beyond 10. This implies that a geometrical filling fraction of 10%
suffices to achieve full interaction of incident light with the metasurface on resonance.

Figure 8.6: (a) Dimensions of the windmill shaped a-Si:H particle in the hexagonal unit cell of the metagrating.
(b) Scattering cross section of the optimized particle.

8.7.3. Edge effect
The spectral splitter metasurface was designed for a wafer-sized solar cell where edge
effects do not play a major role. The simulations were performed not taking any edge ef-
fects into account. However, in experiments, the size of the perovskite top cells is limited
to 4 mm x 4 mm. This means that, for the glass thickness that is used (0.7 mm), light with
wavelengths above 760 nm, which has a diffraction angle below 75◦ is lost at the edges.
This is a substantial part of the reflectance spectrum and can explain the lower mea-
sured current gain in the perovskite, in comparison to the simulations (see Fig. 8.7 top
schematic, red solid light path). Additionally, light that is reflected to the perovskite top
cell and experiences total internal reflection on the top glass surface also is partially lost
due to the small size of the perovskite and does not experience a second pass through the
cell (see Fig. 8.7 top schematic, red dashed light path). The geometry with the Ag coated
edges described in the main text is presented in the bottom schematic of Figure 8.7 and
can partly reduce the edge effect. Furthermore, in the EQE measurements the light beam
has a 3 mm–diameter spot size, so that part of the light that is diffracted under shallower
angles can escape from the edges, lowering the achievable current enhancement.
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Figure 8.7: Schematic of edge effect in experiment. Top schematic: Part of the light escapes because the spec-
tral splitter is bigger than perovskite cell (red solid line) and because the front glass slide is bigger than the
perovskite cell (dashed red line). Bottom: If the spectral splitter is cut and the edges are covered with silver
light is redirected to the perovskite cell

8.7.4. Overall tandem cell performance with integrated spectral splitter
metagrating

Figure 8.8 shows EQE measurements of the silicon solar cell in the 4T geometry with
the spectrum splitter integrated in the top cell. We use a commercial 5” interdigitated-
back-contact (IBC) c-Si solar cell from SunPower. The data are compared to the EQE
of a reference 4T tandem cell with a glass plate on the bottom side of the perovskite.
For wavelengths below 800 nm the EQE in the silicon cells is decreased, because, as de-
signed, light is reflected towards the perovskite top cell by the spectral splitter. Above
800 nm, the EQE is increased compared to the reference sample, due to reduced near-IR
reflectance at the bottom side of the perovskite cell by the spectral splitter.

Figure 8.8: EQE measurement of Si bottom cell with and without spectral splitter.

From the EQE data we infer that a short-circuit current of 0.8 mA/cm2 is lost in the
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silicon cell. With the presently measured 0.5 mA/cm2 short-circuit current gain in the
perovskite top cell this would not enhance the tandem cell efficiency. However, as de-
scribed above light leakage in the small sample geometry has likely affected the current
measurement. Assuming the calculated 0.9 mA/cm2 current enhancement for the exper-
imental geometry (see main text), an efficiency gain for the tandem due to the spectrum
splitter of 0.26% is expected. As described in the main text, a further optimized meta-
surface geometry would lead to a 1.4 mA/cm2 short-circuit current enhancement in the
perovskite cell, which would translate into an estimated 0.4% efficiency enhancement
for the tandem cell. For these efficiency calculations, the open-circuit voltage (Voc ) and
fill factor (FF) were taken from I-V measurements of the individual cells in the 4T ge-
ometry, as listed in Table 8.1. The table also summarizes the efficiencies for different
geometries quoted in the paper.
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Table 8.1: Performance of the perovskite, c-Si cell and tandem cell with and without spectral splitter. The
enhancements due to the spectrum splitting metasurface compared to the geometry without spectrum splitter
are indicated between brackets.





Summary

Photovoltaics (PV) has the potential to become one of the major energy sources in a
future with carbon-neutral energy supply. Two key aspects to achieve large-scale imple-
mentation of PV in our society are the seamless integration into buildings and infras-
tructure and a further increase of photovoltaic conversion efficiency. Integration of PV
in our environment requires the development of solar cells with a colorful appearance.
An increase of the efficiency in PV can provide a reduction in cost per generated power,
as well as the demanded area required for the installation of PV systems. Achieving high
efficiency requires the development of multijunction solar cells composed of multiple
materials.

In this thesis we develop dielectric nanostructures to create tailored colorful appear-
ance of solar cells and show how similar structures can increase the efficiency in tandem
cells. For this, we design layers composed of dielectric nanoparticles that show strong
light scattering in the visible spectral range. In particular, we develop dielectric meta-
surfaces and combined (gradient) metagratings that enable the control of spectrum and
directivity of scattered light. In the first part of the thesis, we present novel ways to re-
alize coloration of PV (Chapter 2-5), and design metasurfaces with tailored spectral and
angular control of light (Chapter 4, 6). In the second part of the thesis, we theoretically
and experimentally develop metasurface spectral splitters to improve the performance
of two-terminal and four-terminal perovskite/silicon tandem solar cells (Chapter 7, 8).

In Chapter 2 we integrate crystalline Si nanocylinder arrays (radius = 100–120 nm,
height = 240 nm, period = 325 nm) in the front module layer of mini silicon PV modules
and demonstrate efficient coloration of the modules. The characteristic Mie resonances
in the visible of the nanocylinder cause strong (35-40%) specular light scattering around
a wavelength of λ = 540 nm and create a green coloration of the module that is quite
independent from incoming angles over the 8–75◦ angular range. The colored module
only shows a reduction of 10–11% in short-circuit current and efficiency. The green so-
lar modules presented here can find applications in building- and landscape-integrated
photovoltaics of many different kinds. For the fabrication we use the soft imprint con-
formal lithography (SCIL) nano-imprint technique that is applicable to full-area (15 x 15
cm2) solar cell patterning.

Chapter 3 expands the technology of Chapter 2 to an increased color space. By
changing the size and the distribution of the scattering nanocylinders (radius = 50–150
nm, period = 160-300 nm) we control the interference of electric and magnetic dipoles to
create resonant scattering over a distinct spectral band. Pure colors from blue to red can
be created with a scattering efficiency of up to 75%. The technique is extended by creat-
ing mixed colors (e.g. white) by combined pixels of nanocylinder arrays. We fabricate a
white solar mini-module that shows a current loss of only 19%, due to the fact that only
light in a well-defined visible spectral band is reflected. The route of combining differ-
ently structured metasurface pixels shows a great flexibility in creating colors by choice
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and demonstrates the large potential for this technique to be widely applied.
In Chapter 4 we demonstrate metasurfaces composed of combined metagratings

with tailored angular scattering profiles of Si Mie resonators. We control the spectral
response by tailoring the interference of the modes of the nanoparticles and arrange
them into patches of different periodicities to control the directivity of the scattering into
diffraction orders. Based on a theoretical dipole scattering model, we designed these ul-
trathin surfaces (height = 185 nm) to realize broad-angle (35-75◦) and Lambertian-like
large-angle (0-75◦) scattering profiles on resonance (λ = 650 nm). Specular reflection is
canceled out by destructive interference of the scattering of the particles and reflection
of the substrate, and high-order diffraction modes are strongly suppressed by shaping
the scattering of a unit cell with several nanoparticles. Experimentally, the metasurfaces
are composed of Si nanobars on a Ag mirror protected by a thin dielectric layer, and reach
scattering efficiencies of 73-84%. The ultrathin resonant metagratings effectively create
the functionality of “nanostructured paint”, which can find applications in photovoltaics
with colored appearance and angular behavior by choice as demonstrated in Chapter
5. Similarly, the presented metasurfaces can serve as spectrum splitting architectures in
tandem solar cells as described in Chapter 7 and 8.

In Chapter 5 we follow up on Chapter 4 by experimentally demonstrating spectral
and angular control of scattered light using combined resonant metagratings that create
light scattering only for a determined set of angles. By tailoring the interference between
the light scattering modes of the nanoparticles we control the scattering spectrum, and
by arranging them into patches of different periodicities, we control the directivity. Sil-
icon nanowires were fabricated on a transparent substrate and resonantly scatter light
around λ = 650 nm. The nanowires were placed in a supercell structure composed of
multiple gratings with different pitches (675-1300 nm), creating a wide-angle scattering
distribution within the 30-75◦ range. The metagratings are designed to suppress specu-
lar refection and show efficient transmission outside the resonant scattering band. The
metagratings are integrated with a silicon heterojunction solar cell creating a bright red
scattering appearance under a limited range of angles. The external quantum efficiency
is only reduced in the scattering spectral band, with a short-circuit current drop of only
13%. This structure can find application in rooftop photovoltaics and other building in-
tegrated PV that benefits from light reflection towards a well-defined angular range.

Chapter 6 shows the theory, design and experimental realization of a broadband back
reflector metasurface based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle. Using a phase-gradient
approach we design a theoretical metasurface with unity efficiency for back reflection.
By creating a periodic phase change of light reflected from the surface, light is efficiently
channeled into the first negative diffraction order over a broad angular range and over
bandwidth in the visible spectral range. In the experimental realization, the calculated
phase gradient is discretized and arrays are formed by unit cells of TiO2 nanowires of
different height, placed on a Ag mirror. This metasurface allows back reflection for a
broad range of wavelengths from λ = 490 - 940 nm with an efficiency above 85%. The
advantages of the design lie in its low profile, simplicity of design, broad bandwidth and
wide acceptance angular range. The ultrathin metasurface can replace more bulky back
reflectors and find application in many optical technologies.

In Chapter 7 we theoretically study the benefits of a spectral splitter integrated into
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a perovskite/silicon two-terminal (2T) tandem solar cell. The spectral splitter reflects
light with energy above the bandgap energy of the top cell and therefore enhances the
absorption in the perovskite to benefit from the higher photovoltage in the top cell. We
distinguish between a planar and a Lambertian scattering spectral splitter and find that
by choosing the right splitting condition for the strength and spectral onset of the re-
flectivity, both spectral splitter configurations are beneficial for 2T tandem cells. For top
cell materials with bandgaps above 1.7 eV, a spectral splitter is always beneficial as it en-
hances absorption in the top cell and creates better current matching with the bottom
cell. Detailed-balance calculations show that including a Lambertian spectral splitter
interlayer for 500 nm thick perovskite top cells with bandgap higher than 1.7 eV leads
to 5%-6% absolute efficiency gain. Using experimental parameters of realistic cells, we
predict a potential efficiency gain of 2.8% (absolute) for a top cell with a bandgap energy
of 1.77 eV.

In Chapter 8 we experimentally demonstrate a spectral splitting light trapping meta-
grating as an interlayer in 4T perovskite/silicon tandem cells. This metagrating has the
property to efficiently diffract light with energies above the bandgap of the perovskite
into the top cell under high angles and thus create light trapping of the reflected light
in the perovskite top cell. At the same time, the spectral splitter metasurface reduces
reflection in the infrared and therefore enhances photocurrent generation in the sili-
con bottom cell. We fabricate the metasurface spectrum splitter using SCIL and inte-
grate it in a perovskite/silicon 4T tandem cell, and demonstrate a current increase in the
top cell of 0.5 mA/cm2. We predict an efficiency gain for the fabricated geometry in a
wafer-sized 4T perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell of 0.26% (absolute). We present a
further optimized metasurface design for which we predict a 1.4 mA/cm2 enhancement
in short-circuit current in the perovskite top cell and an efficiency enhancement of the
4T tandem solar cell of 0.40% (absolute). The metagrating geometry is very flexible in
design and can be adjusted to other top and bottom cell bandgap combinations. The
spectrum splitting metagratings present an optimized balance between spectral split-
ting, light trapping and optimized transmission in the infrared.

Overall, this thesis provides novel solutions based on nanophotonic light scattering
to create colored PV and tandem solar cells with enhanced efficiency. It employs control
over the scattering properties of resonant dielectric nanoscatterers and metasurfaces to
create desired scattering distributions that are tailored in angular and spectral range.
The metagrating concepts for photovoltaics developed in this thesis can be applied on
a wide range of solar cells and can be scaled up to practical large-area fabrication tech-
nologies.





Samenvatting

Photovoltaica (PV) heeft het potentieel om één van de belangrijkste bronnen van en-
ergie te worden in een toekomst met een koolstofneutrale energievoorziening. Twee be-
langrijke aspecten om tot een grootschalige implementatie van PV in onze samenleving
te komen zijn de naadloze integratie in gebouwen en infrastructuur en een verdere ver-
hoging van het rendement van de fotovoltaïsche omzetting. Integratie van PV in onze
omgeving vereist de ontwikkeling van zonnecellen met een kleurrijk uiterlijk. Een ver-
hoging van het rendement van PV kan zorgen voor een verlaging van de kosten per
opgewekt vermogen en van de benodigde oppervlakte voor de installatie van PV-systemen.
Het bereiken van een hoog rendement vereist de ontwikkeling van tandemzonnecellen
die uit meerdere materialen bestaan.

In dit proefschrift ontwikkelen we diëlektrische nanostructuren om een kleurrijk uiter-
lijk van zonnecellen op maat te creëren en laten we zien hoe vergelijkbare structuren
het rendement in tandemcellen kunnen verhogen. Hiervoor ontwerpen we dunne lagen
die bestaan uit diëlektrische nanodeeltjes die een sterke lichtverstrooiing vertonen in
het zichtbare spectrum. We ontwikkelen diëlektrische metaoppervlakken en gecombi-
neerde (gradiënt) metatralies die het mogelijk maken om het spectrum en de hoekverdel-
ing van het verstrooide licht te controleren. In het eerste deel van het proefschrift pre-
senteren we nieuwe manieren om de kleuring van PV te realiseren (Hoofdstuk 2-5), en
ontwerpen we metaoppervlakken met op maat gemaakte spectrale en hoekverdeling
van het licht (Hoofdstuk 4, 6). In het tweede deel van het proefschrift ontwikkelen we
theoretisch en experimenteel metaoppervlakken-spectrale splitser om de prestaties van
twee- en vier-terminale perovskiet/silicium tandemzonnecellen te verbeteren (Hoofd-
stuk 7, 8).

In Hoofdstuk 2 integreren we kristallijne Si-nanocilinderroosters (straal = 100-120
nm, hoogte = 240 nm, roosterconstante = 325 nm) in de voorste module laag van mini-
silicium-PV-modules en demonstreren we een efficiënte kleuring van de modules. De
karakteristieke Mie-resonanties van de nanocilinder in het zichtbaar spectrum veroorza-
ken een sterke (35-40%) reflectie rond een golflengte van λ = 540 nm en creëren een
groene kleur van de module die slechts zwak afhankelijk is van de inkomende hoeken
tussen 8-75◦. De gekleurde module toont slechts een reductie van 10-11% in kortsluit-
stroom en omzettingsrendement. De hier gepresenteerde groene zonnemodules kun-
nen toepassingen vinden in verschillende soorten gebouw- en landschapsgeïntegreerde
zonnepanelen. Voor de fabricage maken we gebruik van een substraat-conforme im-
print lithografie (SCIL) nano-imprint techniek die toepasbaar is op zonnecel patronen
met een groot oppervlak. (15 x 15 cm 2).

Hoofdstuk 3 breidt de technologie van Hoofdstuk 2 uit tot een breder kleurspectrum.
Door het veranderen van de grootte en de verdeling van de verstrooiende nanocilinders
(straal = 50-150 nm, roosterconstante = 160-300 nm) controleren we de interferentie van
elektrische en magnetische dipolen om resonerende verstrooiing te creëren over een
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specifieke spectrale band. Zuivere kleuren van blauw tot rood kunnen worden gecreëerd
met een verstrooiingsefficiëntie tot 75%. De techniek wordt uitgebreid door het creëren
van gemengde kleuren (bijv. wit) door gecombineerde pixels van nanocilinderroosters.
We maken een witte zonnemodule die een stroomverlies van slechts 19% laat zien, om-
dat alleen licht in een welgedefinieerde zichtbare spectrale band wordt gereflecteerd. De
route van het combineren van verschillend gestructureerde metaoppervlak-pixels toont
een grote flexibiliteit in het creëren van kleuren naar keuze en demonstreert het grote
potentieel voor deze techniek om op grote schaal te worden toegepast.

In Hoofdstuk 4 demonstreren we metaoppervlakken die bestaan uit gecombineerde
metaoppervlakken met op maat gemaakte hoekverstrooiingsprofielen van Si Mie-resona-
toren. We controleren de spectrale respons door de interferentie van de modi van de
nanodeeltjes op maat te maken en ze te rangschikken in patches met verschillende peri-
odiciteit om de richtingsgevoeligheid van de verstrooiing over diffractieorders te control-
eren. Gebaseerd op een theoretisch dipoolverstrooiingsmodel, hebben we deze ultra-
dunne oppervlakken (hoogte = 185 nm) ontworpen om wijdhoekige (35-75c i r c) en Lam-
bertiaanse (0-75c i r c) verstrooiingsprofielen te realiseren bij een resonante golflengte (λ
= 650 nm). Directe reflectie wordt tenietgedaan door destructieve interferentie van de
verstrooiing van de deeltjes en reflectie van het substraat, en hoge-orde diffractie modi
worden sterk onderdrukt door het controleren van de verstrooiing van een eenheidscel
met verschillende nanodeeltjes. Experimenteel zijn de metaoppervlakken samengesteld
uit Si nanobalken op een Ag spiegel die beschermd wordt door een dunne diëlektrische
laag, en bereiken ze een verstrooiingsefficiëntie van 73-84%. De ultradunne resonerende
metagratings creëren effectief de functionaliteit van "nanogestructureerde verf", die toe-
passingen kan vinden in de PV industrie met een gekleurd uiterlijk en hoekverdeling naar
keuze, zoals aangetoond in Hoofdstuk 5. Op dezelfde manier kunnen de gepresenteerde
metaoppervlakken dienen als spectrum-splitsende architecturen in tandemzonnecellen
zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 7 en 8.

Hoofdstuk 5 is het vervolg van Hoofdstuk 4 waarin we spectrale en hoekverdelingscon-
trole van verstrooid licht experimenteel demonstreren met behulp van gecombineerde
resonante metagratings die alleen voor bepaalde hoeken lichtverstrooiing creëren. Door
de interferentie tussen de lichtverstrooiingsmodi van de nanodeeltjes op maat te maken,
controleren we het verstrooiingsspectrum, en door ze te rangschikken in gebieden met
verschillende roosterconstanten, controleren we de gerichtheid. Silicium nanobalken
zijn gefabriceerd op een transparant substraat en resonantie treedt op bijλ = 650 nm. De
nanobalken werden geplaatst in een supercelstructuur die bestaat uit meerdere roosters
met verschillende roosterconstanten (675-1300 nm), waardoor een brede hoekverstrooi-
ing ontstaat over 30-75c i r c. De metagratings zijn ontworpen om directe reflectie te on-
derdrukken en voor een efficiënte transmissie buiten de resonante verstrooiingsband.
De metagratings zijn geïntegreerd met een silicium heterojunctie zonnecel waardoor
een helderroodverstrooiend beeld ontstaat onder een beperkt aantal hoeken. Het ex-
terne quantumrendement is alleen gereduceerd in de verstrooiingsband, met een kort-
sluitstroomdaling van slechts 13%. Deze structuur kan worden toegepast in PV op daken
en andere gebouwen met geïntegreerde PV die profiteren van lichtreflectie in de richting
van een welgedefinieerd hoekbereik.

Hoofdstuk 6 toont de theorie, het ontwerp en de experimentele realisatie van een
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breedbandig terugverstrooiend metaoppervlak op basis van het Huygens-Fresnel principe.
Met behulp van een fase-gradiënt benadering ontwerpen we een theoretisch metaop-
pervlak met volledige terugverstrooiing. Door het creëren van een periodieke faseveran-
dering van het licht dat gereflecteerd wordt van het oppervlak, wordt het licht efficiënt
gekanaliseerd naar de eerste negatieve diffractieorde over een breed hoekbereik en over
de bandbreedte in het zichtbare spectrum. In de experimentele realisatie wordt de berek-
ende fasegradiënt gediscretiseerd en worden roosters gevormd door eenheidscellen van
TiO2 nanobalken van verschillende hoogte, die zijn geplaatst op een dunne zilver spiegel.
Dit metaoppervlak maakt terugkaatsing mogelijk voor een breed scala van golflengten
van λ = 490 - 940 nm met een rendement boven 85%. De voordelen van het ontwerp
liggen in het lage profiel, de eenvoud van het ontwerp, de brede bandbreedte en de
brede acceptatiehoek. De ultradunne metagratings kunnen de conventionele meer vo-
lumineuze terugverstrooiers vervangen en worden toegepast in diverse optische tech-
nologieën.

In Hoofdstuk 7 bestuderen we theoretisch de voordelen van een spectrale splitser die
is geïntegreerd in een perovskiet/silicium twee-klems (2K) tandemzonnecel. De spec-
trale splitser reflecteert licht met energie boven de bandkloofenergie van de bovenste
cel en verbetert daardoor de absorptie in het perovskiet om te profiteren van de hogere
lichtspanning in de bovenste cel. We maken onderscheid tussen een vlakke en een Lam-
bertiaanse verstrooiende spectrale splitser en vinden dat door de juiste splitsingscondi-
tie te kiezen voor de sterkte en bandbreedte van de reflectie, beide spectrale splitsercon-
figuraties gunstig zijn voor 2K-tandemcellen. Voor topcelmaterialen met een bandkloof
boven 1.7 eV is een spectrale splitser altijd gunstig omdat deze de absorptie in de top-
cel verbetert en zorgt voor een betere stroomafstemming met de bodemcel. Thermody-
namische berekeningen tonen aan dat het opnemen van een Lambertiaanse spectrale-
splitsertussenlaag voor 500 nm dikke perovskiet-topcellen met een bandkloof hoger dan
1.7 eV leidt tot 5%-6% absolute rendementswinst. Met behulp van experimentele pa-
rameters van realistische cellen, voorspellen we een potentiële efficiëntiewinst van 2.8%
(absoluut) voor een topcel met een bandkloofenergie van 1.77 eV.

In Hoofdstuk 8 demonstreren we experimenteel een spectrale splitser die tevens zorgt
voor lichtopsluiting, als een tussenlaag in 4K perovskiet/siliciumtandemcellen. Dit meta-
oppervlak heeft de eigenschap om licht met energieën boven de bandkloof van het per-
ovskiet onder hoge hoeken efficiënt te verstrooien in de topcel en zo het gereflecteerde
licht in de perovskiet topcel op te vangen. Tegelijkertijd vermindert het spectrale-splitser
metaoppervlak de weerkaatsing in het infrarood en verbetert daardoor de fotostroom-
generatie in de silicium bodemcel. We fabriceren de metaoppervlak-spectralesplitser
met behulp van SCIL en integreren deze in een perovskiet/silicium 4K-tandemcel, en
demonstreren een stroomtoename in de topcel van 0.5 mA/cm2. We voorspellen een
rendementsverhoging voor de gefabriceerde geometrie in een 4K perovskiet/silicium
tandemzonnecel van 0.26% (absoluut). We presenteren een verder geoptimaliseerd meta-
oppervlak ontwerp waarvoor we een 1.4 mA/cm2 verbetering in kortsluitstroom in de
perovskiet topcel en een rendementsverhoging van de 4T-tandem zonnecel van 0.40%
(absoluut) voorspellen. De metagrating geometrie is zeer flexibel van opzet en kan wor-
den aangepast aan andere bandkloofcombinaties van de top- en bodemcel. De spec-
trumsplitser metaoppervlakken hebben een optimale balans tussen spectrale splitsing,
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lichtopsluiting en geoptimaliseerde transmissie in het infrarood.
Samenvattend geeft dit proefschrift nieuwe oplossingen op basis van nanofotonis-

che lichtverstrooiing om gekleurde PV- en tandemzonnecellen met een verbeterde effi-
ciëntie te creëren. Het maakt gebruik van controle over de verstrooiingseigenschappen
van resonerende diëlektrische nanoscillatoren en metaoppervlakken om de gewenste
verstrooiingshoekverdeling te creëren die in een spectraal bereik op maat is gemaakt.
De in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde metagrating concepten voor PV cellen kunnen wor-
den toegepast op een breed scala aan zonnecellen en kunnen worden opgeschaald tot
praktische technologieën voor de productie van grote oppervlakken.



Zusammenfassung

Photovoltaik (PV) hat das Potenzial eine der wichtigsten Energiequellen in einer CO2

neutralen Zukunft zu werden. Zwei Schlüsselaspekte um eine großflächige Implemen-
tierung von PV in unserer Gesellschaft zu erreichen sind die nahtlose Integration in Gebäu-
de und Infrastruktur, sowie eine weitere Steigerung des Wirkungsgrads von PV. Die In-
tegration von PV in unsere Umgebung erfordert die Entwicklung von Solarzellen mit
einem farbigen Erscheinungsbild. Eine Erhöhung des Wirkungsgrads der Solarzellen
kann zudem eine Reduzierung der Kosten pro erzeugter Leistung sowie der geforderten
Fläche für die Installation von PV-Systemen bewirken. Das Erreichen eines hohen Wirkungs-
grades erfordert die Entwicklung von Tandem-Solarzellen, die aus mehreren Halbleiter-
Schichten zusammengesetzt sind.

In dieser Dissertation entwickeln wir dielektrische Nanostrukturen, um ein maßge-
schneidertes farbiges Erscheinungsbild von Solarzellen zu erzeugen und zeigen, wie ähn-
liche Strukturen den Wirkungsgrad in Tandem-Solarzellen erhöhen können. Dazu en-
twerfen wir Schichten aus dielektrischen Nanopartikeln, die eine starke Lichtstreuung
im sichtbaren Spektralbereich aufweisen. Insbesondere entwickeln wir dielektrische
Metaoberflächen und Metagratings, die eine Kontrolle des Spektrums und der Rich-
tung des gestreuten Lichts ermöglichen. Im ersten Teil der Arbeit stellen wir neuar-
tige Wege vor, um die Färbung von PV Zellen zu realisieren (Kapitel 2-5), und entwer-
fen Metaoberflächen mit maßgeschneiderter Spektrum- und Winkelkontrolle des Lichts
(Kapitel 4, 6). Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit entwickeln wir theoretisch und experimentell
Metaoberflächen-Spektrumsteiler zur Verbesserung der Leistung von zwei- und vier-
poligen Perowskit/Silizium-Tandem-Solarzellen (Kapitel 7, 8).

In Kapitel 2 integrieren wir kristalline Si-Nanozylinder-Arrays (Radius = 100-120 nm,
Höhe = 240 nm, Periode = 325 nm) in die vordere Modulschicht von Mini-Silizium-
PV-Modulen und demonstrieren eine effiziente Einfärbung der Module. Die charak-
teristischen Mie-Resonanzen der Nanozylinder im sichtbaren Spektrum bewirken eine
starke (35-40%) Lichtstreuung bei eine Wellenlänge von etwa λ = 540 nm und erzeugen
eine Grünfärbung des Moduls, die über den Winkelbereich von 8-75◦ relativ unabhängig
von den Einfallswinkeln ist. Das eingefärbte Modul zeigt lediglich eine Reduzierung
des Kurzschlussstroms und des Wirkungsgrads um 10-11%. Die hier vorgestellten grü-
nen Solarmodule können in der gebäude- und landschaftsintegrierten Photovoltaik ver-
schiedenste Anwendungen finden. Für die Herstellung verwenden wir das Nano-Imprint-
Verfahren Soft Imprint Conformal Lithography (SCIL), das für die vollflächige (15 x 15
cm2) Strukturierung von Solarzellen geeignet ist.

In Kapitel 3 wird die Technik aus Kapitel 2 auf einen größeren Farbraum ausgeweitet.
Durch Veränderung der Größe und der Verteilung der Nanozylinder (Radius = 50-150
nm, Periode = 160-300 nm) kann die Interferenz von elektrischen und magnetischen
Dipolen so kontrolliert werden, dass resonante Streuung über ein bestimmtes Spek-
tralband erzeugt wird. Reine Farben von Blau bis Rot können mit einer Streueffizienz
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von bis zu 75% erzeugt werden. Die Technik wird durch die Erzeugung von Mischfar-
ben (z.B. weiß) durch kombinierte Pixel von Nanozylinder-Arrays erweitert. Wir stellen
ein weißes Solar-Minimodul her, das einen Stromverlust von nur 19% aufweist, da nur
Licht in einem gut definierten sichtbaren Spektralband reflektiert wird. Die Kombina-
tion von unterschiedlichen Pixeln weißt eine große Flexibilität bei der Erzeugung von
Farben nach Wahl auf und demonstriert das große Potenzial dieser Technik für eine bre-
ite Anwendung.

In Kapitel 4 demonstrieren wir Metaoberflächen, die aus kombinierten Metagratings
aus Si-Mie-Resonatoren mit maßgeschneiderten Streuwinkel Profilen bestehen. Wir kon-
trollieren die Reflexion, indem wir die Interferenz der Streumoden der Nanopartikel an-
passen und die Partikel in unterschiedlicher Periodizität anordnen, um die Winkel der
Beugungsordnungen zu kontrollieren. Basierend auf einem theoretischen Dipol-Streumo-
dell haben wir diese ultradünnen Oberflächen (Höhe = 185 nm) so gestaltet, dass sie
bei Resonanz (λ = 650 nm) breitwinklige (35-75◦) und Lambertsche großwinklige (0-
75◦) Streuprofile aufzeigen. Die spiegelnde Reflexion wird durch destruktive Interferenz
zwischen der Streuung der Partikel und der Reflexion des Substrats aufgehoben, und die
Beugungsmoden höherer Ordnung werden durch Einheitszellen mit mehreren Nanopar-
tikeln stark unterdrückt. Experimentell bestehen die Metaoberflächen aus Si-Nanostäben
auf einem Silberspiegel, der durch eine dünne dielektrische Schicht geschützt ist, und
erreichen Streueffizienzen von 73-84%. Die ultradünnen resonanten Metagratings be-
sitzen effektiv die Funktionalität einer "nanostrukturierten Farbe", die in der Photo-
voltaik mit farbigem Aussehen und wählbarem Winkelverhalten Anwendung finden kann,
wie in Kapitel 5 gezeigt wird. In ähnlicher Weise können die vorgestellten Metaober-
flächen als Spektrumsteiler in Tandemsolarzellen dienen, wie in Kapitel 7 und 8 beschrie-
ben.

In Kapitel 5 knüpfen wir an Kapitel 4 an, indem wir die Kontrolle über Spektrum
und Winkel des gestreuten Lichts experimentell demonstrieren. Hierfür kombinieren
wir verschiedene Metagratings, um die Lichtstreuung nur für einen bestimmten Winkel-
bereich zu erzeugen. Indem wir die Interferenz zwischen den Lichtstreumoden der Nano-
partikel steuern, kontrollieren wir das Streuspektrum, und indem wir sie in Arrays unter-
schiedlicher Periodizität anordnen, kontrollieren wir die Streuwinkel. Silizium-Nanodrähte
wurden auf einem transparenten Substrat hergestellt und streuen Licht bei einer Reso-
nanz von λ = 650 nm. Die Nanodrähte wurden in einer Superzellenstruktur platziert, die
aus mehreren Gittern mit unterschiedlichen Abständen (675-1300 nm) besteht, wodurch
eine breitwinklige Streuung im Winkelbereich von 30-75◦ entsteht. Die Metagratings
sind so konzipiert, dass sie spiegelnde Reflexion unterdrücken und eine effiziente Trans-
mission außerhalb des resonanten Streubandes aufweisen. Die Metagratings sind mit
einer Silizium-Heterojunction-Solarzelle integriert, die in einem bestimmten Winkel-
bereich ein hellrotes Streuungsbild erzeugt. Die externe Quanteneffizienz ist nur im
streuenden Spektralband reduziert, mit einem Kurzschlussstromabfall von nur 13%. Diese
Struktur kann Anwendung in Aufdach-Photovoltaikanlagen und anderen gebäudeinte-
grierten PV finden, die von der Lichtreflexion in Richtung eines wohldefinierten Winkel-
bereichs profitieren.

Kapitel 6 zeigt die Theorie, das Design und die experimentelle Realisierung einer bre-
itbandigen Rückreflektor-Metaoberfläche basierend auf dem Huygens-Fresnel-Prinzip.
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Unter Verwendung eines Phasengradienten-Ansatzes entwerfen wir eine theoretische
Metaoberfläche mit einer Effizienz von 100% für die Rückreflexion. Durch die Erzeu-
gung einer periodischen Phasenänderung des von der Oberfläche reflektierten Lichts
wird das Licht über einen breiten Winkelbereich und über eine Bandbreite im sicht-
baren Spektralbereich effizient in die erste negative Beugungsordnung gelenkt. In der
experimentellen Umsetzung wird der berechnete Phasengradient diskretisiert und Ar-
rays aus Einheitszellen von TiO2-Nanodrähten unterschiedlicher Höhe gebildet, die auf
einem Silberspiegel platziert werden. Diese Metaoberfläche ermöglicht die Rückreflex-
ion für einen breiten Wellenlängenbereich von λ = 490 - 940 nm mit einer Effizienz über
85%. Die Vorteile des Designs liegen in der geringen Höhe, der Einfachheit des Aufbaus,
der großen Bandbreite und dem großen möglichen Winkelbereich. Die ultradünnen
Metaoberflächen können sperrigere Rückreflektoren ersetzen und finden Anwendung
in vielen optischen Technologien.

In Kapitel 7 untersuchen wir theoretisch die Vorteile eines Spektrumsteilers, der in
eine 2-Terminal (2T) Perowskit/Silizium-Tandem-Solarzelle integriert ist. Der Spektrum-
steiler reflektiert Licht mit einer Energie größer als die Bandlücke der Topzelle und er-
höht somit die Absorption im Perowskit, um von dem höheren Spannungspotenzial in
der Topzelle zu profitieren. Wir unterscheiden zwischen einem planaren und einem
Lambertschen streuenden Spektrumsteiler und stellen fest, dass durch die Wahl der richti-
gen Bedingungen für die Stärke und den Spektralbereich beide Spektrumsteilerkonfigu-
rationen zum Vorteil für 2T-Tandem-Solarzellen sind. Für Topzellen mit einer Bandlücke
größer als 1,7 eV ist ein Spektrumsteiler immer von Vorteil, da er die Absorption in der
Topzelle erhöht und eine bessere Stromanpassung mit der unteren Stromzelle schafft.
Detailed-Balance Berechnungen zeigen, dass eine Lambertschen Spektrumsteiler-Zwischen-
schicht bei 500 nm dicken Perowskit-Topzellen mit einer Bandlücke von mehr als 1,7
eV zu einem absoluten Effizienzgewinn von 5%-6% führt. Unter Verwendung experi-
menteller Parameter realistischer Solarzellen sagen wir einen potenziellen Effizienzgewinn
von 2,8% (absolut) für eine Topzelle mit einer Bandlückenenergie von 1,77 eV voraus.

In Kapitel 8 demonstrieren wir experimentell eine Metagrating-Zwischenschicht in
4T-Perowskit/Silizium-Tandemzellen, die das einfallende Spektrum teilt und in der Top-
zelle einfängt. Dieses Metagrating hat die Eigenschaft, Licht mit Energien oberhalb der
Bandlücke des Perowskits unter hohen Winkeln effizient in die Topzelle zu beugen und
somit das reflektierte Licht in der Perowskit-Topzelle einzufangen. Gleichzeitig reduziert
die Spektrumsteiler-Metaoberfläche die Reflexion im Infraroten Spektalbereich und er-
höht damit die Photostromerzeugung in der unteren Silizium-Solarzelle. Wir stellen den
Spektrumsteiler mittels SCIL her, integrieren ihn in eine Perowskit/Silizium 4T-Tandemzelle
und zeigen eine Stromerhöhung in der Topzelle von 0,5 mA/cm2. Wir prognostizieren
einen Wirkungsgradgewinn für die hergestellte Struktur in einer 4T-Perowskit/Silizium-
Tandemsolarzelle in Wafergröße von 0,26% (absolut). Wir stellen ein weiteres optimiertes
Metasurface-Design vor, für das wir eine Erhöhung des Kurzschlussstroms in der Perowskit-
Topzelle um 1,4 mA/cm2 und eine Effizienzsteigerung der 4T-Tandemsolarzelle von 0,40%
(absolut) vorhersagen. Die Metagrating-Geometrie ist sehr flexibel im Design und kann
an andere Tandemsolarzellen-Kombinationen angepasst werden. Das spektrumsteilende
Metagrating optimiert spektrale Aufspaltung und Lichteinfang im optischen Spektral-
bereich und Transmission im Infraroten Spektralbereich.



116 Zusammenfassung

Insgesamt präsentier diese Arbeit neuartige Lösungen, die auf nanophotonischer
Lichtstreuung basieren, um farbige PV- und Tandem-Solarzellen mit verbessertem Wir-
kungsgrad zu erzeugen. Die Kontrolle über die Streueigenschaften von resonanten dielek-
trischen Nanoteilchen und Metaoberflächen wird genutzt, um gewünschte Streuprofile
zu erzeugen, mit maßgeschneidertem Winkel-Streuprofil und Spektrum. Die in dieser
Arbeit entwickelten Metagrating-Konzepte für die Photovoltaik können auf eine breite
Palette von Solarzellen angewendet werden und lassen sich auf praktische großflächige
Fertigungstechnologien hochskalieren.
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